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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis we consider a two-phase graph 
theoretic approach to designing the layout of a system of 
physical facilities. Heuristic techniques are required 
because the complexity of the problem gives little hope for 
optimization. The initial phase involves determining the 
relative spatial adjacency of facilities in the plane. 
Several new formulations are developed. The basic method 
of maximizing the sum of pairwise adjacency scores is 
extended to account for near adjacency. Facility areas 
are then included using the more realistic objective of 
minimizing total transportation cost in the layout under 
an approximation to rectilinear travel. Considerable com-
putational experience is given. 
The ultimate aim of facilities design is the pro-
duction of a scale block plan - the second phase. We 
present a method for systematically producing such a plan 
for a restricted class of adjacency graphs that is concise 
enough to be implemented on a microcomputer. Proposed 
modifications to this rationale are then outlined in the 
context of multifloor layout. 
Efficiency is an important criterion throughout the 
work. Our methods use a constructional, rather than the 
more common improvement, rationale, and hence advantage may 
be taken of this updating nature. We introduce several 
updating schemes in order to make promising techniques 
tractible on problems of practical size. Included is a 
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modified methodology for general graph planarity testing 
in an updating framework. 
Graph theory offers a flexible modelling base within 
which we may readily encapsulate many formulation alterna-
tives. We feel that this thesis contains an important 
contribution in providing methods which give high quality 
solutions to problems unsolvable by other means in ~eason-
able computing time. Also, out of this work are spawned 





1.1 The Purpose of This Study 
In this study we explore aspects of the graph theoretic 
approach to the problem of the layout of facilities, as 
defined formally in Section 1.3. Facilities layout is an 
important problem in industrial engineering, where it is 
concerned mainly with designing the layout of a system of 
physical facilities such as buildings on a plane site or 
machines on a workshop floor. However, application is not 
restricted to the industrial context - buildings such as 
hospitals, libraries, universities and office blocks can also 
be designed within the framework. 
The task is to produce a scale plan depicting the 
relative positions of the facilities which optimize some 
measure of system per~ormance, such as total transportation 
cost within the system, or the sum of pairwise adjacency 
desirability ratings. The method of attack is to decompose 
the problem into two phases: the determination of the 
adjacency structure of the layout, and the construction of 
the block plan corresponding to this structure. Both 
problems turn out to be difficult in the sense that optimal 
solutions to them are not available for examples of practical 
size. We therefore investigate several approximation tech-
niques for the first phase, and develop a method of obtaining 
a scale block plan for some restricted cases that is 
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implementable using microcomputer technology. Also considered 
is a possible rationale for extending the techniques to the 
design of multi-floor layouts. 
Throughout the thesis the central theme is algorithmic 
graph theory. Though not a classical tool of Operations 
Research, the spirit of the technique is traditional - it• 
aids the decision-maker in modelling and finding an acceptable 
solution to a real-world problem. 
1.2 Terminology and Notation 
In this section we introduce the graph theoretic 
notation and terminology to be used throughout the thesis 
(Definitions 1. 1 through 1. 22) and define other relevant 
concepts. 
Definition 1.1 
sets (V,E) where 
(i) V =/- cp 
An undirected graph, G, is a pair of 
(ii) [vl < 00 , where [VI is the cardinality of V 
(iii) the elements of V are called vertices 
(iv) the elements of E are distinct undirected pairs 
of vertices of V, called edges. Each edge in E 
is denoted by (v.,v.). 
J. J 
Definition 1.2 A weighted undirected graph is an ordered 
pair (G,w) where 
(i) the function w: E + JR. defines edge weights 
(ii) w(v. ,v.) is written w .. 





Remark 1.3 Throughout the thesis we will generally regard 
the modifiers "weighted, undirected" as being implicit. 
Definition 1. 4 
that 




v. and v. are adjacent 
]. J 
v. and v. are each incident with (v. ,v.) 
]. J --- ]. J 
Definition 1.5 
is defined by 
The adjacency matrix A= (a. , ) of a graph 
lJ 
{ 
1 if vertices viand vj are adjacent 
aiJ' = 0 
otherwise 
Definition 1. 6 The degree (or valency) of a vertex vi 
is the number of edges incident with v., denoted deg(v.). 
]. ]. 
Definition 1. 7 If V' CV and E' C Ethen (V' ,E') is a 
subgraph of G if it satisfies the properties of a graph 
itself. 
Definition 1. 8 A graph G with n vertices is said to be 
complete, denoted K, if all pairs of its vertices are joined 
n . 
by an edge. K has ½n(n-1) edges. n 
Definition 1.9 A graph G is termed bipartite if 
jvj ~ 1 or if there exists a partition V = [v1 Jv2 ] such 
that every edge in G joins a vertex of v1 to a vertex of 
Definition 1. 10 A path between vertices sand t of a 
graph G is a sequence of edges (s,i1 ) , ( i 1 ,i2 ) , ..• , (ik,t). 
This path may be denoted an (s,t)-path. 
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Definition 1.11 A cycle is an (s,s) path containing at 
least one edge, in which no vertex excepts is repeated. If 
every vertex in the graph is represented in the cycle, it is 
called a Hamiltonian cycle. 
Definition 1.12 Two vertices v. and v. of a graph G are 
l J 
said to be connected if there exists a path between v. and 
l 
v .• G is connected if all pairs of vertices are connected. 
J 
A component of a graph G is a maximal connected subgraph 
i.e.: it is not a subgraph of any other connected subgraph 
of G. (Hence G is connected iff it has exactly one compo-
nent.) 
Definition 1.13 An edge-contraction in a graph is obtained 
by removing an edge e (incident with vertices v. and v., say) 
l J 
and identifying viand vj in such a way that the resulting 
vertex is incident to those edges (other thane) which were 
originally incident to v. or v .• A contraction of a graph 
l J 
is then a graph which results from G after a sequence of 
edge-contractions. 
Definition 1.14 Two graphs are homeomorphic if they can 
both be obtained from the same graph by inserting new ver-
tices of degree 2 into its edges. 
Definition 1.15 Two graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic if 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of 
G1 and those of G2 with the property that the number of edges 
joining any two vertices of G1 is equal to the number of 
edges joining the corresponding vertices of G2 . 
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Definition 1. 16 A plane graph is a graph drawn in the plane 
such that no two edges (or the curves representing the edges) 
intersect geometrically except at a vertex to which they are 
both incident. 
Definition 1.17 
a plane ·graph. 
Theorem 1.18 
A graph is planar if it is isomorphic to 
A graph is planar iff it contains no sub-
graph homeomorphic to K5 , or K3 , 3 (the complete bipartite 
graph on 2 sets of 3 vertices). 
Proof: [ Kuratowski (1930) ] 
Theorem 1.19 A graph is planar iff it contains no sub-
graph that is contractible to K5 or K3 , 3 . 
Proof: [ Wilson (1972) ] 
Theorem ·1.20 For a graph G = (V,E) with IVI > 3 to be 
planar, IEI ~ 3IVI - 6. 
Proof: [ consequence of Euler (1752) ] 
Definition 1. 21 The regions bounded by edges in a planar 
graph G are called the faces of G. The unbounded region is 
called the· exterior face. 
Definition 1. 22 A graph G is maximal planar if no further 
edges may be added to G without violating its planarity. In 
a maximal planar graph, G = (V,E) all the faces are triangu-
lar (hence the alternative terminology of triangulation), 
and IEI = 3lvl - 6. 
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Remark· 1. 23 The remaining de;f;initions deal with some 
theoretical aspects of algorithms and heuristics. 
Definition 1. 24 A heuristic is a procedure designed to 
give a good quality solution to a problem instance in 
reasonable computational time, but does not guarantee that 
the solution will be optimal. 
Definition 1. 25 An algorithm is a solution procedure which 
guarantees to find the optimal solution to a problem instance 
(if one exists). 
Definition 1.26 Let p denote a problem instance, and let 
H be a heuristic applied to the problem. In a graph theore-
tic context, let E(H,p) denote the set of edges chosen by 
Hand E*(p) denote the edge set of maximum weight. Then the 
ratio 
_ W(E(H,p)) 
l\J (p) - w ( E * ( p) ) 
is a measure of the quality of the solution produced by H 
(where w(s) is the edge-weight sum of the elements of s). 
The worst case ratio pH is defined to be 
pH = inf (RH(p)). 
p 
pH(:l) provides a guaranteed value for the quality of the 
solution in comparison with the optimum, but is usually a 
pessimistic measure. 
Definition 1.27 The size of a problem is an integral value 
associated with a problem instance which represents some 
measure of the quantity of the input data. The input data 
may be thought of as representable by a string of symbols 
from some alphabet. 
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Remark 1.28 In the graph-theoretic context, problem 
size is usually determined by the number of vertices and/or 
the number of edges in the graph. 
Definition 1.29 The time complexity of an algorithm (or 
heuristic) is the solution time required expressed as a 
function of the problem size. The limiting behaviour of the 
complexity as size increases is called the asymptotic time 
complexity. 
Definition 1. 30 A function g(n) is said to be O(f(n)) if 
there exists a constant c such that g(n) ~ cf(n) for all but 
some finite (possibly empty) set of non-negative values for 
n. 
Remark 1.31 As an example of algorithmic complexity, 
if an algorithm processes inputs of size n in time cn2 for 
some constant c, then we say that the time complexity for 
that algorithm is O(n 2 ), read "order n 211 • 
Remark 1. 32 An algorithm is generally considered a 
practically useful solution technique to a problem only if 
its complexity grows polynomially with respect to the size 
of the input. This includes algorithms for which the asymp-
totic complexity is not a polynomial itself, but is bounded 
by a polynomial. Such algorithms are termed· polynomial-
time or efficient. 
Definition 1. 33 For an optimization problem, let F denote 
the set of feasible solutions and c represent a cost func-
tion' C : F -+ R. Assume that F and care given implicitly 
in terms of two algorithms, AF and Ac. AF' given a 
10 
combinatorial object f and a set S of parameters, will 
decide whether f E F; A, given a feasible solution f, and 
C 
another set of parameters Q, returns the value of c(f). 
Definition 1.34 The optimization version of a combinatorial 
optimization problem is defined as: given representations of 
the parameters Sand Q for the algorithms AF and Ac' find the 
optimal feasible solution. 
Definition 1. 35 The recognition version of a combinatorial 
optimization problem is: given an instance - a representation 
of Sand Q - and an integer L, is there a feasible solution 
f E F such that c(f) < L (minimization form). 
Definition 1. 36 Denote by P the class of recognition 
problems that can be solved by a polynomial-time algorithm. 
Definition 1. 37 Included in the class Pare the problems 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING, MAXIMUM MATCHING IN GRAPHS, MAXIMUM FLOW 
IN A NETWORK, and GRAPH PLANARITY TESTING. 
Definition 1. 38 Let L be a fixed finite alphabet and$ be 
a distinguished symbol· in$ (marking the end of the problem 
encoding). A recognition problem A is in the class Nf 
if there exists a polynomial p(n) and an algorithm A (a 
certificate-checking algorithm) such that: the string 
x EL is a yes instance of A if and only if there exists a 
string of symbols in L, denoted c(x), (the certificate), 
!c(x) I ~ p(ixl) with the property that A, if supplied with 
the input x$c(x) reaches the answer yes after at most 
p ( Ix I ) steps. 
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Remark 1.39 PE NF 
Remark 1.40 Problems in NP are solvable in principle 
by polynomial-depth backtrack search. 
Remark 1.41 Examples of problems in NF are TRAVELLING 
SALESMAN PROBLEM, INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING, CLIQUE DETER-
MINATION IN GRAPHS and the SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM (f~r 
Boolean expressions). 
Definition 1.42 Let A1 and A2 be recognition problems. 
We say that Ai reduces in polynomial time to A2 iff there 
exists a polynomial-time algorithm A1 for A1 that uses 
several times as a subroutine at unit cost a (hypothetical) 
algorithm A2 for A2 . A1 is called a polynomial-time reduc-
tion of A1 to A2 • 
Definition 1.43 A recognition problem A1 polynomially 
transforms to another recognition problem A2 if, given any 
string x, we can construct a stringy within polynomial 
(in jxl) time such that x is a yes instance of A1 iffy is 
a yes instance of A2 . 
Remark 1.44 Polynomial-time transformations may be 
thought of as polynomial-time reductions with just one cell 
of the subroutine A2 , exactly at the end of the algorithm 
for A1 • The remainder of the algorithm constructs y, the 
input to the algorithm for A2 • 
Definition 1.45 A recognition problem A E NF is said to 
be NP-complete if all other problems in NF polynomially 
transform to A. 
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Remark 1.46 If there is an efficient algorithm for A, 
above, then there is an efficient algorithm for every problem 
in NP. 
Remark 1.47 The problem examples of Remark 1.42 are 
also NP-complete. 
Remark 1. 48 In order to prove that a problem is NF-
complete it is necessary to show that: 
(i) the problem is in NP. 
(ii) all other problems in NP polynomially transform 
to the problem. 
Part (ii) is practically achieved by showing that a 
known NP-complete problem is polynomially transformable to 
the given problem. 
For a more complete coverage of graph theoretic termi-
nology, refer to Harary (1969), Wilson {1972) or Bondy and 
Murty {1976). The fundamental results on NP-completeness 
may be found in Cook {1971) and Karp (1972). Garey and 
Johnson (1979) contains a comprehensive account of all 
developments since 1971, plus a large number of known NP-
complete problems. For many uncovered aspects of algorithmic 
computation, see Aho, Hopcroft and Ullmann (1974) or Reingold, 
Nievergelt and Deo {1977). The excellent book of Papadimitriou 
and Steiglitz (1982) covers all the above material in lucid 
style; the treatment has strongly influenced the contents of 
this section. 
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1.3 Facilities Layout Problems 
The first formulation of a facilities layout problem 
was by Koopmanns and Beckmann (1957), as the well-known 
Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP). Each facility can be 
thought of as being composed of a number of unit subfacility 
modules (usually taken as the highest common factor of all 
the facility areas), and the planar layout site is considered 
to be divided up into an orthogonal grid, with each location 
cell having a unit module area. QAP then has the objective 
of determining the relative location of the subfacilities so 
as to minimize total transportation cost throughout the 
configuration, while guaranteeing that each facility is a 
contiguous region. 
We now describe a variation upon the original formula-
tion, due to Hillier and Connors (1966). 
Let 
N = {1,2, ••. ,n} = the set of subfacilities. 
M = {1,2, •.• ,m} = the set of grid locations. 
c .. = the cost per unit time period of assigning 
1J 
subfacility i to location j. 
d .. = the distance from location i to location j 
1J 
(where this distance is an appropriate measure 
of the travel cost between locations). 
f .. = the work flow from subfacility i to subfacility 
lJ 
j . 
s. = the set of locations to which subfacility i may 
1 
a. 'k 1J r 
be feasibly assigned. 
{
f .. d. if i 
= 1J Jr 
f .. d .. + c .. 
11 J J l.J 
"f k or j "fr 
if i = k or j = r 
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x., = {l if subfacility i is assigned to location j 
lJ O otherwise 
If subfacilities i and j belong to the same facility, f .. is 
lJ 
set to an artificially high value to ensure adjacency. The 
c .. values are assigned prohibitively high levels when lJ 
s . . 
l 
QAP then takes the form 
n n m m 
MINIMIZE E E E E a, 'k x .. xk 
r=l lJ r 1J r i=l j=l k=l 
subject to 
n 
E x . . = 1, 
i=l lJ 
j E N 
(each subfacility must be located) 
n 
E x .. = 1, 
j=l lJ 
i EM 
(at most one subfacility per location) 
X,. = 0/1, 
lJ 
i E M, j E N 
If n < m, we may introduce (m-n) dummy subfacilities, with 
zero c .. and f .. values. Also note that the assumption of 
lJ lJ 
decomposability of a. 'k is quite restrictive, but reduces lJ r 
the input requirements of the original formulation from 
O(n4 ) to O(n2 ). 
The division of each facility into an integral number 
of modules circwnvents the implicit QAP assumption that a 
facility may be represented as one object. However, the 
cost of this can be a significant increase in computational 
requirements through the expansion of the size of a problem. 
Configurations of unacceptable irregularity may also result, 
and instability'(in the form of cycling) can occur during 
solution by a standard technique (Krarup and Pruzan (1977)). 
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For a summary of both algorithmic and heuristic 
approaches to the solution of problem QAP, see Foulds (1983). 
Unfortunately, problem QAP has been shown to be NP-
complete (Lenstra (1976), Sahni and Gonzalez (1976)), so 
that optimal solutions are available for only small problems 
involving up to 15 subfacilities (see, for example, Lawler 
(1975), Bazaraa (197~), Burkard and Stratmann (1978) · and 
Gavett and Plyter (1966)). 
We now consider an alternative formulation of the 
Facilities Layout problem in a graph theoretic framework 
(see Chapter 2 for a justification of this approach). Here 
we identify each facility i with the vertex vi of a graph 
G = (V,E,W). (As in problem QAP, subfacility modules are 
defined as required.) We assume that a relationship chart 
(or matrix) W is available which summarizes the desirability 
of siting each pair of facilities adjacently. This adjacency 
between facilities viand vj, say, is represented by an edge 
(v.,v.) EE in the graph, so that there are ½jVj (jVj-1) 
]. J 
possible edges to choose from; the edge-weight w., corres-
l.J 
ponds to the desirability rating W(i,j). Figure 1.1 illus-
trates these notions. Adjacent facility vertices are joined 
by an edge intersecting their common boundary, so that the 
resultant graph, including a vertex representing the exterior 
facility, depicts the adjacency structure of the layout. It 
is termed the dual graph, and is planar iff the layout itself 
is planar (see, for example, Seppanen and Moore (1970)). In 
fact, provided no facility in the layout is nested entirely 
within another facility, and all wall junctions involve the 
meeting of three facilities, the dual adjacency graph must 
be maximally planar. 
Figure 1.1 An 8-facility block plan and 




The graph theoretic formulation now takes the follow-
ing form (Foulds and Robinson (1976)), which we shall call 
problem ADJACENCY. 
Let 
w .. = the closeness rating for siting facilities i 
lJ 
and j adjacently. 
n = the number of facilities. 
V = the set of facilities. 
N = the set of pairs of facilities which must be 
adjacent in any feasible solution. 
F = the set of pairs of facilities which must not 
be adjacent in any feasible solution. 
E = P-(NUF) = the set of possible adjacency pairs. 
.MAXIMIZE r w .. x .. 
(i,j) EE lJ lJ 
subject to (V, E' UN) is a maximal planar graph 
x .. = 1 ' 
(i,j) E N 
lJ 
X, • = 0/1 (i,j) E E 
lJ ' 





if facilities i and j are located adjacently 
otherwise 
E' = {(i,j): x., = 1, (i,j) EE} 
lJ 
Hence, we have reduced the problem to that of finding a 
maximum weight planar subgraph of a given (complete) weighted 
graph. 
We now show that the values w .. may be assumed to be 
lJ 




In problem ADJACENCY, if we make the trans-
wt. = w .. + w, for all i,j (w > 0) 
lJ lJ 
then the solution set E' remains unchanged. 
Proof: The modified objective function is now 
MAX E ( w . . + w) x . . 
{i,j) EE lJ lJ 
= MAX( E 
{i,j) EE 





w . . x .. + E wx .. 
lJ lJ (i,j) EE lJ 
w . . x .. + w E x .. ) 
lJ lJ (i,j) EE lJ 
W, , X. , + W ( 3n-6) 
lJ lJ 
(since G is maximal planar) 
i.e.: the objective function differs only by a constant 
i.e.: the solution to the modified problem will be identical 
to that of problem ADJACENCY. 
In particular, if we choose 
w = MAX lw., I 
0 lJ w .. < 
l] 
then w~. > 0 for all i,j. 
lJ -
QED 
This result then implies that any optimal solution to problem 
ADJACENCY must correspond to a maximal planar graph, since 
any optimal solution that is not maximal planar may be made 
so by edge addition without decreasing the value of the 
objective function (the total edge weight). 
Note that it is also sufficient to consider integer 
values only of w .. , as fractional values may be scaled by 
lJ 
the product of all the denominators. We assume integrality 
henceforth. 
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We may easily convert a minimization formulation into 
a maximization form, as follows. 
Theorem 1.2 To convert a minimization form of problem 
ADJACENCY into a maximization form, it is sufficient to make 
the coefficient transformation 
w'!r. = L -
l] 
where L > MAX{ MAX c .. , 
C, , > 0 l] 
l] -
c. . for all i, j , 
l] 
MAX le .. -j} 
lJ c .. < 0 
l] 
Proof: Firstly we demonstrate the equivalence of the 
objective functions under the indicated transformation. 
MIN E c .. x .. 
( i I j) EE l] l] 
= -MAX ( - !: c .. x .. ) 
(i,j) EE l] lJ 
= -MAX( E (-C. , ) X. , ) 
(i,j) EE lJ. lJ 
= -MAX( E (L-c .. -L)x. ,) 
(i,j) EE lJ lJ 
= -MAX( E (L-c . . )x . . - I 
(. . ) EE lJ lJ (. . ) E l,J l,J 
Le .. ) 
E lJ 
= -MAX( E (L-c .. ) x . . ) + (3n-6)L 
(i,j) EE lJ lJ 
Therefore, the objective functions differ by only a constant. 
Now we check that the solution structure is preserved. 
Consider the set E ordered according to non-decreasing order 
of weight (in the minimization case) i.e.: E = {B 1 ,s2 , ... ,Be}' 
where e = !El, Sk ~ cij for some i,j 
and B· < B· for all i,j. 
l - J 
Then E* = {L-S1 ,L-S 2 , ... ,L-Se} 
= {Si,82, ... ,s;}, say, 
will be a set with non-increasing order, with reverse ranking 
and the same relative weights, since 
IBt-Btl = I (L-B.) -
l J l. 




I B. -B. I 
l J 
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Therefore, where in the minimization context an edge Bk may 
be chosen as part of the solution, in the corresponding maxi-
mization, edge B~ would be chosen i.e.: the solution structure 
of the maximal planar subgraph will be preserved. Hence,the 
theorein is proved. QED 
Unfortunateiy, like problem QAP, problem ADJACENCY is 
also NP-complete, as is clear from the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3 Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer 
K ~ IEI, the problem of determining whether there exists a 




[see Liu and Geldmacher (1978), Garey and Johnson 
(The problem described is a restriction of problem 
ADJACENCY, and the required result follows). 
Hence an optimal solution may be found for only small 
problems; for practical instances, heuristic methods must be 
developed. The relative simplicity of the ADJACENCY formu-
lation, however, makes it a more attractive proposition for 
such attempts. 
It is worthwhile comparing the graph theoretic and 
QAP formulations. Problem ADJACENCY represents an adjacency 
prescription only - a blank layout area is assumed, with no 
predetermined locations specified. This allows a planner 
more scope for design freedom, but implies the need for a 
second phase in the process - the construction of the 
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corresponding layout. (This aspect is discussed in Chapter 
7 • ) 
The location assignment costs, c .. , of problem QAP are 
lJ 
assumed zero in problem ADJACENCY. This implies that the 
adjacency-based formulation is more suitable for the design 
of a new layout rather than the modification of an existing 
one; QAP would be effective in either situation. 
No credit is given for non-adjacency in problem 
ADJACENCY, so that the overall cost of the layout is not 
explicitly considered. In fact, the implied objective may 
not always be valid. Simple refinements are available, 
however, to provide alternatives for most situations likely 
to be encountered. 
1. 4 The Problems to be Studied 
Several aspects of the graph theoretic approach to 
facility layout will be discussed in the thesis. 
Firstly, in Chapter 3, we describe three effective 
heuristics for problem ADJACENCY, including computational 
experience. A fourth approach is offered from a purely 
theoretical viewpoint. 
We then consider an extension of the basic model to 
incorporate credit for near adjacency. Two of the original 
heuristics are modified and compared in Chapter 4. A bipro-
duct of this extension is an investigation of graph. planarity 
testing in an updating environment - characterising planarity 
under the addition of at most one vertex and/or edge. Chapter 
5 covers the preliminary results in the context of a particu-
lar planarity testing algorithm. 
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In Chapter 6 we consider an alternative objective 
function for the problem - that of the maximization of total 
transportation cost in the layout, where the actual facility 
areas are taken into account. The required modifications 
to the model are presented, together with numerical results. 
In Chapter 7 we propose a method for converting the 
output from special cases of the methods of Chapter ,3 or 
Chapter 6 into the corresponding block plan. Practical 
implementation on a microcomputer is shown to be potentially 
effective and tractible for the given restrictions. 
Finally, application of a graph theoretic approach 
to multi-floor layout is discussed in Chapter 8. Little 
comparable work is available, so computational experience 
is limited to model validation. 
Now, to follow in Chapter 2, we give a brief overview 
of previous work into the basic graph theoretic model and 




SELECTION OF A SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
Previous use of graph theoretic methods in facilities 
layout and Architectural· Planning 
Related graph theoretic literature falls into three 
categories: 
(i) Heuristics for determining a highly-weighted 
adjacency graph from a given (complete) graph 
(corresponding to a relationship matrix). 
(ii) Algorithms for determining a maximally weighted 
adjacency graph from a given (complete) graph 
(corresponding to a relationship matrix). 
(iii) Enumeration and ornamentation layout configura-
tions. 
(i) One of the first papers to appear using graph theory in 
the context of facilities layout was due to Levin (1964). 
His method for problem ADJACENCY is essentially a greedy 
heuristic, similar in spirit to one to be described in 
Chapter 3. This was followed by the "RUGR" procedure 
of Krejcirik (1969). Little computational experience 
is available for either method. 
From 1970 to 1976, a series of papers by Seppanen and 
Moore (1970), (1975), Moore and Carrie (1976) and Moore 
(1976) introduced and developed a heuristic approach 
for problem ADJACENCY based on symbolic processing 
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theory, culminating in Carrie, Moore, Roczniak and 
Seppanen (1978). They offer two basic approaches. One 
is to incrementally construct a highly-weighted adjacency 
graph while utilising string-grammars to represent the . 
corresponding planar embedding. The grammatical rules 
used circumvent the need for planarity testing, allowing 
only the generation of planar layout topologies, and 
reduce the graphical manipulation requirements to character 
string transformations. Four different edge-selection 
criteria were tested, with promising results;· however, the 
computational effort required is large. Again, little 
computational experience is available. 
The second approach tackles the problem via edge elimina-
tion applied to the adjacency graph, to remove "undesirable" 
or "incompatible" edges until a maximal planar graph is 
obtained. This clearly requires repeated applications of 
a planarity testing algorithm; the authors chose the 
method of Demoucron, Malgrange, and Pertuiset (1964) 
(see Chapters 4 and 5 for a fuller description of this 
algorithm, together with improvements possible.for some 
special cases) . 
Hashimshony, Shaviv and Wachman (1980) use an edge elimina-
tion rationale similar to that of Seppanen and Moore (1970). 
Their relationship matrix differs slightly from the stan-
dard in that there are only four distinct rating values 
available (0,1,2,3). The process is essentially greedy, 
using heuristic criteria to ensure that either a minimal 
number of edges are deleted or only edges of smallest 
weight cancelled in achieving a planar adjacency graph. 
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Planarity testing is achieved by the procedure of Lempel, 
Even and Cederbaum (1966) (see also Booth and Lueker 
(1976) for a linear time implementation of this algorithm). 
Use is made of the so-called s-t numbering generated by 
this approach to aid in obtaining the dual graph - a pro-
cess termed "unfolding". The authors also mention a 
second edge elimination operation, that of locating an 
additional vertex where two edges cross (if viable); this 
would lead to the introduction of a circulation area in 
the corresponding dual graph. Both schemes have been 
embedded within a decomposition-recomposition cluster-
analytic layout method (Shaviv, Hashimshony and Wachman 
(1977), (1978)) and appear to perform satisfactorily. 
(ii) Only two papers appear to have tackled the problem of 
finding the optimal solution to problem ADJACENCY. Foulds 
and Robinson (1976) employ a constructive branch-and-
bound strategy based on the Kurakowski planarity criterion 
(Theorem 1.18). They introduce a series of filters which 
reduce the need for explicitly testing promising subgraphs 
for planarity; if the filters fail for a particular con-
figuration, the ultimate planarity test used is the method 
of Hopcroft and Tarjan (1974). 
Christofides, Galliani and Stefanini (1980) produce a new 
integer programming formulation for problem ADJACENCY. 
They consider a Lagrangean relaxation of the problem to 
derive sharp bounds used in a branch-and-bound algorithm. 
Branching strategies are based on both edges and faces of 
the graph, in terms of bound sensitivity and structural 
considerations. Planarity testing is again provided by 
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the Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm. 
Both approaches outlined can solve problems with a maximum 
of only 15 vertices (or facilities) in reasonable computa-
tional time. The use of exact methods, therefore, becomes 
restricted to providing optimal-solutions to small test 
problems for the purpose of comparison and performance 
evaluation of heuristics, such as those to be presented 
in Chapter 3. 
(iii) Several papers have appeared dealing with the counting of 
architectural configurations. 
March and Earl (1977) demonstrate that an isomorphism 
exists between the set of 3-polytopes with n + 1 polygonal 
faces, and a class of architectural plans with n facili-
ties, including internal circulation areas. They note 
that all plans with n facilities may be obtained through 
ornamentation from a set of so-called "fundamental" 
schemes corresponding to projections of convex trivalent 
3-polytopes. The duals of these polytopes are also 3-
polytopes with triangular faces, analogously to the dual 
of a maximal planar graph being trivalent. Using a 
trivalent polytope construction technique due to Eberhard 
(1891), the authors enumerate the number of potentially 
symmetric plans (with an orthogonal wall arrangement and 
at most three-way wall junctions) for up to eleven facili-
ties. 
Essentially similar methodologies may also be found in 
Korf (1977) and Mitchell, Steadman and Liggett (1976). 
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Baybars and Eastman (1980) use an operation termed "wheel-
expansion" to generate the maximal planar underlying graphs 
of architectural arrangements (see Chapter 3 for a defini-
tion and further application of this technique in the 
context of weighted graphs). The concept of a pseudo-
geometric dual is introduced and characterised - this 
creates at least one exterior face in the dual graph and 
allows for a specified orientation to be imposed. Dele-
tion of edges from the adjacency graph to provide interior 
courtyards (in a manner similar to that of Hashimshony et 
al) is also investigated. A planar graph embedding rou-
tine which takes advantage of the maximal planar graph 
structure is given: for such a triangulation with p 
vertices, 2p-4 distinct embeddings are possible. Correc-
tions to and criticisms of the paper are given in Earl 
(1981); he points out that the wheel~expansion operation 
is the dual of the "face-splitting" operation of March 
and Earl, essentially due·to Steinitz and Rademacher 
(1934). 
Baybars (1982) deals with the generation of floor plans 
with circulation spaces, again using the pseudo-geometric dual. 
In what is essentially an extension of Baybars and Eastman 
(1980), he classifies floor plans into four types according to 
the form taken by the interior courtyards. Each type may be 
generated via ornamentation - deletion of specified edges from 
the underlying maximal planar graph, or using a restricted 
form of the wheel-expansion operation. Attempts are made to 
accommodate architectural concerns systematically, but without 
dimensionality considerations. 
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Grason (1970) uses the "dual graph approach" to seek an 
"independent topological specification" of space allocation. 
He describes a floor plan graph with edges representing wall 
segments, vertices representing corners and regions represent-
ing spaces, whose dual is oriented. Planar realisation con-
straints are incorporated in _terms of location (contiguity, 
accessibility), dimension (facility area, minimum dimension) 
and "contradiction" (adjacency restriction). Unfortunately, 
no computational experience with these modifications is 
reported. This is one of the first attempts at constructing 
an actual floor plan from the adjacency graph; we leave to 
Chapter 7 an outline of previous work within a similar vein. 
2. 2 Justification o·f the Graph Theoretic Approach 
The work outlined in the last section indicates that 
Graph Theory is a useful tool in fac-ilities layout problems. 
It is relatively straightforward to model the spatial relation-
ships within the graph theoretic framework in terms of the 
adjacency requirements;_ as March and Earl (1977) pointed out, 
all orthogonal plans may be obtained from fundamental schemes 
which are the duals of triangulations. 
A major advantage over the QAP formulation is the 
increased freedom allowed in design - rather than a prescribed 
grid of elemental areas, the planner has a blank area within 
which irregularly shaped facilities of unequal area may be 
manipulated. This of course implies the necessity for divid-
ing the problem into the two phases of adjacency determination 
followed by development of the corresponding block plan. 
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Such a decomposition is also likely to allow a simplification 
in methodology over a "one-pass" approach, since once the 
adjacency information is known, the layout process is not sub-
ject to iteration or manipulation caused by infeasibilities or 
myopic facility placement decisions. 
Provision for flexibility in objectives is desirable, 
and the graph theoretic formulation permits many modifications. 
For instance, minimization of relationship chart scores, maxi-
mization over all pairs of adjacency scores and the minimiza-
tion of transportation cost for layouts are all considered 
within the. same framework in this dissertation, with few 
methodological changes required in moving from one objective 
to another, 
In the design context, the actual number of realizable 
architectural plans with n facilities is O(n) smaller than the 
number of prescribable adjacency requirements. Planar graphs 
encapsulate this modelling specification and may be used to 
identify feasible interactions among facilities rather than 
attempting to satisfy a11· required ones. The introduction 
of edge weights then provides a mechanism by which we may 
objectively rank the quality of solutions obtained. Further, 
estimates of facility area and dimension allow a projected 
plan shape to be defined; at this stage, additional objective 
functions could well be added, based on, for example, minimal 
area, perimeter or construction cost. 
An added advantage is the ability to provide a perfor-
mance benchmark for a heuristic applied to a particular 
problem, in the form of an upper bound on the optimal solution 
value. In fact, Carrie et al (1978) predict that "the 
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definition of the upper bound of feasible solutions may be the 
most important contribution to facilities design made by Graph 
Theory", It is our intention in the succeeding chapters to 
show that it is not the only worthwhile contribution. 
2.3 The effectiveness of computer methods for facilities 
design 
Much discussion has appeared in the literature regard-
ing the merits of computer-based approaches to facilities 
design relative to the performance of experienced planners. 
Several meas~res of problem complexity have been devised in 
an attempt to categorise problems as being more suitable for 
computer or human solution, and comparative experiments have 
been carried out to verify their effectiveness. Most studies 
have used so-called "flow-shop problems" in a QAP format, 
utilising codes such as CRAFT (Buffa, Armour and Vollman 
(1964)) and CORELAP (Lee and Moore (1967)). We now briefly 
chronologically review some of the relevant work done. 
Hillier (1963) suggested an efficiency criterion 
based on a lower bound to the optimal solution, derived via 
calculating the cost of locating each facility individually 
in each location and then using an assignment algorithm to 
minimize the total cost of such individual assignments. 
Vollmann and Buffa (1966) introduced the concept of "flow 
dominance", essentially the coefficient of variation of the 
flow data. This attempts to measure the extent to which the 
flow pattern approaches that of an assembly line. Experience 
showed that problems whose flow dominance did not exceed 200% 
were best solved by computer. 
Scriabin and Vergin (1975) conducted a "computer 
versus human" experiment, using CRAFT. While CRAFT was 
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more consistent in its solution quality on the test problems 
of up to twenty facilities, they found that the humans' 
capabilities of visualising complex patterns and learning 
by experience gave them an advantage over sequentially-
based methods, resulting in solutions up to six-per~ent 
better. In this instance, however, the humans were, perhaps 
unfairly, motivated by being given the results of the best 
CRAFT solutions beforehand. Buffa (1976) also noted that 
the problems used exhibited high flow dominance and involved 
facilities of equal area and hence were easier to solve. 
Unfortunately, CRAFT finds difficulty in dealing with 
unequal areas, due to its pairwise-exchange rationale. 
Coleman (1977) criticised the experimental procedures 
used by Scriabin and Vergin as being biased towards the 
human subjects, and suggested some alternative means of 
appraisal, in the form of a cost-benefit analysis of human 
and computer performances. Time taken to reach a solution 
was deemed to be the costing variable. In addition, experi-
mental results from a study using hypothetical layout 
problems where the subjects were never informed of the 
intangible and unquantified factors showed that humans' 
ability to account better for these factors was "idle specu-
lation". 
Cross (1977) used problems with up to 12 facilities. 
The computer implementation was an elementary random pair-
wise-exchange heuristic, using a symmetric relationship 
matrix of single-digit numbers as input. In this case, the 
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program outperformed the planners by an average of 6%, 
with ''significantly" better results for problems involving 
more than eight facilities, but Cross still concluded that 
there were "no particular advantages to the use of computer 
aids in building design". 
Flow dominance was observed by Block (1979) to 
increase with problem size. He therefore introduce~ upper 
and lower bounds on flow dominance (using a single assembly 
line with constant flow as a basis) to give a modified 
complexity rating, cf, that would be unbiased. Lewis and 
Block (1980) concluded that a cf value of 82% represented 
the upper limit for layout problems whose construction 
could be handled by planners. Their results also showed 
that improvement algorithms usually gave the best solutions, 
outperforming FATE (Block (1978)), PLOP2 (a modified version 
of CRAFT) and CORELAP. 
Trybus and Hopkins (1980) also found that CRAFT was 
superior to human designers. They questioned the validity 
of the 200% flow dominance breakpoint, noting that problems 
with very low flow dominance were easy to solve; problem 
size appeared to be the most important complexity criterion. 
Flow dominance was again criticised in Scriabin and 
Vergin (1981), who noted that it is sensitive to the inclu-
sion of one or more very large flows in the data. They also 
noted that Block's modified measure could be difficult to 
interpret on some problems, and that Hillier's efficiency 
criterion consistently decreased with increasing problem 
size, regardless of flow dominance. A suggested alternative 
was the idea of line-dominance, a representation of the 
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extent to which a problem contains assembly-line-like 
data. High line dominance can manifest itself in high flow 
dominance, so that it was not safe to conclude that visual 
methods have advantages in such cases. They conjectured 
that the presence of line dominance decreases the efficiency 
of both CRAFT and visual methods, but fail to provide an 
adequate quantifiable definition of the concept. 
It can be seen in the above survey that it is gene-
rally felt that computer-based methods provide solutions at 
least as good as those produced by planners. Although it 
is difficult to make a direct cost comparison, once the 
developmental phase of a computer implementation is achieved, 
the relative speed of solution and the ability to easily 
generate large numbers of solutions involving different cost 
scenarios make computer approaches an attractive proposition 
for the initial phases of the layout process. We therefore 
feel justified in our quest for improved methods in computer-
based facilities layout, to provide a useful base on which 
to build an efficient, practical design. 
CHAPTER 3 
MAXIMIZING THE RELATIONSHIP CHART SCORES OF 
ADJACENT FACILITIES 
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In this chapter we describe three graph theoretic 
heuristics for problem ADJACENCY, evaluate their efficiency 
and compare them computationally. Much of the work is 
included in Foulds, Gibbons and Giffin (1984). 
3.1 The Deltahedron Heuristic 
This method was introduced in Foulds and Robinson 
(1978). It constructs the required adjacency graph via a 
sequence of maximal planar graphs without the need for 
planarity testing at any stage of the process. 
The initialisation step chooses four vertices from the 
set of n vertices representing the facilities, then joins 
each pair of vertices by an edge to create the graph K4 , the 
complete graph on four vertices. Three methods for achieving 
this configuration so that its associated weight (given by 
the sum of the weights of its six edges) is sufficiently high 




choose vertices i,j,k,r such that 
w. , + w, k +. w, + w. k + w, + wk is maximized 1J 1 ir J Jr r 
end 




choose vertices i,j such that 





choose vertex k such that 
w .. + w,k is maximized 
1] J 
choose vertex r such that 
w. + w. + wk is maximized 
1r Jr r 




for each vertex i E V 




arrange the vertices in order of non-increasing M(i) 
choose the first four vertices as i,j,k,r 
Remark 3.3 INITIAL 3 has time complexity O(n2 ). 
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INITIAL 1 creates the initial tetrahedron (K 4 ) with the 
highest possible weight, whereas INITIAL 2 makes a greedy 
choice at each stage. INITIAL 3 attempts to reflect the 
"average" weighting of each vertex. It turns out that the 
additional effort required by INITIAL 1 is not worthwhile 
in terms of the weight of the final maximal planar graph 
(MPG). In general its solution quality is inferior. Hence 
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we concentrate on the other two initialisation procedures. 
The K4 produced by any of the above procedures may be 
defined in the following terms: 
V(K4 ) = {i,j,k,r} 
E(K4 ) = { (i,j), (i,k), (i,r), (j,k), (j,r), (k,r)} 
T(K4 ) = { (i,j,k), (i,j,r), (i,k,r), (j,k,r) }, 
where the set T is the set of triangles. This specification 
leads to the construction step, for which there are two 
alternatives: a fixed-order approach or a greedy approach. 
The fixed-order version is based on INITIAL 3 and uses the 
M(i) ordering. The vertices are added one at a time accor-
ding to this ordering, by an insertion of a vertex into a 
triangle, as follows. 
Suppose vertex u is inserted into triangle (a,b,c). 
Then 
V +- V U { u} 
E +- E U { (a,u), (b,u), (c,u)} 
T +- T U { (a,b,u), (a,c,u), (b,c,u) }\ { (a,b,c)} 
(Figure 3.1 illustrates the insertion process). 
Each vertex in the M(i) ordering is inserted into the 
triangle which results in the largest weight increase. That 
is, if u is the vertex to be inserted, all the triangles in 
the present graph are examined, and the one, (a,b,c) say, 
maximizing w + wb + w is chosen. · au u cu 
In the greedy rationale, starting with the INITIAL 2 
configuration, the best vertex, triangle pair is considered 





-Figure 3.1 Inser·ting ver.tex s in triangle (i,j,r} 
Theorem 3.1 Fixed-order DELTAHEDRON has time complexity 
0 (n2 ) . 
Proof: INITIAL 3 is O(n2 ). 
At the i th vertex insertion there are 2i+4 triangles 
to examine with each examination requiring constant 
time; and there are n-4 insertions. Hence, the time 
complexity is 
n-4 
0(n 2 ) + Z: (2i+4) =0(n2 ) +O(n2 ) 
i=l 
2 = 0 (n ) • 
QED 
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Corollary 3.1 Greedy DELTAHEDRON has time complexity 0(n 3 ) 
INITIAL 2 requires 0(n2 ) operations. 
Analogously to Theorem 3.1, the time complexity is 
n-4 
0 (n2 ) + E (2i+4) (n-i) 
i=l 
n..:4 n-4 
= 0(n2 ) + n E (2i+4) - E i(2i+4) 
i=l i=l 
= 0(n2 ) + 0(n3 ) = 0(n3 ). QED 
Considerable computational experience again shows that 
the greedy approach gives no advantage, so the results com-
parison (to be discussed later) is restricted to the fixed-
order method only, using both initialisation procedures 
INITIAL 2 and INITIAL 3. 
Figure 3.2 displays a pidgin-PASCAL description of 
DELTAHEDRON + INITIAL 2. 
We now present two results about the theoretical per-
formance of fixed-order DELTAHEDRON in terms of worst-case 
ratios. 
Theorem 3.2 [Dyer, Foulds and Frieze (1983)] 
Proof: 
(i) . PDELTAHEDRON = 0 ( p is defined in Definition 1. 26) 
(ii) let PDELTAHEDRON = inf(RDELTAHEDRON(Q))' 
Q 
where the infimum is over problems Q such 
that w(e) = 0/1 for all edges e. 
l " 2 
Then~~ PDELTAHEDRON ~ 9 
For completeness we give the proof of (i). 
Let G = (V,E) and w + : E +JR. 
Let m be a positive integer, and let A1 ,A2 , ••. ,Am+l be 
m+l disjoint sets of size m. 
Procedure DELTAHEDRON 
begin. 
(* V(G) = vertex set 
E(G) = edge set -
T(G) = triangle set *) 
(* initialisation *) 
for j = 1 ton do sum (j) := O; 
for j = 1 ton 
for i = 1 to n do 
sum ( j) : = sum ( j) + w ( i, j) ; 
order(*) := [ sum(i) : sum(i) ~ sum(j) iff i < j ]; 
(* set up tetrahedron*) 
V(G) := [ order (1), ••• ,order (4)]; 
E ( G) : = [ ( order ( 1) , order ( 2) ) , .•. , ( order ( 3) , order ( 4) ) ] ; 
set up T(G) corresponding to E(G); 
tot ben := E w(i,j) 
(i,j)EE(G) 
·tor i = 5 ton do 
begin 
max ben : = -1;; 
for each triangle (p,q,r) E T(G) do 
begin 
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ben := w(p,order(i)) + w(q,order(i)) + w(r,order(i)); 
if ben > max ben 
then max_triangle := (p,q,r) 
end; 
V(G) := V(G) + order(i); 
E ( G) : = E ( G) + [ ( order ( i) , V) VE max_triangle]; 
adjust T(G); (* IT(G) I = jT(G) I + 2 *) 
tot ben := tot ben + max ben; 
end. 
output E(G), T(G), tot_ben; 
Figure 3.2 
M 
Let A = U A. , V = A U B, 
. 1 l. 1= 
B = {b1 ,b2 , ••• ,bm}, 
Define E as follows: 
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(a) an edge of weight 1 joins each pair of vertices in 
A 
(b) an edge of weight 
for i=l, ... ,m. 
Now, 
M(V) = 





(where M(v) is as defined in INITIAL 3) 
in A. to b., 
l. l 
The insertion order is defined by the M(v) values, so 
that DELTAHEDRON will first choose the elements of A. The 
weight of the MPG at this stage will be 3m2-6. Then the 
vertices of B will be added, each insertion contributing at 
most 3m to the total weight. Therefore DELTAHEDRON will pro-
"' A A 2 
duce a graph G = (V,E) with w(E) 2 6m -6. 
Now, let E* = {edges incident with B}. 
G* = (V,E*) is a planar subgraph of G, 
and w(E*) ,::: 3 m • 
It therefore follows that 
2 
< 6m -6 for all m > PDELTAHEDRON - 3 
i.e. : m 




For the proof o~ (ii), refer to Dyer, Foulds and Frieze 
(1983). 
Theorem 3.2 indicates the unfortunate result that 
DELTAHEDRON may perform arbitrarily badly on some (albeit 
pathological) examples. If restricted to zero-one problem 
instances, however, a positive performance guarantee.is 
obtained. Extensive computational testing using "practical" 
data suggests that the heuristic performs extremely well -
for details see Section 3.4. 
It is interesting to note that a different definition 
of the vertex ordering yields an improved worst-case ratio. 
Suppose we redefine M(v) to be 
M(V) = MAX w(e) 
vEE 
(vEV,eEE) 
(if the edge weights are not distinct, and, without loss of 
generality V = {1,2, •.• ,n}, then perturb the weight of edge 
(i,j) to w(i,j) + Ei + Ej), and all the resultant heuristic 
DELTAZ • Then 




No attempt has been made to analyse the worst case perfor-
mance of greedy DELTAHEDRON. 
Once the final graph has been constructed by DELTA-
HEDRON, it can be possibly improved by one or both of the 
following strategies. 
(i) Edge replacement 
This operation essentially swaps diagonal edges 
within quadrilaterals in the graph. Difficulties 
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which arise when the other diagonal is already 
present may be overcome using a method described 
in Foulds and Robinson (1979). The edge replace-
ment is made only if an increase in the total 
weight of the graph results. 
(ii) Vertex relocation 
A vertex of degree 3 may be removed from its 
insertion triangle.and relocated elsewhere, again 
if an increase in the solution score is implied. 
There must always be at least one such candidate 
vertex - the last vertex to be inserted. 
Two examples of the improvement strategies are as 
follows. Consider Figure 3.3. 
a 
Figure 3. 3 
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In the quadrilateral (c,d,e,f) we may replace edge 
(d,f) by edge (c,e) if waf - wee> O. This would imply the 
deletion of triangles (d,e,f) and c,d,f) and the addition 
of triangles (c,d,e) and c,e,f). 
Vertex e may be relocated (unless the above edge 
replacement has been made) in, say, triangle (a,c,g) if 
(w + w + w - w - w - wef) > O. The triangte ae ce cg be de 
adjustments are straightforward. 
We now consider some implementation aspects of the 
two improvement strategies. 
Foulds and Robinson (1978) suggested constructing a 
list of the edges not forming part of the MPG solution in 
order of non-increasing weight, and checking each of these 
edges in a series of passes for the possibility of replace-
ment. At the end of each pass, the replacement providing the 
greatest benefit (increase) is compared to the best available 
vertex relocation, and the better modification is performed. 
This process continues until no improvement is possible. 
Such a scheme requires O(n 3 ) operations at each pass, but 
this may be reduced to -O(n 2 ) by checking only O(n) of the 
½(n-3) (n-4) prospective ordered edges, with an accompanying 
minor reduction in solution quality. However, a modification 
of the methodology yields an O(n2 ) complexity without incur-
ring a penalty. Instead of checking whether a particular 
prospective edge forms the alternative diagonal of a quadri-
lateral in the current solution, it proves more expedient to 
construct a list of all the quadrilateral diagonals and 
hence determine a list of their feasible complements (taking 
note of any complements which may already occur in the origi-
nal list). The maximal gain at each pass is thus determined 
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by the maximum difference between corresponding elements in 
the list, and the best improvement possible from a vertex 
relocation. 
Both the quadrilateral list construction with the 
determination of the best prospective edge for insertion and 
the choice of the best vertex to relocate require O(n2 ) opera-
tions. Since, in any MPG there are 3n-6 quadrilaterals and 
at most n possible vertices for relocation, usually O(n) 
passes are sufficient. Thus: 
Remark 3. 4 The improvement strategies of edge replacement 
and vertex relocation require O(n3 ) operations. 
3.2 The Wheel Expansion Heuristic 
The second heuristic for problem ADJACENCY was first 
introduced in Eades, Foulds and Giffin (1982). We now summa-
rize the graph-theoretic concepts which are needed for its 
motivation and development. 
Definition 3.1 Let G be a graph and e E V(G). Then G/e 
denotes the graph obtained by contracting e, in the sense of 
Definition 1.13 (all consequent loops are deleted, and 
multiple edges coalesced). 
The contraction operation is illustrated in Figure 
3. 4. 
Definition 3. 2 A connected graph is called 3-connected 
if at least three of its vertices and their incident edges 
must be removed before it becomes disconnected. 
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part of G part of G/e 
Figure 3. 4 (a) Figure 3. 4 (b) 
Figure 3.4 The contraction process 
Theorem 3·_4 [ Thomassen (1980), Tutte (1961)] 
If G:::: (V,E) is a 3-connected graph with IVI ~ 5, then there 
exists an edge e EE such that G/e is 3~connected. 
This result gives a useful characterization of 3-
connected graphs, and hence is applicable to maximal planar 
graphs (Thomassen (1980)), since contraction preserves 
maximal planarity. Therefore, we have the following: 
Corollary 3.1 If G = (V,E) is a maximal planar graph with 
lvl : 5, then there exists an edge e EE such that G/e is 
maximal planar. 
We may also define a reverse operation to contraction. 
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Definition 3.3 The following determines vertex-splitting 
in a graph G = (V,E): 
Let v E V be such that deg(v) ~ 4. Replace v by two 
adjacent vertices v' and v" so that each vertex formerly 
joined to vis joined to exactly one of v' and v", with 
deg(v') > 3 and deg(v") > 3 in the resulting graph. - - ' 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the vertex splitting procedure. 
Figure 3.5 (a) Figure 3.5 (b) 
Figure 3.5 An example of vertex-splitting 
Definition 3.4 A wheel on n vertices is a cycle on (n-1) 
vertices (termed the rim), each vertex of which is adjacent 
to one additional vertex (termed the hub). 
Definition 3.5 If G is a maximal planar graph, the 
application of vertex-splitting to G is called wheel 
expansion. 
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Remark 3.5 The wheel expansion operation is the same as 
that used in Baybars and Eastman (1980) and Baybars (1982) 
for constructing configurations of unweighted maximal planar 
graphs in an architectural context. 
With this modified terminology, Corollary 3.1 becomes: 
Corollary 3.2 Every maximal planar graph may be.obtained 
from K4 by a sequence of wheel expansions. 
Note that this implies that wheel-expansion could be 
used as the basis for enumerating all maximal planar graphs 
on a given vertex set, whereas the vertex-insertion operation 
(described in procedure DELTAHEDRON) in its unimproved form 
may not, as it always produces a configuration containing at 
least one vertex of degree 3. (Note that there exist MPG's 
with a minimwn degree of 4.) Figure 3.6 indicates how the 
backtracking may be done (by backtracking we mean an implicit 
search technique through all possible solutions). 
Wheel expansion forms the basis for the heuristic to be 
described; firstly we give a rationale for the data structure 
used in the implementation. 
Theorem 3.5 [Skupien (1966)] 
A graph G = (V,E) with IVI = n and jEI =sis maximal planar 
iff 
(i) s = 3n-6 and 
(ii) every vertex v E Vis the hub of a wheel, Wv' 
which has exactly the set of vertices adjacent 





if V(H) = V(G) 
then begin 
end 
if (weight of H) > MAX 
then begin 
MAX:= weight of H; 
HMAX := H; 
else begin 
for each (x,y,k,r) where {x E V(H) I do 
y E V(G)-V(H) 
k,r E W 
X 
backtrack (ft(x,y,k,r)); 
( * main program *) 
MAX := - 00 ; 
HMAX := (cj>,</J) (* null graph*) 
for each set of four vertices x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 E G do 
begin 
end; 
H := planar embedding of subgraph of G induced by 
{xl'x2 ,x3 ,x4 }; 
backtrack (H) ; 
write out the embeddi_n9 HMAX; 
end. 
Figure 3.6 An algorithm :eor enumera,t.tn<,r 
maximal planar graphs 
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Theorem 3. 6 [Eades, Foulds and Giffin (1982)] 
For each v E V, the Wv of T.heorem 3. 5 is unique. 
We choose to use this unique representation in the 
form of a circularly linked list, Lv, for each vertex, v, 
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and create a linked list containing each of these, as shown 
in Figure 3.7. This is essentially a variation of the usual 
adjacency list representation of a graph, with the additional 
constraint of vertex ordering within each adjacency list. 
Each MPG has a representation as defined above which 
(for labelled graphs) is unique to within cyclic reorderings 
and reversals of the lists L. 
V 
The first step of WHEEL_EXPANSION is to create the 
initial tetrahedron, H, using procedure INITIAL 2. At each 
subsequent step, a vertex is added to H by wheel expansion 
as follows: 
Choose X EH, y E G-H. 
Choose k,r E rim(W). 
X 
Expand W to W' and a new wheel W so that 
X X y 
k,r E rim(W'), k,r E rim(W). 
X . y 
This is illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
The choice of the vertices, x, y, k and r is made 
greedily, and the new graph is denoted by II(x,y,k,r). 
For completeness, we now detail how the wheel expansion 
operation modifies the underlying data structures. Suppose 
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Figure 3.8 An example of wheel-expansion 
Suppose that k = x. and b = x.. If i > j then we may· reverse 
l. J 
the order of the Wx r-tuple, so we choose to assume i < j. 
To form the wheel expansion of H by y about x between k and r, 
we perform the following operations: 
(a) The wheel about x: 
W = (x1 , x 2 , ... , x. , x. +l' .•• , x . 1 , x . , x. +l' .•. , x ) X l. 1 J- J ] r 
becomes 
W~ = (x1 ,x2 , ••. ,xi,y,xj,xj+l'"~·,xr) 
(b) The wheel about k: 
The subsequence ki_ 1 ,x,xi+l occurs somewhere in the 
representation Wk; i.e.: for some p such that 
Then 
wk = (k1,k2,··· ,kp-l'kp,kp+1'···,ks) 
becomes 
(c) The wheel about r: 
Analogously to (b), the representation W contains r 
the subsequence x. 1 = r 1 , x = r, x.+l = J- q- q J 
Then 
W r = ( r 1 , r 2 , ... , r q-l' r q, r q+ 1 , ... , rt) 
becomes 
(d) The wheel about y: 
Wheel-expansion creates this new wheel, 
rq+1· 
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As previously mentioned, care must be taken to recog-
nise that these representations are equivalent under cyclic 
shifts and reversals. An efficient method for determining 
the weights of the successive embeddings of each 4-triple 
(x,y,k,r) during the greedy evaluation of all feasible 4-
triples. Minor differenGes in data structure updating also 
exist when the vertices k and rare "separated" by one or 
more wheels interior to rim(W ). 
X 
Figure 3.9 briefly summarizes the WHEEL EXPANSION 
heuristic. 
Note that considering all possible choices of x, y, k 
and r results in the slowest implementation of WHEEL_EXPANSION. 
An alternative would be to choose one parameter (x, say) 
according to some greedy criterion (for example, the vertex 
with the heaviest wheel) and then never revise the choice. 
Procedure WHEEL_EXPANSION; 
begin 
INITIAL_2; (* greedy.tetrahedron choice*) 
repeat n-4 times 
find x,y,k,r such that 
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rx EH, y E G-H 
k,r E rim(W) 
lacx,y,k,r) :as maximum weight 
A 
H := H(x,y,k,r); 
output H; 
end. 
Figure 3.9 The wheel-expansion heuristic 
This would then imply the need to consider only all possible 
triples of the remaining parameters to determine the "best" 
A 
H(x,y*,a*,b*), resulting in a faster, but probably inferior, 
implementation. 
In section 3.4, only the first variation is tested. 
The following theorem establishes its time complexity. 
Theorem 3.7 [Eades, Foulds and Giffin (1982)] 
WHEEL EXPANSION has worst case time complexity 0(n4 ). 
Remark 3. 6 When implemented on random graphs of bounded 
degree, the observed average running time of wheel expansion 
is 0 (n 3 ). 
Again, no attempt has yet been made to produce a 
worst-case ratio for WHEEL EXPANSION because of the wealth 
of special cases that would have to be considered. 
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Note that the .t:mpr:ovement st;r::ategies des.cr:ibed in 
the last section may equally be applied to an MPG derived via 
WHEEL EXPANSION. 
3.3 The Greedy Heuristic 
This heuristic is conceptually simpler than either 
DELTAHEDRON or WHEEL EXPANSION. The first step of GREEDY is 
to order the edges in decreasing order of weight. Each edge 
is then examined in this order, and accepted as part of the 
solution being constructed unless its addition would violate 
the planarity of the graph. In this latter case the edge is 
rejected. Once a maximally planar subgraph spanning the ver-
tex set is obtained, the heuristic is terminated. Figure 
3.10 gives a pidgin-PASCAL version of GREEDY. 
The planarity testing phase uses the linear-time 
algorithm of Hopcroft and Tarjan (1974) only after a series 
of filtering tests (detailed_in Foulds and Robinson (1976)) 
have failed. This reduces the computational burden consid-
erably. 
Theorem 3.8 GREEDY has time complexity 0(n3 ). 
Proof: In the worst case, 0(n2 ) edges must be considered. 
Determining whether or not the resultant graph. after each 




An exact worst-case performance result is also otain-
able for GREEDY: 
Theorem 3·. 9 [Dyer, Foulds and Frieze (1983)] 
P - 1 GREEDY - 3 
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Proof: Let R = {l, ... ,n} be a finite set and S ~ P(R) 
be a system of subsets of E with the monotonicity property 
s 1 ~ s 2 ES~ s 1 ES. 
Then we call (R,S) an independence system. GREEDY is 
actually the Greedy Heuristic (see Korte and Hausmann (1978)) 
applied to the independence system consisting of the sets of 
edges of G = (V,E) that induce planar graphs, so that the 
worst case occurs when w(e) = 0/1 for all e EE. 
If jvj = n, let U be the subgraph of unit-weight 
n 
edges. Then the problem becomes that of determining a maximum 
(edge) cardinality planar subgraph in U • If U has c connected n n 
components, then its maximum cardinality subgraph contains at 
most (3n-6c) edges. GREEDY always constructs an edge maximal 
planar subgraph of U, which must contain a spanning tree of . n 
each of the components of Un. Hence the cardinality of the 
heuristic subgraph is at least n-c. Therefore, the worst-case 




3 for any c > 1. QED 
Dyer, Foulds and Frieze (1983) also exhibit a family of 
graphs for which this bound is tight. 
We note that GREEDY is an incremental procedure in that 
only one edge is being added at each stage to an already planar 
graph. The planarity test (as implemented) takes no account 
of this observation; Chapter 5 will explore a possible metho-
dology for improving the efficiency of general planarity test-




ordered list{*) := [edges {i,j) ordered according to 
non-increasing w{i,j)] 
G := {V{G) ,qi); 
k := 1; 
count := O; 
tot ben := O; 
while count< 3n-6 do 
begin 
end; 
if G + ordered list{k) PLANAR 
then begin 
end; 
G := G + ordered list{k); 
tot ben := tot ben + w{ordered_list{k)); 
count:= count+ 1; 
k := k + 1; 
output G, tot ben; 
Figure 3.10 The Greedy heuristic 
3.4 Performance comparison and Evaluation 
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We now turn to a computational comparison of the three 
heuristics for problem ADJACENCY: DELTAHEDRON, WHEEL_EXPANSION 
and GREEDY. To determine a measure of the success of the 
improvement strategies, we also include IMPROVED_DELTAHEDRON, 
in which the edge and vertex manipulations are appended to 
DELTAHEDRON. 
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A series of random test problems was generated by 
using the method of Box and Muller (1958), which, for given 
n, µ and cr produces normally distributed deviates as edge 
weights for the complete weighted graph G on n vertices with 
' h h ' d ' 2 weig ts aving meanµ an variance cr . Given sufficiently 
wide variation in o, it is considered possible to model most 
of the types of problems likely to be encountered in· practice, 
except perhaps in extreme cases of highly dominant facility 
relationships. Varying cr also allows relative performance 
measures to be established over a range of problem types. 
For a= 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30, five problems with 
µ = 100 were generated for n = 10, 20 and 30, and two for 
n = 40. For n = 10, performance comparison with the optimal 
solution value (denoted by Z*) is possible; the branch-and-
bound method of Foulds and Robinson was used to determine 
this value. For n = 20, 30 and 40, the only measure of solu-
tion quality available is the "3n-6 bound", B, mentioned in 
section 3.2. 
Tables 3.1 to 3.9 give representative samples of the 
results obtained. In each case, H denotes the solution value 
obtained by the particular heuristic, and the symbol"*" 
indicates the highest solution value obtained for a particular 
problem. a increases from 5 to 30 in sets of 5. The programs 
for DELTAHEDRON and IMPROVED_DELTAHEDRON were written in Algol, 
while those for WHEEL_EXPANSION, GREEDY and the branch-and-
bound routine were written in PASCAL. The standard of pro-
gramming for each is considered to be at an equivalent level, 
with little significant difference between the languages, so 
that comparisons may be drawn fairly in terms of efficiency. 
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All tests were made on the Burroughs B6930 at the University 
of Canterbury. 
Solution quality is considered to be the basic perfor-
mance indicator, since most facility layout problems are 
"one-off" - the computational costs are therefore small in 
comparison to the possible savings available. If a large 
number of problems are to be considered (for example·, if a 
wide set of scenarios is being explored), then CPU time 
becomes more important. Aggregated CPU times are given in 
Table 3.10. These times do not include times for the prepara-
tion of random graphs or for the output of results. Storage 
requirements are approximately 0(n2 ) for all the heuristics, 
so need not be considered in relative trade-offs. 
Tables 3.1 to 3.4 clearly demonstrate the superiority 
of DELTAHEDRON over WHEEL EXPANSION in terms of solution 
quality for most problems. Table 3.10 also shows that the 
smaller order of time complexity for DELTAHEDRON leads to 
,substantially lower processing time requirements (by a factor 
of more than thirty for n = 40). Procedure INITIAL 3 proved 
more effective than INITIAL 2 for DELTAHEDRON, but no clear-
cut choice can be made for WHEEL EXPANSION. 
IMPROVED_DELTAHEDRON and GREEDY provide a more diffi-
cult comparison. For higher variance problems, GREEDY 
produces a slightly higher solution value-, but at the expense 
of considerably longer execution time. For most smaller 
problems, either method appears equally likely to achieve 
the better quality solution. Note that for then= 10 problem 
set, the optimal solution w~s attained by one or other of the 
heuristics for half the examples. We may conjecture that 
TABLE 3.1: COMPARISON OF DELTAHEDRON AND WHEEL EXPANSION FOR n = 10 
DELTAHEDRON WHEEL_EXP11NSION 





0 zl, H ----;;- ----;;- ----;;-
1 5 2479* 99.8 2472 99.5 2467 99.3 2467 99.3 
2 5 2460* 99.9 2457 99.8 2454 99.7 2454 99.7 
3 5 2446 99.4 2439 99.1 2448* 99.5 2448 99.5 
4 5 2492 99.6 2434 99.3 2487 99.4 2476 99.0 
5 5 2524* 99.8 2518 99.6 2521 99.7 2512 99.3 
6 10 2533 98.7 2535 98.8 2546* 99.2 2535 ._~8. a 
7 10 2508 98.2 2517* 98.6 2505 98.1 2508 98.2 
8 10 2517* 99.1 2511 98.8 2499 98.3 2499 98.3 
9 10 2595* 99.2 2587 98.9 2569 98.2 2587 98.9 
10 10 2553* 99.S 2542 99.4 2530 98.9 2530 98.9 
11 15 2705 99.3 2670 98.0 2709* 99.4 2680 98.3 
12 15 2580* 99.1 2597 99.8 2541 97.6 2574 98.9 
13 15 2580* 99.0 2573 98.8 2553 98.0 2559 98.2 
14 15 2623* 98.9 2623 98.9 2620 98.8 2620 98.8 
15 15 2654 98.5 2645 98.2 2671* 99.1 2661 98.8 
16 20 2851 99.5 2864* 100.0 2776 96.9 2776 96.9 
17 20 2745* 99.5 2710 98.2 2743 99.4 2743 99.4 
18 20 2675* 99.8 2652 99.0 2638 98.4 2638 98.4 
19 20 2704* 98.0 2667 96.6 2665 96.6 2702 97.9 
20 20 2671 98.7 2623 97.0 2656 98.2 2672* 98.8 
21 25 2805* 98.1 2734 95.6 2792 97.7 2792 97.7 
22 25 2763* 99.3 2728 98.0 2706 97.2 2727 98.0 
23 25 2600* 99.3 2552 97.5 2545 97.2 2600* 99.3 
24 25 2813* 98.3 2809 98.2 2773 96.9 2769 96.8 
25 25 2831* 99.8 2788 98.2 2725 96.0 2725 96.0 
26 30 3012* 99.0 2893 95.1 2975 97.8 2942 96.7 
27 30 2674* -99 .1 2638 97.8 2589 96.0 2654 98.4 
28 30 2965 97.7 2894 95.4 2911 95.9 3004* 99.0 
29 30 2797* 98.5 2752 96.9 2750 96.8 2746 96.7 Ul 
I.O 
30 30 3023* 99.7 3011 99.3 2991 98.6 2959 97.6 
-- ---- --
TOTALS: 80178 79485 79355 79559 
TABLE 3.2: COMPARISON OF DELTAHEDRON AND WHEEL EXPANSION FOR n = 20 
DELTAHEDRON WHEEL EXPANSION 




100H H 100H H 
lOOH 
-B- -B- ~ -B-
1 5 5686* 98.8 5680 98.7 5653 98.2 5664 98.4 
2 5 5655* 98.6 5653 98.6 5621 98.0 5632 98.2 
3 5 5654* 98.5 5613 97.8 5617 97.8 5618 97.8 
4 5 5619 98.5 5600 98.2 5630* 98.7 5630* 98.7 
5 5 5630* 98.3 5586 97.5 5594 97.6 5597 97.7 
6 10 5925* 97.1 5923 97.1 5896 96.6 5882 96.4 
7 10 5828 96.8 5821 96.7 5846 97.1 5854* --97 .3 
8 10 5963 97.3 5975* 97.5 5969 97.4 5950 97.1 
9 10 5845 96.9 5874* 97.4 5811 96.3 5837 96.8 
10 10 5872 96.1 5834 96.0 5892* 97.0 5871 96.7 
11 15 6172 94.4 6180 94.5 6255 95.7 6282* 96.1 
12 15 6318 96.5 6331* 96. 7 6231 95 .. 1 6257 95.5 
13 15 6006* 95.3 5919 93.9 5957 94.5 5970 94.7 
14 15 6072* 96.2 5976 94.7 5992 95.0 6004 95.2 
15 15 6119 95.7 6108 95.6 6141* 96.1 6141* 96.1 
16 20 6138 95.3 6107 94.8 6091 94.5 6116 94.9 
17 20 6314* 94.2 6214 92.7 6172 92.l 6248 93.2 
18 20 6234* 94.2 6231 94.2 6204 93.7 6195 93.6 
19 20 6358* 94.7 6326 94.2 6216 92.6 6209 92.5 
20 20 6452* 96.4 6411 95.8 6350 94.9 6372 95.2 
21 25 6817 94.4 6704 92.9 6853* 94.9 6764 93.7 
22 25 6657* 93.7 6553 92.2 6597 92.9 6558 92.3 
23 25 6501* 92.6 6470 92.2 6493 92.5 6475 92.3 
24 25 6416 92.3 6424* 92.4 6307 90.7 6340 91.2 
25 25 6608 92.9 6574 92.5 6580 92.5 6628* 93.2 
26 30 6886* 93.5 6555 89.0 6796 92.3 6852 93.0 
27 30 6894* 92.8 6686 90.0 6750 90.8 6886 92.7 
28 30 6457* 92.0 6329 90.2 6361 90.7 6354 90.6 
29 30 7002 92.8 6830 90.5 7060* 93.6 6924 91.8 O'\ 
30 30 6831 93.3 6836* 93.4 6680 91.3 6834 93.4 0 
---
TOTALS: 186929 185423 185615 185944 
TABLE 3.3: COMPARISON OF DELTAHEDRON AND WHEEL EXPANSION FOR n = 30 
DELTAHEDRON WHEEL EXPANSION 
PROBLEM INITIAL 3 .INITIAL 2 INITIAL 3 INITIAL 2 - 100H - l00H - 100H - l00H 
0 H -B- H -B- H -B- H -B-
1 5 8822 98.0 8826* 98.l 8806 97.8 8773 97.5 
2 5 8818* 98.2 8798 97.9 8774 97.7 8774 97.7 
3 5 8812 97.6 8822* 97.8 8794 97.4 8802 97.5 
4 5 8820* 98.2 8792 98.0 8801 98.1 8775 97.8 
5 10 8792* 97.8 8756 97.4 9792* 97.8 8780 97.7 
6 10 9255* 96.8 9229 96.5 9175 96.0 9191 96.1 
7 10 9182* 96.5 9114 95.7 9182* 96.5 9129 95.9 
8 10 9284* 95.9 9261 95.7 9216 95.0 9236 95.2 
9 10 9249* 96.2 9235 96.0 9202 95.7 9210 95.8 
10 10 9200 96.3. 9158 95.8 9132 95.5 9215* 96.4 
11 15 9745 94.4 9795* 95.2 9761 94.9 9676 94.0 
12 15 9679 94.8 9704* 95.0 9608 94.0 9639 94.4 
13 15 9725 95.1 9578 93.7 9606 94.0 9642 94.3 
14 15 9732* 95.1 9687 94. 6 9542 93.2 9540 93.2 
15 15 9564* 94.1 9525 93.7 9293 91.4 9424 92.7 
16 20 10086* 93.9 9946 92.4 9926 92.2 9902 92. 0 
17 20 9908* 93.9 9678 91. 7 9853 93.3 9770 92.6 
18 20 10121* 94.5 9983 93.4 9947 93.0 9886 92.4 
19 20 10103* 94.2 9967 93.0 9933 92.7 9824 91. 7 
20 .20 10058 94.l 9960 93.5 9849 92.4 9976 93.6 
21 25 10460 91.5 10555* 92.3 10546 92.2 10533 92.1 
22 25 10130* 92.1 9959 90.6 9984 90.8 10103 91.9 
23 25 10468 92.8 10262 90.9 10481* 92.9 10253 90.9 
24 25 10579 92.6 10593* 92.7 10508 92.0 10456 91.5 
25 25 10263 91. 7 10373* 92.7 10063 89.9 10156 90.7 
26 30 10825* 93.2 10626 91.5 10566 91..0 10587 91.2 
27 30 10892 89.7 10824 89.2 10664 87.8 10900* 89.8 
28 30 10769 9'1.1 10661 90.2 10729 90.8 10821* 91.5 
29 30 10930 90.9 10426 90.9 10878 90.5 10943* 91.l O"\ 
30 30 11008 91.9 10461 87.3 10718 89.4 11034* 92.1 I-' ---
TOTALS: 295279 292554 293329 292950 
TABLE 3.4: COMPARISON OF DELTAHEDRON AND WHEEL EXPANSION FOR n = 40 
DELTAHEDRON 
PROBLEM cr INITIAL 3 INITIAL 2 INITIAL 3 
H 100H H 
100H H -B- -B-
1 5 12057* 98.0 12039 97.9 12017 
2 5 12019* 97.6 12002 97.5 11989 
3 10 12648* 96 .2 12600 95. 8 12439 
4 10 12758* 95.9 12736 95.7 12630 
5 15 13107 93.l 13103 93.l 12919 
6 15 13275* 93.7 13240 93.4 13190 
7 20 13716 91. 7 13849* 92.6 13676 
8 20 13839* 92.5 13705 91.6 13561 
9 25 14409* 91.7 14292 91.0 14134 
10 25 14412 91.8 14500* 92.4 14215 
11 30 15428* 90.5 15136 88.8 15063 
12 30 15127* 90.1 15052 89.7 14820 
--- ---



































TABLE 3.5: Z* VERSUS B FOR n = 10 
PROBLEM a Z* 
l00Z* B -B-
1 5 2484 99.6 2493 
2 5 2463 99.6 2472 
3 5 2460 99.7 2468 
4 5 2501 99.6 2512 
5 5 2529 99.5 2541 
6 10 2567 99.2 2587 
7 10 2554 99.4 2569 
8 10 2541 99.3 2558 
9 10 2617 98.7 2651 
10 10 2558 99.5 2572 
11 15 2725 99.5 2740 
12 15 2603 98.4 2644 
13 15 2605 98.6 2643 
14 15 2651 98.4 2695 
15 15 2694 99.3 2713 
16 20 2864 98.7 2901 
17 20 2759 99.2 2780 
18 20 2680 98.5 2722 
19 20 2760 98.8 2793 
20 20 2705. 98.8 2738 
21 25 2859 99.4 2876 
22 25 2783 98.4 2827 
23 25 2618 97.8 2677 
24 25 2861 97.9 2923 
25 25 2838 99.0 2868 
26 30 3041 98.9 3075 
27 30 2698 98.2 2748 
28 30 3035 96.3 3151 
29 30 2840 97.4 2917 
30 30 3032 98.0 3093 O'I w 
TABLE 3.6: COMPARISON OF IM?ROVED DELTAHEDRON AND GREEDY, n = 10 
IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON GREEDY 







cr Z" z;. Z" 
l 5 2432 99.9 2472 99.5 2433* 99.9 
2 5 2460* 99.9 2460* 99.9 2450 99.5 
3 5 2455* 99.8 2447 99.5 2454 99.8 
4 5 2498* 99.9 2487 99.4 2492 99.6 
5 5 2524 99 .. S 2529* 100 .0 2525 99.8 
5 10 2541 99.0 2540 98.9 2559* 99.7 
7 10 2508 98.2 2529 99.0 2554* 100.0 
g 10 2541* 100.0 2511 98.8 2541* 100.0 
9 10 2597 99.2 2517* 100.0 2600 99.0 
10 10 2555 99.9 2556 99.9 2558* 100.0 
:1 15 2715 99.6 2720 99.8 2725* 100.0 
12 15 2580 99.1 2598* 99.3 2582 99.2 
13 - " J.~ 2580 99.0 2600* 99.S 2593 99.5 
14 15 2631 99.2 2641 99.6 2647* 99.8 
15 15 2671 99.l 2:578 99.4 2694* 100.0 
l6 20 2 oc:::-r v~..'- 99.5 2864* 100.0 2319 98.4 
17 20 2"""" -~~ 99.7 2757 99.9 12757* 99.9 
18 20 2630* 100.0 2652 99 .a 2657 99.1 
l9 20 2715 98. 4 2667 96.6 2751* 99.7 
20 20 2694* 99.6 2681 99.l 2693 99.5 
22. 25 2803 98.0 2818 98.6 2859* 100.0 
22 25 2763* 99.3 2737 98.3 2747 98.7 
23 25 2600* 99.3 2614 99.8 2600* 99.3 
24 25 2~~a* o.J~ 99.2 2819 98.5 2834 99.1 
25 25 2838* 100.0 2794 98.4 2838* 100.0 
26 30 304l* 100.0 2926 96.2 3026 99.5 
27 30 2674 99 .1 2680* 99.3 2669 98.9 
28 30 3012 99. 2 2976 98.1 3035* 100.0 
29 30 2320 99.J 27'?1 98.3 2840* 100.0 °" ""' 30 30 3032* 100. 0 3011 99.3 3005 99.l 
-- --- --
TOTAL: 80453 80172 80587 
TABLE 3.7: COMPARISON OF IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON AND GREEDY, n = 20 
IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON GREEDY 
PROBLEM INITIAL 3 INITIAL 2 
a :a: 100:S: :a: -B-
100:S: :a: 100:S: -B- -B-
1 5 5700* 99.0 5700* 99.0 5699 99.0 
2 5 5670 98.8 5672 98.9 5682* 99.1 
3 5 5666 98.7 5636 98.2 5672* 98.8 
4 5 5637 98.8 5622 98.6 5648* 99,0 
5 5 5632 98.3 5618 98.l 5644* 98.5 
6 10 5979 98.0 5984* 98.1 5977 97.9 
7 10 5894* 97.9 5858 97.3 5881 9·7. 7 
8 10 6017* 98.2 5987 97.7 6002 97.9 
9 10 5919 98.1 5918 98.l 5926* 98.2 
10 10 5919 97.4 5900 97.l 5956* 98.1 
11 15 6250 95. 6 6232 95.3 6337* 96.8 
12 15 6345 96.9 6346* 96.9 6342 96.8 
13 15 6030 95.7 5998 95.2 6119* 97.1 
14 15 6096 96.6 6075 96.3 6111* 96.9 
15 15 6144 96.l 6178 96.7 6232* 97.5 
16 20 6137* 95.2 6107 94.8 6080 94.4 
17 20 6417* 95.7 6253 93.3 6361 94.9 
18 20 6365* 96.2 6297 95.1 6280 94.9 
19 20 6426 95.7 6406 95.4 6482* 96.5 
20 20 6490* 97.0 6460 96.5 6489 96.9 
21 25 6897 95 .1 6832 94.6 6888* 95.4 
22 25 6878* 96.8 6642 92.2 6744 94.9 
23 25 6606 94 .1 6560 93.5 6703* 95.5 
24 25 6442 92.6 6499 93.4 6561* 94.3 
25 25 6750* 94.9 6644 93.4 6714 94.4 
26 30 7011* 95.2 6830 92.7 6932 94.l 
27 30 6939 93.4 6867 92.4 7067* 95.l 
28 30 6508 92.7 6656* 94.9 6581 93.8 
29 30 7067 93.7 7021 9s.O 7205* 95.5 m 
30 30 6850 93.6 6944 94.9 6991* 95.5 Ul 
------
TOTAL: 188681 187742 189306 
TABLE 3. 3: COMPARISON OF IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON AND GREEDY, n = 30 
IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON GREEDY 
PROBLEM INITIAL 3 INITIAL 2 
H l00H H 
l00H H l00H a -B- -B- -B-
1 5 8843* 98.3 8840 98.2 8834 98.2 
2 5 8843 98.4 8819 98.2 8864* 98.7 
3 5 8883* 98.4 8836 97.9 8866 98.2 
4 5 8835 98.5 8810 98.2 8872* 98.9 
5 5 8864* 98.6 8788 97.8 8843 98.4 
6 10 9324* 97 .5 9293 97.2 9275 97.0 
7 10 9201 96.6 9153 96.l 9213* 96:.8 
8 10 9355 96.5 9306 95.9 9372* 96.6 
9 10 9281 96.6 9276 96.5 9285* 96.6 
10 10 9242 96.7 9222 96.5 9257* 96.9 
11 15 9782 95.l 9848* 95.7 9847 95.7 
12 15 9742 95.4 9790* 95.8 9780 95.7 
13 15 9776 95.6 9658 94.5 9813* 96.0 
14 15 9785* 95.6 9714 94.9 9761 95.4 
15 15 9668* 95.l 9590 94.4 9610 94.5 
16 20 10172 94.5 10115 94.0 10269* 95.4 
17 20 9982* 94.6 9902 93.8 9899 93.8 
18 20 10139* 94.8 10103 94.5 10124 94.7 
19 20 10235 95.5 10016 93.5 10267* 95.8 
20 20 10165* 95.4 10077 94.6 10123 95.0 
21 25 10686 93.5 10607 92.8 10727* 93.8 
22 25 10338 94.0 10102 91.9 10449* 95.0 
23 25 10573* 93.7 10494 93.0 10571 93.7 
24 25 10677 93.4 10711* 93.7 10657 93.3 
25 25 10551 94.3 10520 94.0 10643* 95.1 
26 30 10911* 94.0 10800 93.0 10761 92.7 
27 30 11169 92.0 11136 91. 7 11289* 93.0 
28 30 ll029 93.3 11086 93.8 11079* 93.7 
29 30 10940 90.4 11058 92.0 11192* 93.l O"\ 
30 30 11241* 93.8 10749 89.7 11225 93.7 O"\ ---
TOTAL: 298232 ' 296437 298767 
TABLE 3.9: COMPARISON OF IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON AND GREEDY, n = 40 
IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON 
PROBLEM INITIAL 3 INITIAL 2 
a H l00H H -B-
1 5 12074 98.2 12101* 
2 5 12064* 98.0 12050 
3 10 12704 96.6 12715* 
4 10 12811 96.3 12831 
5 15 13263 94.2 13230 
6 15 13433 94.8 13358 
7 20 13923 93.1 13966 
8 20 14002 93.6 13902 
9 25 14489 92.2 14573 
10 25 14532 92.6 14588 
11 30 15514 91. 0 15465 
12 30 15300 91.2 15405* 


































TABLE 3.10: COMPUTATIONAL TIME (seconds) 
n 10 20 30 40 
M+ S+ M s M s M 
DELTAHEDRON 0.15 0.01 0.38 0.02 o. 72 0.03 1.13 
IMPROVEMENTS 
ONE PASS 0.07 0.28 0.71 3.55 
TOTAL 0.17 0.09 1. 82 1.08 7.37 3.54 19.29 
WHEEL EXPANSION 0.27 0.01 3.67 0.49 13 .41 0.81 39.49 
GREEDY 2.0 0.21 20.2 2.7 71.3 6.4 165.8 
MPS* -200 -300 
+Mand Sare the mean and standard deviation (respectively) of the computational times taken over all the runs. 









values very close to the optimum have been obtained for higher 
n, where the bound B becomes increasingly more blunt. This 
may be less likely at higher variance, however, where the 
results show a steady deterioration in quality relative to B. 
An interesting observation is the value of the poorest 
quality solution obtained by DELTAHEDRON, at 87.3% of B (for 
n = 30, cr = 30), and GREEDY, at 91.1% of B {for n = 40, 
a= 30). These compare very favourably with the worst-case 
values of Theorems 3.2 and 3.9, indicating that these results 
apply only to ill-behaved pathological examples rather than 
those likely to be encountered in practice. 
In conclusion, DELTAHEDRON and WHEEL EXPANSION are both 
effective heuristics for problem ADJACENCY, with DELTAHEDRON 
considerably more efficient and giving slightly better quality 
solutions. GREEDY achieves the best quality solutions over 
all, but the smaller computational requirements of IMPROVED 
DELTAHEDRON make it perhaps the more attractive proposition 
if resources are limited. 
A modification of GREEDY, introduced in Chapter 4, and 
requiring considerably less CPU-time, provides another possible 
alternative. If resources are not a limiting factor, running 
a suite of· ·all the methods may provide the greatest benefit. 
3.5 The WHEEL GENERATTON Heuristic 
In this last section we propose another heuristic for 
problem ADJACENCY and briefly describe a possible data struc-
ture for its implementation. Due to the success and efficiency 
of the other methods presented in this chapter, it was not 
considered worthwhile to test it computationally because of 
the small likelihood of it outperforming the simple but 
effective IMPROVED DELTAHEDRON. 
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Firstly we introduce a further characterization of 
maximal planar graphs. 
Theorem 3.10 [Bowen and Fisk (1967)] 
The following three operations are sufficient to generate all 

















Operations II and III may be performed 
equivalently via application of the sequence operation I and 






We demonstrate equivalence through construction. 
For notational convenience, 
let I(a,b,c;d) indicate the insertion of vertex d 
in triangle (a,b,c) 
and IV(a,b;c,d) denote the swapping of diagonal 
(a,b) for diagonal (c,d) in quadrilateral 
(a,b,c,d). 




(Alternatively, I(i,k,m;rl followed by IV(i,k;r,j) is 
equivalent.) 














Although we have shown that operations II and III may 
be decomposed into more elementary operations, we still require 
an efficient recognition scheme for the structures of Theorem 
3.10. We suggest a framework similar to that used in WHEEL 
EXPANSION, i.e.: characterise the graph in terms of consider-
ing each vertex x as the hub of a unique wheel, Wx, and 
specifying the set of its neighbouring vertices as rim (Wx). 
Using the cyclic nature of the rim ordering, the recognition 
phase becomes easily attainable, as follows: 
Structure of operation I: the triangle: 
Rather than using the wheel representation (which 
would result in duplication), an incremental list, modified 
during the construction phase as in DELTAHEDRON would be 
most appropriate. 
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Structure of operation II: the quadrilateral: 
Each edge of a maximal planar graph G = (V,E) is the 
diagonal of a unique quadrilateral. Consider a vertex x E V 
with deg(x) = m > 4, say, and consider the wheel about x, as 















Quadrilaterals may be generated in the form 
[ v . , v . , vk, v ; vk 1 
l J r 
where v. is the hub of the wheel 
l 
v.,vk,v are (cyclically) adjacent vertices of the 
J r 
rim of the wheel 
and (vi,vk) is the diagonal of the quadrilateral. 
We choose an arbitrary vertex on the rim to initiate 
the generation. In the example, suppose we start at vertex 
v 1 . Then the first quadrilateral is 
[x,vm,v1 ,v2 ;v1]. 
Incrementing vk to v 2 , the next quadrilateral is 
[x,v1 ,v2 ,v3;v2] and so on, until [x,vm-l'vm,v1 ;vm]. 
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Applying this technique to all the wheels of G, each 
quadrilateral would be generated exactly twice. For example, 
[x,v1 ,v2 ,v3;v2] is equivalent to [v2 ,v3 ,x,v1 ;x] Hence we 
must be careful to keep track of duplication. 
Structure of operation III: the fan: 
Define a structure k to be a fan 
i r 
X 
rooted at x, and denote it by F(x;i,j,k,r). For any x E V, 
if deg(x) = 3 then x clearly cannot be the root of any fan. 
Hence, x is the root of a fan iff deg(x) > 4. 
Fans may be generated analogously to the quadrilaterals 
above, via sets of four of the rim vertices of Wx taken in 
cyclic order. In terms of Figure 3.11, starting again at 
vertex v 1 , the first fan is of the form F(x;v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 ); 
this is followed by F(x;v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v5 ) (if deg(x) ~ 5), and so 
on, until F(x;vm-l'vm,v1 ,v2 ) and finally F(x;vm,v1 ,v2 ,v3 ). 
Remark 3.7 If deg(x) > 4, then there exist deg(x) fans 
rooted at x. 
Note that there is no duplication in this generation 
phase, because the root of each fan is unique. 
Remark 3.8 Suppose a graph G has vertices v 1 , .•. ,vn. 
Defined' (vi) = jdeg(vi) if d(vi) > 4 
l O otherwise 
n 
Then G will have E d' (v.) fans. 
. 1 l. 1.= 
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Clearly these generation techniques need only be 
applied locally to the graph G ..• i.e.: to the part of G 
affected by the most recent application of the operations 
I, II or III. We now outline a straightforward greedy 
heuristic, WHEEL_GENERATION, based on these operations. 
Given a weighted graph (G,w), the application of the 
described operations yields total weight changes of 
I: w ri + w + wrk = T(I;i,j,k,r) rj 
II: w ri + w + w + w - Wik = T(II;i,j,k,m,r) rj rk rm 
III: w + w + wrk + w - w. - wkn = T(III;i,j,k,m,n,r) ri rj rn Jn 
The WHEEL GENERATION Heuristic: 
1. Initialise by choosing a suitable K4 (INITIAL_2, 
INITIAL 3) 
2. G = K4 
3. For each triangle (i,j,k) E G, for each vertex r ~ V(G), 
calculate T(I;i,j,k,r). 
For each quadrilateral (i,j,k,m) E G, for each vertex 
r ~ V(G), calculate T(II;i,j,k,m,r). 
For each fan (i,j,k,m,n) E G, for each vertex r ~ V(G), 
calculate T(III;i,j,k,m,n,r). 
Calculate the maximum increase possible from all these 
augmentations, and make the corresponding modifications 
to G. 
4. If all vertices have been processed, STOP; otherwise 
to go step 3. 
we also note that operations I, II and III would be 
used as a subroutine analgously to the wheel expansion 
operation in algorithm MAXIMAL. 
CHAPTER 4 
MAXIMIZING RELATIONSHIP CHART SCORES OF ALL 
PAIRS OF FACILITIES 
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We now consider the first of two extensions to problem 
ADJACENCY. This chapter investigates the problem of not only 
optimizing a layout with respect to physical pair-wise adja-
cencies, but incorporating credit for having pairs of 
facilities nearly adjacent. Thus we are now seeking a more 
global solution instead of a myopic local one. As a means of 
determining a good quality solution to this revised problem, 
we present modifications of the heuristics DELTAHEDRON and 
GREEDY of the last chapter. Giffin and Foulds (1983) covers 
much of the material given here. 
4.1 The Modified DELTAHEDRON and GREEDY Heuristics 
Our definition of adjacency must be extended to allow 
for near-adjacency. We do this by considering the number of 
boundaries that must be crossed in travelling from one 
facility to another. As the actual area desired for a 
facility is not yet included in our formulation, the distance 
between boundaries in a layout is assumed to be uniform; 
without loss of generality we assume a unit distance. The 
following theorem provides an upper bound on the number of 
boundaries, dn' which must be traversed between any pair of 
facilities (including the exterior facility). 
Theorem 4.1 [Grunbaum (1967)] 
Let G = (V,E) and n = IVI. If G is maximal planar then 
d < [ n-2] + 1 
n 3 
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In order to encapsulate a measure of discrimination 
between adjacency ratings and near-adjacency ratings, we 
assume that there exists a sequence of relationship matrices 
W1 ,w2 , ... ,WM' where M = [n;2] + 1. 
and 
k = [ w .. ] 
1.J nxn 
for k = 1, ••• ,M, 
k w .. = the benefit gained by locating facilities 
1.J 
i and j, k boundaries apart. 
Usually it may be assumed that w~. < w~. for p > q. 
1.J 1.J 
Therefore the new model will assume that a building is 
to be laid out by specifying the number of boundaries separa-
ting each pair of facilities. The objective is then to find 
a layout (or, correspondingly, an adjacency graph) which 
maximizes the sum of benefits w~. taken over all pairs of 
1. J 
facilities. 
In the context of the adjacency graph, facilities i 
and j are separated by k boundaries if the shortest path (in 
terms of the number of edges, under the unit distance assump-
tion) between their corresponding vertices i and j is k. The 
graph theoretic formulation then becomes: 
MAXIMIZE 
M k k z z w .. x .. 
i,jEV k=_l 1J 1.J 
i~j 
subject to T = (V,E) is maximally planar, 
where 
and 
k x .. 
lJ 
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if the shortest path between i,j has k edges 
otherwise 
E = {i,j : x~. = 1, i,j E V} 
l] 
We call this new problem N_BOUNDARY. Note that the 
case M = 1 corresponds to problem ADJACENCY. 
Now we describe how the heuristics DELTAHEDRON and 
GREEDY may be modified to take into account the new objective 
function. 
An obvious requirement is the need to calculate the 
shortest path (in terms of the number of edges) between each 
pair of vertices at each updating step of the adjacency graph 
construction. This could be achieved using either the Floyd-
Roy-Warshall algorithm (Floyd (1962), Roy (1959), Warshall 
(1962)) or the algorithm of Dantzig (1967). Each of these 
methods executes in time 0(n3 ), so that embedding either 
within the N BOUNDARY framework would result in complexities 
of 0(n5 ) and 0(n6 ) respectively for the modified versions of 
DELTAHEDRON and GREEDY. 
However, neither of the shortest-path algorithms men-
tioned takes advantage of the updating nature of the problem; 
both are "start-over" algorithms in the sense that th.e infor-
mation contained in the shortest-path matrix found for a 
graph G at the i th iteration is not used at the next iteration. 
We now investigate an adaptation of algorithm DANTZIG that will 
lead to a more efficient method of determining the shortest 
paths. Firstly we give a description of algorithm DANTZIG. 
Let D1 ,D2 , ..• ,Dn be a sequence of matrices, such that 
Dk is a k x k matrix containing the shortest path lengths 
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between vertices x 1 ,x2 , .•• ,xk, 
and 
Then 
i.e.: Dk= [dk(xi,xj)], da distance function. 
1 < i < k 
MIN [ dk ( xk + l , x . ) + dk ( x . , x . ) ] , 
l:j:k J J 1 
1 < i < k 
= MIN[dk(xi,xj),dk+l(xi,xk+l) + 
dk+l(xk+l'xj)]' 
1 < i,j ::_ k 
(These equations define the (k+l) x (k+l) distance matrix 
induced by the addition of the (k+l)st vertex to the graph.) 
Analysis of this rationale suggests an appropriate 
updating form, as used in Cheston (1976) and Cheston and 
Corneil (1982). 
Supposewe have Dk associated with Gk = (Vk,Ek) and we 
add vertex xk+l (not in Vk), adjacent to x 1 , ••• ,xr' say. 
Then 
for x E vk do 
dk+l(xi,xk+l) = MIN[dk(x,xi} + l] 
1 < i < r 
and 
for u E vk 
for X E vk+l - u do 
dk+l (u,x) = MIN[ dk (u,x) ,dk+l (u,xk+l) + dk+l (x,xk+l)] 
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This updating form has time complexity 0(n2 ) and is 
applicable to general graphs. In dealing with maximal planar 
graphs, however, further simplifications are possible, which 
we now discuss. 
For the DELTAHEDRON heuristic, suppose that we have 
the implicit vertex renumbering from INITIAL_3, such that at 
each iteration k we insert vertex xk into triangle 
T(xr,xs,xt), say. Then the new shortest-path matrix, Dk+l' 
may be found from the current Dk as follows: 
(l) dk+l(xk+l'xr) = dk+l(xk+l'xs) = dk+l(xk+l'xt) = l 
(2) 
(3) 
= MIN[dk(x ,x.),dk(x ,x.),dk(xt 1 x.)] + 1, r l S l l 
i 'f r,s,t,k+l 
(since the shortest path from xi to xk+l must pass 
through one of xr, xs, xt) 
dk+l(x.,x.) = dk(x.,x.), i,j 'f k+l 
l J l J · 
(since the addition of vertex xk+l does not change the 
length of any existing shortest path) 
(4) create the corresponding symmetric matrix entries for 
cases (1) and (2). 
Thus, Dk+l may be obtained by augmenting Dk by one 
row (and its transpose). We will call an implementation of 
DELTAHEDRON containing these procedures N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON. 
Remark 4 .1 
0 (n 3 ). 
N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON has time complexity 
Now we consider similar modifications to GREEDY. 
Suppose Gk = (Vk,Ek) is the graph constructed by GREEDY after 
the addition of the k th edge (k < 3n-6), and suppose that the 




(1) x. ,x. E Vk. 
l. J 
We use the following edge-addition algorithm (due to 
Cheston (1976)). 
For any two vertices p and q, the only possible way 
that the addition of edge (x.,x.) can lead to a shorter 
. l. J 
path between p and q is if the new path is via 
p - x. - x. - q or p - x. - x. - q. This gives an 
l. J J l. 
o(n 2 ) update algorithm: 
for (p,q) E V XV do 
dk+l (p, q) = MIN[ dk (p,q} ,dk (p,xi) + l + dk (xj ,q), 
dk(p,xj) +l+dk(xi,q)] 
(since dk+l(xi,xj) = dk+l(xj,xi) = 1). 
(2) xi E vk or xj E vk. 
(3) 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that xi E Vk and 
x. ~ Vk. Then 
J 
dk+l(xm,xj} 
and dk+l (xi' xj) 




dk (x ,x.} m J. 
+ 1, m :/ 
dk (x. ,x.) = l J l. 
(a) dk+l(xi,xj) = dk+l(xj,xi) = 1 
(b) 
(c) 
dk+l(xm,xi} = L 
dk+l(xm,xj) = L 
m :/ i,j 
m :/ i,j, 
i,j 
where Lis a sufficiently large number. 
The implementation of these simplifications results in 
a method we will label N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY, with a worst-case 
' 5 
complexity that has been reduced only to O(n). 
The structure of this heuristic is not completely 
analogous to GREEDY itself; at each augmentation step, the 
next edge to be added is that which leads to the greatest 
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increase in the N_BOUNDARY objective function. This implies 
that each acceptable edge not part of the current solution 
is examined at each iteration, rather than using the GREEDY 
weighted ordering. (Acceptability here is in terms of 
planarity violation.) 
An investigation of the behaviour of N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY, 
shows that an approximation with a much simpler characterisa-
tion may be developed, whose results differ little from the 
original. In order to maximize then-boundary benefit, 
N BOUNDARY_GREEDY seeks to construct a shortest-path matrix 
whose maximum element is 2. It accomplishes this by creating 
a vertex of degree n-1 at the.earliest opportunity; intui-
tively, the reason for this is as follows. Assume that 
k r ~k < W,, > W,, r, 
1J lJ 
and suppose that the most highly weighted 





Then there exist three choices for the next 
(X, Cl) , with incremental value 
(x,S), with incremental value 












Hence, generally the best choice will be either of (i) or 
(ii), except in a pathological case, where, for example 
w O >> w ., w0 • Vi. Continuing in this way, it turns out Clµ O'.l µl 
that the most common sequence of additions creates either a 
or Sas the hub of a wheel, whose rim is gradually built up 
after most vertices (of V - {a,S}) have been added. We call 
such a structure an umbrella. The approximation method 
N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_APPROX, given in Figure 4 .1 attempts to 
mimic the behaviour of N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY; small differences 
(or up to 1%) in final solution value occur, especially for 
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higher values of n, because, as the degree of the hub vertex 
y, say, approaches n-1, edges other than [ (x,y) : x ~ v 
(umbrella)] may be preferred additions. N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
uniformly dominates N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_APPROX. The weight-
based addition order of GREEDY is also retained, but appears 
to sacrifice little in terms of solution quality. Table 4.1 
indicates the average solution times required for the two 
heuristics over a series of test problems; N_BOUNDARY_DELTA-
HEDRON also exhibits the tendency towards producing an 
umbrella structure. From the implementation viewpoint this 
is undesirable: constructing a practical layout corresponding 
to such a structure would be difficult (and maybe even imposs-
ible, if the area of the hub facility were small). A 
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Table 4.1 Average solution times for 
N BOUNDARY GREEDY and 
N-BOUNDARY-GREEDY APPROX 
In both the greedy procedures for problem N_BOUNDARY, 
the planarity testing phase use the algorithm of Hopcroft 
and Tarjan (1974). Simplification strategies proved fruitful 
in reducing processing times for the shortest-path calcula-
tions in algorithm DANTZIG, so we now pursue a similar 
methodology in attempting to overcome the computational 




ordered_list(*) := [ (x.,x.) ordered according to non-
1. J 
end; 
increasing weight w(x.,x.)]; 
. l. J 
(xk,xr) := ordered_iist(l); 
select xa such that w(xk,xa) = MAX w(xk,x ); 
x fx m 
m r 
select xb such that w(xb,xr) = MAX w(x ,x ); 
x Ix m r 
if w(xk,x) > w(x ,xb) - a - r 
then hub:= xk else hub·= x · -·-- . r' 
umbrella := [ (hub,x ) :x f hub]; m m 
(* V(umbrella) = V(G) *) 
count := O; 
i := 2; 
while count< 2n-5 do 
begin 
m k 
if ordered list(i) ~ umbrella 
then 
end 
if umbrella+ ordered_list(i) PLANAR 
then begin 
umbrella:= umbrella+ ordered_list(i); 
count:= count+ 1; 
i := i + l; 
Figure 4.1 Procedure N BOUNDARY GREEDY APPROX 
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The first amendment is a slight modification of the 
greedy concept: we now require that the final construction 
must contain a Hamiltonian circuit (cycle). The following 
theorem shows that we are prejudicing the solution only 
slightly: 
Theorem 4.2 [ Whitney (1931)] 
Let G be a maximal planar graph with no separating triangle. 
Then G has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
we fulfill the requirement at the initialisation stage 
by constructing a Hamiltonian circuit, HC, in a greedy fashion 
according to procedure MAX_HAM (Korte (1979), Fisher, 
Nemhauser and Wolsey (1979)}. A pidgin-PASCAL version of 
MAX_HAM is given in Figure 4.2. 
Procedure MAX_HAM; 
begin 
ordered list(*) := [e. E E(G) ordered according to non-
- l. 
increasing weight w .. ] 
l.J 
HC := ordered list(l); 
i C l; 
repeat 
i = i + l; 
if HC + ordered list(i) creates a subcircuit 
then reject ordered_list(i) 
else HC := HC + ordered_list(i) 
until i = n-1; 
complete HC by joining the two unattached vertices; 
output HC; 
Figure 4.2 Procedure MAX HAM 
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This method guarantees the creation of a circuit with 
weight at least half that of the optimal weight. To guarantee 
a weight ratio of at least½, the alternative procedure 
MATCH HAM (Fisher, Nemhauser and Wolsey (1979)), as described 
in Figure 4.3, may be used. In the results presented, only 
MAX HAM was invoked. 
Procedure MATCH HAM; 
begin 
find a maximum weight perfect 2-matching Min G; 
if Mis not a circuit 
then begin 
end; 
for each circuit z. in M do 
l. 
begin 
delete the smallest weight edge from z.; 
l. 
complete HC by replacing the deleted edges by any 
subset of edges yielding a circuit; 
output HC; 
Figure 4.3 Procedure MATCH HAM 
Let emb(HC) be a planar embedding of HC, and let G* 
be the graph we are constructing. Since V(HC) = V(G*), all 
further edges added to G* will now correspond to edges join-
ing elements of HC, and G will remain planar if every edge 
of E(G*) - E(HC) can be drawn (in the graph theoretic sense) 
in either face of the polygon formed by ernb(HC). That is, G 
will be planar if all the edges of E(G*) - E(HC) can be par-
titioned into two sets, one set embedded on the "inside" of 
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emb(HC) and the other set on the "outside" without crossings. 
(We will return to this planarity characterisation in more 
detail in the next chapter.) 
Definition 4.1 The auxiliary graph, A, of G* is defined 
by 
and 
a E V(A) iff e E E(G*) - E(HC) 
e 
The following theorem summarizes the above notions. 
Theorem 4.3 G is planar iff A is bipartite. 
Proof: [See, for example, Saaty and Kainen (1976)]. 
Updating planarity testing with the Hamiltonian circuit 
requirement takes the form of GREEDY_UPDATE, as shown in 
Figure 4.4. The key to efficiency in the procedure is the 
che~k for bipartiteness: does A remain bipartite after the 
addition of an edge e.? (If so, we accept e. as part of the 
1 1 
GREEDY_UPDATE solution, G*, and update G* and A permanently; 
otherwise we reject ei and restore G* and A to their previous 
states.) Essentially we require the rapid detection of an 
odd (length) circuit in A, as indicated by an inconsistent 
assignment of colours to vertices. 
Let comp_no be the number of components in A and 
comp(x) denote the component identifier of vertex x in A. 
Suppose edges i and j cross in emb(G*). Then 
Procedure GREEDY UPDATE; 
begin 
end; 
(*given: a candidate edge e ~ E(G*) *) 
V(A) := V(A) + a . e' 
accepted := true; 
no_more_crossings := false; 
repeat 
determine an edge f which e crosses in emb(G*); 
(* relative to some cyclic ordering of V(HC) *) 
if f =~then no_more_crossings := true 
else begin 
E(A) := E(A) + (e,f); 
if A not bipartite 
then begin 
accepted=~ false; 
V (A) : = V (A) - ae; 
delete all edges (e,*) E E(A); 
until (no more_crossings or (not accepted)); 
Figure 4.4 Procedure GREEDY UPDATE 
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(i) · if a1 ,a,j ~ V(.AJ 
(ii) 
(iii) 
· then· be•gin 
colour(a.) := O; 
J.' 
end; 
colour(a.) := O; 
J 
comp yo := comp yo + l; · 
comp(ai) := comp_no; 
comp(a.) := comp_no; 
J 
if a. E V(A), a.~ V(A) 
l. J 
then begin 
colour(a.) := (colour(a.) + 1) mod 2; 
J l. 
comp(a.) := comp(a.); J . l. 
if a. Si!: V(A), a. E V(A) 
l. J 
· then begin 
colour(a.) := (colour(a.) + 1) mod 2; 
l. J 
comp(a.) := comp(a.); 
l. J 
· end; 
if a. ,a. E V(A) · then 
- l. J 
if comp (a.) = comp (a.) then· 
- l.. J 
if colour (a.) = colour (a.) then 
- l. J 
G NON-PLANAR{* odd circuit found 
in A*) 
else (* no changes required*) 
else begin (* comp(a.) ~ comp(a,) *) 
----- l J 
for each ak E comp (a.) do 
J -
comp(ak) := comp(a.); 
l. 
if colour(a.) = colour(a,) then 
l . J 
for each ak E comp(aj) do 
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colour(ak} := (colour(ak) + 1) mod 2; 
end; 
Note that two colours (0 and 1) are sufficient. Iso-
lated vertices are arbitrarily assigned colour O; independent 
components are built up using this arbitrary colour as the 
root. If an edge between two components is added and the 
colours of the end vertices coincide, all that is required 
is that the colours of the vertices of one of the components 
be reversed (i.e.: 0 <-> 1) and the components then amalga-
mated. As edge crossings in G* caused by the addition of a 
new edge are detected, the corresponding implied adjacency 
is immediately checked in A for the violation of bipartiteness. 
If any violation occurs the edge is rejected, saving the need 
for determining further crossings unnecessarily. 
Figure 4.5 contains an expanded version of Figure 4.4, 
incorporating the ideas mentioned above. Table 4.2 indicates 
the comparative performance of GREEDY_UPDATE relative to that 
of GREEDY (again using problems with edge weights generated 
using the Box-Muller method). 
Procedure GREEDY HAMILTONIAN; 
Procedure UPDATE A; 
begin 
V(A) := V(A) + a f; s, 
if number_of_crossings = 0 
then begin 
define comp (a f); s, 
colour(as,f) :::; O; (* wlog *) 
else begin 
E(A) := E(A) + stored candidate edges; 
colour(a 8 ,f) :;::::; (colour(adj_comp(l)) + 1) mod 2; 
for each adj_comp(i), i > 1, do 
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begin(* establish inter-component consistency in A*) 




then (* flip.;..flop *) 
for each v E adj_comp(i) do 
colour (.v) : = (colour (v) + 1) mod 2; 
reinitialise all temporary storage; 
update adj(), aux(); 
Function check_A_bipartite : boolean; 
begin (* newly-formed adjacency between anext,v' as,f *l 
end; 
C ·= . . comp (a t V); · nex , 
col := colour(anext,v); 




check_ A _bipartite : =. true; 
first(c) := false; 
comp_col (c} := col; 
if col = comp _col (c) 
then check_}\ _bipartite : ;::: true; 
else check_A_biparti.te : ;::: false; 






(* suppose ek represents edge (.x,y). *) 
distxy := l<ji(x) - <ji(y) I; 
distyx := lqi(y) - <ji{x) I; 
( * minimize checking for crossings *) 
if distxy <= distyx 
then begin 
.. 
s := x; f := y; 
end 
else begin 
s := y; f := x; 
end; 
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next:= adj_HC(s); (* adjacent vertex in HC in sense of 
increasing qi*) 
accepted := true; 
repeat 
for v E adj(next) do 
(* adj() contains adjacencies to next in G *) 




no_of_crossings := no of_crossings + 1; 
temporarily store implied A adjacency· in aux () ; 
else accepted := false; 
next:= adj_HC(next); 
until ((next= f) or (not accepted); 
if accepted then PLANAR:= true else PLANAR.~ false; 
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begin (* mainline for GREEDY_HAMILTONIAN *) 
generate maximum weight Hamiltonian circuit, HC, using 
procedure MAX_HAM; 
create HC adjacency matrix adj_HC; 
for each e. E HC do acceptable(e.) := false; 
-- 1 - l 
(* retain ordered_list() *) 
create homomorphism• such that 
•<v) =kif vis vertex k(mod n) of HC, 
traversed in order; 
G* := HC; 
i := l; k := l; 
while i < 2n-6 do 
begin 
identify ek = ordered_list{ek) 
if acceptable(ek) 
then {* viable candidate*) 
if PLANAR(G* + ek) 
then begin 
G* := G* 
W(G*) := 
i := i + 
. UPDATE_A; 
· end; 
k := k + l; 
end; 
output G*, W(G*); 
+ ek; 
W(G*) + w(ek); 
l· ' 
































represents solution score, 



























13387 1. 50 
14652 1.61 
CPU-time. 
Solution quality achieved by GREEDY_UPDATE is reduced 
only slightly compared to that of GREEDY, but significant 
savings in processing time are available. This is in spite 
of the fact that the time complexity of GREEDY UPDATE remains 
0(n 3 ), as for GREEDY; only the overhead has been improved. 
Using MATCH_HAM instead of MAX HAM as the initialisation pro-
cedure may well produce solutions on a par with those of 
GREEDY, with CPU-times that challenge even DELTAHEDRON. 
Having developed the methodology for improving the 
efficiency of GREEDY, we can now embed GREEDY UPDATE within 
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then-boundary framework. The straightforward implementation 
N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE, is given in Figure 4.6. 
Procedure N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE; - -
begin 
ordered list(*) :;:::: [ edges ei ordered according to non-
increasing weight w] 
G * : = (V ( G) , c/> ) ; 
find a maximum weight Hamiltonian circuit 
HC = V(G*) ,E(HC)) in G; 
tot ben := E w(e); 
eEE(HC) 
ordered list(*) := ordered_list {*) - {e : e E E (HC)}; 
SP(*) := shortest-path matrix induced by HC; 
count:= n; 
max ben : = -1; 
k := minimum index in ordered_list; 
while count< 3n-6 do 
begin 
if G* + ordered_list(k) planar 
(* using GREEDY UPDATE*) 
then begin 
end 
ben inc := benef'it induced by addition of 
ordered_list(k); 
if ben inc > max ben 
then begin 
max ben := ben_inc; 




e1·se ordered list := ordered list-ordered_list (k}; 
if k < 3n-6 then k := k + 1 
else begin 
G* := G* + ordered_list(max_pt}; 
update SP(*}; 
tot ben := tot_ben + max_ben; 
ordered list.:= ordered list-ordered_list (max_pt}; 
k := minimum index in ordered_list; 
output G*, tot ben; 
Figure 4.6 N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE 
4.2 computational Experience with then-boundary heuristics 
Firstly we compare N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON and N 
BOUNDARY GREEDY. Both methods produce solutions of similar 
quality, but the performance of N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE 
remains disappointing in relation to that of N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
in terms of CPU-time. However, problems with n = 50 are now 
tractable • .Analysis of Procedure call statistics made during 
program execution shows that the shortest-path calculations 
required to determine the next best candidate edge at each 
iteration have by far the most dominant time factor. For 
example, in a problem with n = 40, fully ninety percent of 
the total CPU-time is devoted to this task, whereas each 
planarity test is executed on average in 1200 µ sec. Table 
4.3 gives a sample of the results obtained. 
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Little further improvement therefore seems likely 
using the greedy rationale, given that the updating version 
of the shortest-path calculations is included; for 
N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY these simplifications are nowhere near as 
efficient as those for N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON. 
We noted earlier the observed tendency for both 
N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON and N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY to produce at 
least one vertex of high degree in the adjacency graph - the 
so-called "umbrella" effect. Naturally, this also occurs 
forN BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE. Given that such an occurrence 
Table 4.3: N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON vs N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
N 0 N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
I T I T 
10 5 3620 0.22 3613 3.15 
10 15 3581 0.23 3581 2.85 
10 25 3671 0.24 3653 2.87 
20 5 17000 1.21 17013 119.49 
20 15 17077 1.22 17057 102.26 
20 25 17072 1.22 17069 96.36 
30 5 40023 3.91 40025 888.78 
30 15 40205 3.89 40217 741.75 
30 25 40433 3.94 40287 851.22 
40 5 73086 9.17 73082 3441.98 
40 25 73179 9.19 73173 2319.58 
50 5 116539 17.89 116533 11046.24 
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may lead to difficulties in translating from the adjacency 
graph to a corresponding practical layout, we attempt to 
alleviate the problem by simply constraining the maximum 
degree of any vertex to some prescribed limit. For any 
vertex, v say, we denote this limit DEG_CONST(v). In apply-
ing this restriction to problem N_BOUNDARY, the DEG CONST 
values chosen are essentially arbitrary; in Chapter 6 they 
are made a function of facility area. Unfortunately, it may 
not be possible to construct a maximal planar graph for a 
given set of DEG CONST values (for similar reasons to general 
graph theory problems of non-realizability of degree 
sequences) • 
This situation shows up in the execution of N_BOUNDARY_ 
DELTAHEDRON in the form of being unable to find an insertion 
triangle whose vertex degrees are all at levels below their 
DEG CONST limits. In N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE the symptom is 
having no valid candidate edge left to add, yet the current 
adjacency graph is not maximally planar. A safeguard must 
therefore be introduced to eliminate such occurrences. For 
N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON this involves a perturbation of the 
DEG CONST value of one or more vertices whose degree at the 
current stage of the construction has attained its limit as a 
results of the latest insertion. For N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE 
we must keep a record of which vertex (or vertices) first 
reaches its (their) degree limit so that these may be incre-
mented first; the construction must essentially restart from 
this i.ni.tial level so as not to prejudice the solution with 
the addition of further edges chosen only because of the 
tight constraints (whereas a slight relaxation of the con-
straints may permit a not only significantly superior, but 
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also a completable, result). In practice the perturbation is 
required infrequently in N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON, but surpris-
ingly frequently in N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE, resulting in 
increases in CPU-time as the heuristic iterations through the 
perturbations endeavouring to find a feasible solution. This 
is offset, however, by the reduced number of alternatives 
available to explore, resulting in an overall reduction in 
processing time. 
Tables 4.4 to 4.6 give a sample of the performance 
results for the two methods. Direct comparison of solution 
quality is possible only with the use of equal values of 
DEG CONST in each method (this value is initially applied 
uniformly to all vertices). In all observed cases, the 
DEG CONST value for which a feasible solution was attainable 
using N_BOUNDAR.Y_DELTAHEDRON was (often substantially) smaller 
than for N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE. Table 4.6 shows that the 
degree constraint imposition leads to a marked increase in 
the diameter (the length of the longest shortest path) in the 
adjacency graph. 
As expected, the solution values for the. constrained 
problems are generally lower than for th.e corresponding uncon-
strained cases; two exceptions are noted in Table 4.5. For 
equivalent values of DEG_CONST, N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE 
gives superior performance on smaller problems, at the expense 
of the considerable CPU-time requirement. By n = 40, however, 
N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON dominates, while still requiring approx-
mately one-five hundredth of the processing resources. 
Comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.4, it may be noted that 
N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE is much slower than N BOUNDARY 





















Table 4.4: Comparison of N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON and 
N BOUNDARY GREEDY UPDATE-solution values 
for constrained problems 
N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON 
(J DEG CONST* T 
5 7 3526 0.21 
10 7 3698 0.20 
15 7 3569 0.22 
20 7 3774 0.22 
25 7 3525 0.20 
5 12 16670 0.86 
10 8 15747 0.65 
15 10 16398 0.69 
20 8 15855 0.58 
25 9 16515 0.66 
5 11 37887 1. 53 
10 10 37440 1.29 
15 12 38446 1. 63 
20 17 39675 2.27 
25 13 38581 1. 59 
5 20 71524 5.37 
10 15 70313 3.34 






















* This value represents the smallest value of DEG CONST for 
which a. feasible solution was found for N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
Ul?DATE. 
Table· :4.5: N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON solution values 
at the mi.n1mal achievable value of 
DEG CONST* 





















































* values for the same problems as in Table 4.4 
















*** note that these values are actually higher than their 


















Table 4·.6: The effect of degree constraint on maximal 
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* This represents the length of the longest n-boundary 
path in the solution 
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simplification used in the latter. N BOUNDARY GREEDY APPROX 
was designed for the unconstrained N_BOUNDARY_PROBLEM, not 
for the degree restriction case. While it would be possible 
to modify the routine to take this into account, the idea was 
not pursued because solution quality was deemed the important 
factor. Also processing time requirements would necessarily 
increase with the added restrictions, since the number of 
edges in the 'umbrella' could not exceed DEG CONST. For 
multi-scenario investigations requiring repeated application 
of the heuristic, however, degree-constrained N BOUNDARY 
GREEDY APPROX could be a useful alternative. 
Overall computational experience indicates that 
N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON and N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE represent 
successful extensions to DELTAHEDRON and GREEDY, providing 
good quality solutions to the N_BOUNDARY problem. N BOUNDARY 
DELTAHEDRON uniformly outperforms N_BOUNDARY_GREEDY_UPDATE 
in terms of CPU-time, due to their complexity differences. 
While at equal degree constraint levels N BOUNDARY GREEDY 
UPDATE often produced solutions of higher value, often the 
amount of constraint violation over the input level necessary 
to obtain feasibility reduced the value of the solution signi-
ficantly when the difficulty of its implementation as a plan 
is considered. Only N_BOUNDARY_DELTAHEDRON could generally 
provide practical and efficient solutions of high quality. 
The main drawback of the N BOUNDARY formulation is the 
definition of the sequence of relationship matrices Wk. 
Unless these may be derived fork> 1 from the adjacency 
relationship matrix, w1 , by some scaling process based on a 
distance measure, discriminatory estimates of values may be 
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difficult to obtain. An alternative and more attractive 
extension of problem ADJACENCY which incorporates facility 
areas and a more intuitive distance measure is investigated 
in Chapter 6 . 
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CHAPTER. 5 
GRAPH PLANA.R.ITY TESTING IN AN UPDATING ENV'IR.ONMENT 
In Chapter 4 we noted that the naive form of the GREEDY 
heuristic took no advantage of the updating nature of the 
problem, namely that at each stage we are considering the 
addition of only one edge, e, to an already planar graph, G. 
Often this means that the structural modifications to the 
graph resulting from this change will be local, so that a 
planarity test of the full graph G + e is not required. In 
this chapter we discuss some methods of improving the effi-
ciency of the greedy approach; this material also appears in 
Giffin and Foulds (1984). 
Christofides, Galliani and Stefanini (1980) suggest 
utilising some properties of planar graphs as an initial 
improvement step, as follows: 
Let a planar graph G be composed of components 
cl'c2 , ••• ,ck, where each component consists of bicomponents 
B 1 , ... ,B k (a bicomponent is a 2-vertex connected subgraph). p pp 
Theorem 5.1 [Whitney (1932)] 
G is planar iff each of its bicomponents is planar. 
Property 5.1 If X, EC , x, 
l P1 J 
G + (x,,x,) is planar. 
l J 
Property 5.2 If x.,x. E B , then G + (x. ,x.) is 
l J pq l J 
planar iff B + (x.,x.) is planar. 
pq l J 
Property- s-. 3 If x. E B , x. E B (q1 f q 2 ), then - 1 pql J pq2 
G + (x.,x.) is planar iff the bicomponent of 
l J 
C + (x.,x.) containing (x.,x.) is planar. 
p l J - l J 
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These results could be incorporated into the Hopcroft 
and Tarjan planarity testing procedure in its initial phase, 
which splits the graph G into its bicomponents in accordance 
with Theorem 5.1. However, the updating environment is one 
for which the Hopcroft and Tarjan algorithm is not entirely 
suited: it is the depth-first-search (DFS) tree representa-
tion of a graph that allows a linear-time complexity for the 
procedure, but such a characterisation is not immediately 
available in the present problem. Here the data structure is 
dynamic, in the sense that a complete transversal of the graph 
(which would then admit an efficient representation) is 
possible only after the final edge addition. Until that stage 
the DFS description must be constantly reconstructed, as many 
forms of edge addition could destroy its validity. Similar 
comments may also be applied to the vertex-addition planarity 
testing algorithm of Lempel, Even and Cederbaum (1967) and 
the so-called "Left-Right" algorithm of de Fraysseix and 
Rosenstiehl (1981). 
Before presenting our improvement approach, we now 
briefly outline the classical approach to testing the planarity 
of a given finite graph (see, for example, Even (1979)). 
Let G = (V, E) be a non-separable graph, and Ve C V. 
Consider a partition of V - V C into classes, such that two 
vertices, xl,x2, are in the same class if and only if there 
is a path connecting them which does not pass through any 
vertex of Ve· Each class K defines a subgraph B. = (V. ,E.), 
l l l 
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where V. consists of the vertices of K plus the vertices of 
1 
Ve which are connected by an edge to a vertex of K, and Ei 
contains all edges of G which have at least one end vertex in 
K. Such components are called bridges, and vertices of a 
component which are members of Ve are called attachments. 
Let C be a simple circuit of a non-separable graph G, 
and B1 , .•• ,Bk be the bridges with respect to c. We say that 





there are two attachments of B., a and b say, 
1 
and two attachments of B., c and d say, such 
J 
that all four are distinct and they appear on 
C in the order a,c,b,d 
there are three attachments common to B. and B .• 
l J 
Theorem 5.2 Let G be a non-separable graph and Ca simple 
circuit in G. Then G is planar if and only if the bridges 
B1 , .• ,,Bk of G, with respect toe, satisfy the following 
conditions: 
Proof: 
(i) e + Bi is planar, for each 1 2 i 2 k; 
(ii) the set of bridges can be partitioned into two 
sets such that no two bridges in the same set 
interlace. 
See, for example, Fisher and Wing (1966), and 
Tutte (1960). 
To determine whether the required partition (ii) 
exists, we construct the auxiliary graph A(e) of G by: 
( i) a. E V(A) iff B. C G, 
l l 
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(ii) (a.,a,) E E(A} iff B. and B. interlace (with 
1 J ]. J 
respect to C) in G. 
Then the partition exists iff A(C) is bipartite. 
(One of the advantages of the DFS-tree structure 
employed by Hopcroft and Tarjan for the non-updating case is 
that this partitioning test may be carried out very simply 
using a three-stack mechanism.) 





construct the bridges B. with respect to C, 
]. 
test for the existence of a partition of the 
bridges into the outside or inside of a planar 
embedding of C, 
(iv) if such a partition exists, check the planarity 
of each C + B .• 
]. 
We now turn to the development of a procedure for 
handling general graphs, Le.: a method that makes :full use 
of the updating nature of the problem, without the need for 
the initial circuit to be Hamiltonian, as was the case for 
GREEDY HAMILTONIAN in Chapter 4. 
For ease of exposition, we choose to use the ideas and 
nomenclature of Fisher and Wing (1966). Although not a 
linear-time algorithm, the Fisher and Wing (FW) method is 
intuitively appealing, and does not depend so intimately upon 
judicious data representation as, for example, the method of 
Hopcroft and Tarjan. 
In order to outline FW, some notation is required 
which specialises the definition of bridges. We say that a 
bridge B., with respect to a circuit C, denoted B. (C), is of: 
]. ]. 
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(a) Type I if it consists of a single edge (a,b), with 
(b) 
(c) 
a,b E V(C), 
Type II if IV(B. (C)) I = 1 and B. (C) has at least two 
1 1 
vertices (edges) of attachment to- (in) C, 
Type III if IV(B. (C)) I > 1 (i.e.: B. (C) is a connected 
1 1 
component) and B. (C) has at least two vertices of 
1 
attachment in C. 
Inherent in definitions (b) and (c) is the fact that 
we now restrict the vertex set of a bridge to those vertices 
not contained in C; these remain as vertices of attachment 
only. 
If the vertices of each Type III bridge Bi{C) of G are 
identified with a single vertex, the resultant graph is 
termed the reduced graph of G, denoted R(G). (Fisher and 
Wing call their corresponding graph pseudo-Hamiltonian.) 






5.1 (a) Graph G relative 
to seed circuit C. 
Figure 5.1 
5.1 (b) The Reduced Graph 
of G, R(G). 
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Procedure PLANAR;._TEST (as described in Pidgin Pascal 
in Figure 5,2) outlines the FW method. The essential steps 
are as follows 
(i} determine a "long" circuit, C, through G (the 
longer the circuit, the less complex the 
bridges} • 
(ii) determine the bridges Bi(C} (this may be 
achieved by construction) ; :E:orm the reduced 
graph R(G}. 
(iii} test R(.G) for planarity (equivalent to testing 
for the existence of a bridge partition}. 
(iv} if R(G} planar then test the planarity of 
C + B. (C), for each type III bridge B. (C}, by 
1 1 
successive reduced graphs for each until no 
more type III bridges remain with respect to 
the 'final' circuit. (It can be shown that this 
process must converge by ensuring that at least 
one type I bridge exists with respect to each 
circuit.} This decomposition approach effec-
tively reduces the planarity testing to seeking 
partitions of bridges for ever-simplifying 
reduced graphs. 
(v) if any bridge partitioning attempt fails in (iv}, 
then G must be non-planar, STOP. Otherwise, G 
is planar. 
Note that the partitioning test for each reduced graph 
may be implemented efficiently using a generalisation of the 
updating strategies of Chapter 4, We may now define the 
auxiliary graph A(C} by 
Procedure PLANAR_TEST; (FISHER AND WING) 
Procedure TEST(G'); 
begin 
.determine "long" circuit C* in G'; 
determine bridges B. of G' relative to C*; 
J 
construct A(C*) via interlacings; 
if A(C*) bipartite then 
begin 
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K(C*) := [type III bridges of G' relative to C*]; 
for each bridge B E K(C*)· do TEST(C* + Br); r 
end 
else PLANAR:= FALSE; 
end; -
begin ( * mainline *) 
determine "long" circuit C thru G; 
determine bridges B. of G relative to C; 
J 
construct A(C) via interlacings; 
if A(C) bipartite then 
begin 
K := [type III bridges of G relative to C]; 
(* Bl'"""'BIKI *) 
if IKI > 0 then 
begin 
PLANAR:= TRUE; k := l; 
while (K <= !Kl and PLANAR) do 
begin 
end; 
TEST (C + Bk); 
k := k + l; 
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if (k = I Kl + 1 a.nd PLANAR) then output G PLANAR 
else output G NON-PLANAR; 
end 





a. E V(A) iff B. C G 
1 1 
(a. ,a.) E E(A) iff B. and B. interlace (with 
l. J 1 J 
respect to C) in G. 
(To ease handling of type I bridges under the definition of 
interlacernent we may transform each into a type II bridge 
comprising a dummy vertex and two edges of attachment.) 
Rapid detection of an induced odd circuit in A (in 
GREEDY leading to a rejection of the current candidate edge 
in G) is then possible using the manner described previously, 
with bridges replacing edges, and bridge interlacings replac-
ing edge crossings. 
we now describe how the FW procedure can form a basis 
for planarity testing in an updating environment. 
Consider a planar graph G = (V{G),E(G)), 
where V{G) = U V{Ki) 
i 
and E (G) = u E (K I) I 
1 i 
and the K. 's are termed clusters, where a cluster may take 
l. 
any one of four forms: 
(1) a connected component of G containing no circuit, 
(2) a connected component of G containing a circuit, and no 
separating edge (the first circuit created in such a 
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cluster is called the seed circuit) 
(3) two type (1) or type (2) clusters joined by a separating 
edge (the two subclusters are said to be attached), 
(4) two type (1) or type (2) clusters joined at their single 
common vertex (again, the subclusters are attached). 
(Note that, from the point of view of planarity, each unit of 
a type (3) or (4) cluster may be treated independently; the 
recursive definition is introduced to maintain consistency.) 
Consider the addition of a new edge (a,b) to a graph G 
with the above representation. There exist six distinct 
forms of addition: 
(i) a,b f V(G) 
(ii) a E V(K.), b ~ V(G), for some i, 
l. 








E V(K.), for some i 
l. 
V(K.), b E V(K.), for some if j, with 
l. J 
K.,K. not attached (with respect to each other) 
l. J 
a E V(K.), b E V(K.}, for some it j, with 
l. J 
K.,K. attached directly (i.e.: (K. ,K.) represents 
l. J l. J 
either a type 3 or type 4 cluster), 
a E V(K.), b E V(K.), for some it j, with 
l. J 
K.,K. attached via a chain of clusters (this 
l. J 
can perhaps be most conveniently thought of 
as a chain of type 2 clusters attached path-wise). 
In cases (i), (ii), and (iv), the resultant graph, 
G + (a,b) must be planar. Otherwise, the application of a 
planarity testing phase (in the form of algorithm PLANAR_TEST 
(FW)) is generally required to determine whether the addition 
is acceptable. 
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Each of the six cases will be treated in more detail, 
indicating the main steps required for implementation, and the 
necessary changes to the underlying data structures. Most 
notation used is mnemonic or self-explanatory. Updating/ 
restoration mechanisms for edge acceptance/rejection are 
assumed to exist implicitly. 
(i) if a,b ~ V(G) (* G + (a,b) planar *) 
then begin 
cluster no := cluster no+ 1: 
k := cluster_no; 
create new cluster Kk := {{a,b}, (a,b)): 
circuit(k) := FALSE: 
attach(k) := FALSE; 
chain attach(k) := FALSE: 
(ii) if (a E V(Ki), b ~ V(G)) 
or (a~ V(G), b E V(K.)) 
l 
then begin 
(* G + (a,b) planar*) 
(* consider case a E V(K.), b ~ V(G) *) 
l 
if a E V(C.) (* seed circuit*) 
- l 
then begin 
k := cluster no:= cluster_no + 1: 
create new cluster Kk = ({b},~): 
circuit(k) := FALSE: 
attach(k) := TRUE: 
if attach(i) = FALSE then attach(i) := TRUE: 
if attach(i) = TRUE 
then begin 
end; 
chain attach(i) := TRUE; 
chain attach(i) := TRUE; 
update chain elements; 
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note cluster attachment vertices a*., b*· 
1 k' 
if a E V(B(C.)) (* of type II *) 
1 
then set B(Ci) to type III; 
(* if a E V(B(C.)) (of type III) then no 
1 
changes *) 
(* if circuit(i) = FALSE then no changes*) 
(iii) if a,b E V(Ki) 
then begin 
if circuit(i) = FALSE (* type 1 cluster*) 
then begin 
(* G + (a,b) planar*) 
E(K.) := E(K.) + (a,b); 
1 1 
(* addition of (a,b) must create seed 
circuit in K. *) 
1 
circuit(i) := TRUE; 




(* A contains no edges - no interlacing 
yet *) 
for each pendant edge (a',b') (* a' E 
V(C.) *) do as for case (ii); 
1 -
for each pendant chain <a',b' •.• > do set 
up cluster ({b', ••• }, ( ) ) then 
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continue as for case (ii), with 
b = cluster; 
if circuit(i) = TRUE (* several possibilities 
exist *) 
then begin 
if a,b E V(Ci) (* seed circuit*) 
then begin 
end; 
(a,b) forms type I bridge relative 
to c.; 
]. 
convert to type II bridge; update 
A(C.); 
]. 
check interlacing(* incrementally*) 
in A (C.); 
]. 
if A(C.) remains bipartite - ]. 
then PLANAR:= TRUE, UPDATE 
else reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
if a E V (C1.) , b E V (B. (C.)) J ]. 
then begin 
(* or, similarly, a E V(B, (C.)), 
J ]. 
b E V(C.) *) 
]. 
if B.(C.) type II bridge 
- J ]. 
then begin 
check induced interlacings in A(C.); 
]. 
if A(C.) bipartite - ]. 
then PLANAR:= TRUE, UPDATE 





else begin ( * B, (C.) type III *) -- __ ..,__ J l 




check induced interlacings in A(C.); 
l 
if A(Ci) bipartite 
then PLANAR:= TRUE, UPDATE 
else reject (a,b), RESTORE 
else begin 
check induced interlacings in A(C.); 
l 
if A(C.) bipartite· then 
- l 




(* using FW as a subroutine*) 
if PLANAR;:::: TRUE then UPDATE 
· else reject (.a,b), RESTORE 
. else reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
if a,b E V{B, (C.)) {* B. (.C.) type IJI *) 
J l. J l 
then begin 
(* no new interlacements relative to C. *) 
l 
test planarity of B.(C.) + C. + (a,b) 
J l l 
(* FW *) 
(* if Bj (Ci) has no circuit then planar*) 
if PLANAR= TRUE then UPDATE 
else reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
end; 
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i ;E a E V (B j (.C i) ) and b E V (Bk ( C i) ) 
then begin 
end; 
(* no new interlacements relative to C. *) 
1. 
if (B. (C.) type II and Bk (C1.) type II) - J 1. 
then begin 
PLANAR : = TRUE; 
amalgamate bridges; 
modify combined interlacements; 
(* new bridge is type III*) 
end 
else begin 
test planarity of B.(C.) + Bk(C.) + 
J 1. 1. 
C. + (a,b); 
1. 





else reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
(* a possible filter: 
if Bj and Bk are connected by a path in 
A(C.) 
1. 
and colour(B.) i colour(Bk) 
- J 




if a E V(K.), b E V(K,}, if j, and K. ,K. not 
1 J 1 J 
attached (with respect to each other) 
then begin 
if 
(* G + (a,b) PLANAR*) 
if attach(i) = TRUE 
then chain_attach(j) := TRUE 
else if attach(j) = TRUE 
then chain attach(i) := TRUE 
else attach(i) := attach(j) := TRUE; 
(* (K.,K.) now represent a type 3 cluster*) 
1 J 
a~:= a; b~ := b; (* cluster attachment 
1 J 
vertices *) 
update cluster chain; (* if required*) 
a E V (K.) , b E V(K.), i I j, K. ,K. attached 
l. J 1 J 
directly (* (K.,K.) 
1 J 
type 3 or type 4 
cluster *) 
then begin 
if a= a~ then 
1 --
if (K.,K.) type 3 cluster 
1 J 
then begin 
determine "long" path thru K. from 
J 
b to b~; 
J 
complete to circuit C* using edges 
(b~ ,a), (a,b); 
J 
test planarity of K. + (b~,a) + (a,b) 
J J 
relative to C*; 
(* using FW, independently of K. *) 
1 
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if PLANAR= TRUE then 
UPDATE, set (K.,K,) to type 4 
J. J 
else reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
end 
else (* (K.,K.) type 4 cluster*) 
. J. J 




(* C* as generated above*) 
( * i • e • as for case ( iii) , a , b E V ( C . ) *) 
J 
if b = b~ then (* analogously to a= a~*); 
J -- J. 
if (a<> a~ and b <> b~) then 
J. J --
if (K.,K.) type 3 cluster 
- J. J 
then begin 
determine "long" path C* thru' K. 
J. 




determine bridges relative to C*; 
create V(A(C*)); 
if all bridges of types I, II 
then begin 
end 
check interlacings relative to C*; 




UPDATE: ( * new cluster K .. , 
J.J 
type 2 *) 




else begin (* have type III bridges 
relative to C* *) 
end; 
check interlacings relative to C*; 
for each type III bridge B. (C*) do 
J -
begin 
check planarity of C* + 
(* .FW *) 
B,; 
J 
if PLANAR= FALSE for any 
C* + B. 
J 
then reject (a,b), RESTORE; 
if PLANAR= TRUE for all C* + B. 
J 
then UPDATE; (* new cluster 
K, . , type 2 *) 
J.J 
(* if PLANAR, also must update cluster 
chains relative to the new 
cluster, K, . *) . lJ 
else begin (* (K.,K.) type 4 cluster*) 
]. J 
end; 
determine "long" path C* thru K. and 
l 
K. using edge (a,b) and passing 
J 
thru vertex a~ (= b~); 
]. J 
continue as for type 3 cluster; 
a E V(K.), b E V(K.), 
1 J 
i t- j, K.,K. attached via a 
]. J 
chain of clusters. 
(* a modification of case (v), with the "long" 
path now defined thru the cluster chain, however, 






may occur. For example, suppose <K.,K.,K > 
i. J r 
is a cluster chain with cluster attachment 
vertices a~,b~,a~,b~,a*,b*, as depicted in 











a~= b~, a~= bt, a*= b* 





each cluster remains mutually independent of the 
other two (* extension of definition of type 4 
cluster *) 
a~<> b~, a~= bt, a*= b* (* wlog *) 
1. 1 J J r r 
edge additions to K. or K remain independent 
J 
extend K. to include path <b~,at(=b~), a*(=b*) ,a~> 
1 i J J r r i 
a~<> b~, a~<> b~, a*= b* (* wlog *) 
i i J J r r 
amalgamate K. ,K.; determine "long" paths 
l J 
<a~, ... ,b,>(thru K.) and <a~, ... ,b~> (thru K.), 
1 1 1 J J J 
and extend using <b~,a*(=b*),a.>. 
J r r 1 
edge additions to K remain independent. 
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(IV) a~ <> b~, a~<> b~, a*<> b* 
1 1 J J · r r 
amalgamate K. ,K. ,K ; 
l J r 
determine "long" paths <a~, ... ,b~> in K. 
l l l 
<a~, .•• ,b~> in K. 
J J J 
<a* , . • . , b * > in K r r r 
extend using (b~,a1), (b~,a*),(b*,a~) *) 
1 J J r r 1 
In the preceding discussion we have introduced the 
concept of a "long path". This is because the efficiency of 
the FW decomposition approach is improved by the use of seed 
(and auxiliary) circuits composed of a high number of edges 
(resulting in reduced complexity of their associated bridges). 
We suggest the following method for "long" path determination 
from vertex v to vertex 2 (in a type 1 or type 2 cluster); 
let deg(w) := degree of win K.; avoid w := O; 
l 
initiate a depth-first-search of K., rooted at v 
l 
using an adjacency list representation adj_list(*) 
of K. 
1 
· while avoid_w< deg (w) - 1 do 
if w E adj_list(i) in DFS-tree then 
don't visit w, avoid w := avoid w + l; 
complete DFS-tree path tow. 
As DFS is a linear-time procedure, this modification 
represents an efficient means of constructing a (v,w)-path of 
reasonable length. 
The efficiency of the above methodology has yet to be 
proven experimentally. Given the multitude of possible con-
struction scenarios produceable by GREEDY, time-complexity 
analysis would have to be probalistically determined, but it 
is felt that the cluster-based technique would perform 
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favourably when compared to existing start-over procedures. 
We mentioned earlier that the Hopcroft and Tarjan 
procedure is not entirely amenable to allowing an efficient 
updating form (and similarly for the other linear-time 
algorithms whose efficiency depends upon initial complete 
knowledge of the graph). It may well be, however, that even 
frequent wholesale redefinition of the depth-first-search 
representation (in the case of Hopcroft and Tarjan) of the 
graph induces no more of a computational burden than do the 
redefinitions inherent in our alternative approach - for 
instance, when determining the structure of the modified 
bridges with respect to a new long circuit. Certainly the 
FW procedure is inferior as a subroutine when it is required 
at the various stages indicated. It would be interesting to 
determine the relative merits of the depth-first-search 
tree modification rationale versus that of the cluster-
updating method - this should be a worthwhile problem to 
pursue in future work. 
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CHAPTER 6 
MINIMIZING TRANSPORTATION COST 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we introduced techniques for 
constructing highly weighted and adjacency graphs which maxi-
mized the sum of relationship chart scores for adjacent or 
nearly-adjacent pairs of facilities. Our previous definition 
of the distance between facilities was in terms of unit 
boundaries - no variations according to facility area were 
considered. A mo~e realistic model would be to incorporate 
the desired areas into the formulation to devise an improved 
distance measure, and use this as a basis for determining the 
transportation cost between pairs of facilities. This leads 
to a new problem with the objective of minimizing transporta-
tion cost within a layout, given data for travel costs and 
the expected number of journeys between pairs of facilities. 
Much of what follows may be found in Foulds and Giffin (1983). 
6.1 The SUPER DELTAHEDRON Heuristic 
Firstly we define the revised problem, MIN_TRANS, for 
the minimization of transportation cost in block plan design. 
Let n = number of facilities 
w .. = product of the cost per unit distance travelled 
lJ 
and the number of trips per time period between 
facilities i and j 
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d .. = distance travelled between facilities i and 
1] 
j (dependent on the final layout and the dis-
tance metric chosen) 
a. = area of facility i 
1 
A = (a.) 
1 1xn 
L(A) = set of feasible block plans 
We assume that 
(i) facility shapes are not specified, but should be 
rectangular or L-shaped where possible. 
(ii) all walls are to be parallel to the building 
boundary. 
The objective of problem MIN TRANS is to 
n n 
MINIMIZE T(L) = .E .E w .. d .. 
i=l j=i+l lJ lJ 
we seek an adjacency graph, G, corresponding to a layout, L, 
with a relatively low cost, T(L). 
Heuristic DELTAHEDRON is again chosen for modification. 
Initialisation takes the form of either INITIAL 3 or INITIAL 2 
as described in Chapter 3. Vertex insertion order is either 
fixed via the column-sum definition (procedure FIXED_ORDER) 
or greedily (procedure GREEDY_ORDER). The criterion for the 
best triangle in the insertion step at the (k+l) st iteration 
is the one that leads to the minimization of 
where Tk 
A 
I: w d 
E V xy xy (*) 
y k 
th 
= (Vk,Ek) is the adjacency graph at the k 
iteration 
and x = the new vertex being inserted. 
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A 
The distance dxy is an estimate of dxy' and is calculated as 
follows: 
Let the shortest path from vertex x to vertex y be 
given by 
SP(x,y) = <x,v1 ,v2 , ••• ,vm,y>, 
where v 1 , ... ,vm E Vk. 
Then the length of SP(x,y) is taken to be 
= ka½ + 
2 X 
M k 
E a 2 
. 1 v. 1= J. 
½ + ½a I y 
since we assume that each facility j will be a square of side 
length a~ in the final layout, and that all travel will be 
J 
rectilinear between facility centroids. Note that this 
approximation is designed to provide only a ranking among 
candidate vertex-~riangle choices at the insertion stage (*), 
and may not represent actual distances in the layout. 
The simple form of equation (*) is a result of the 
property of the insertion process taken advantage of in 
Chapter 4: existing shortest-path lengths in Tk are not 
affected by the insertion of vertex x, and so need not be 
considered in the choice. We again use information from each 
previous iteration to improve the efficiency of the shortest-
path calculations at each stage, as follows: 
Let x be a candidate for insertion in triangle 
(p,q,r) E Tk. Then 
l 
a½) a.xp = :!..: (a~ + 2 X p 
A 
:!..:( ½ a½) dxq = 2 a + X q 
a. = :!..: ( ½ + ·a½) 2 a xr X r 
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For each vertex s E Vk - {p,q,r}, 
a = MIN(a + a a + a a + a > xs xp ps' xq qs' xr rs 
where the values d , d , d have all been established at ps qs rs 
the earlier insertion of vertex s. 
In procedure FIXED_ORDER, (*) is evaluated for each 
of the 2k + 4 triangles in Tk, for a given new vertex x. For 
GREEDY ORDER we perform the FIXED ORDER calculation for each 
vertex x not yet added to Tk. The complete procedure, in 
either of its forms, we term SUPER DELTAHEDRON. 
Pidgin PASCAL descriptions of procedures FIXED ORDER 
and GREEDY ORDER are contained in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
FIXED ORDER and GREEDY ORDER are of time complexity 0(n 3 ) 
and O(n4 ) respectively. 
6.2 Computational Results 
In Chapter 4 we discussed the "umbrella" effect. If 
unconstrained, SUPER_DELTAHEDRON also exhibits the tendency 
to produce an adjacency graph with at least one vertex of 
high valency. we therefore again restrict the maximum degree 
of a vertex in the final solution to an arbitrary level pro-
portional to its area. Again, perturbations may be required 
in order to obtain a feasible solution under these additional 
constraints. 
Test problems for n = 10,20,30,40 and 50 were generated, 
again using the method of Box and Muller (1958). For all 
problems the mean cost was set at 100, with standard devia-
tions ranging from 50 to 250; negative values were reassigned 
to zero. Facility sizes (in terms of side length) were chosen 
Procedure FIXED_ORDER; 
Procedure ·uPDATE_SP (x, j ,k,r); 
begin 
for v E {j,k,r} do 
begin 
SP_length(x,v) :=½*(a~+ a~); 
SP_length(v,x) := SP_length(x,v); 
end; 
for VE V(G) - {j,k,r} do 
begin 
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SP _length(x,v) := MIN(SP _length(x,j) + SP _ length ( j , v) , 
SP_length(x,k) 
SP _length(x,r) 
SP_length(v,x) := SP _length(x,v); 
end; 
begin (* mainline *) 
(*initialisation: INITIAL 1 *) 
for j := 1 ton do sum(j) := O; 
for j : = 1 to n 
for i := 1 ton do 
sum ( j ) : = sum ( j ) + w ( i , j ) ; 
+ SP _ length (k, v) , 
+ SP_length(r,v)); 
order(*) := [ sum(i) : sum(i) ~ sum(j) iff i < j]; 
V ( G) : = [ order ( 1) . . • order ( 4) ] ; 
E ( G) : = [ (order (1) , order ( 2) ) , •.. , ( order ( 3) , order ( 4) ) ] ; 
set up triangle set T(G) corresponding to E(G); 
(* assume a suitable hash function mapping order(i) 
onto i *) 
for i := 1 to 4 
for j := i + 1 to 4 do 
end; 
begin 
SP _length (i, j) :=½*(a~+ a~); 
J. J 
SP_length(j,i) := SP_length(i,j); 
end; 
4 4 
tot ben := E E SP_length(i,j)*w(i,j); 
i=l j+i+l 
for i := 5 ton do 
begin (* insertion phase*) 
end; 
min_ben := 1010 ; (* sufficiently large number*) 
x := 6rder(i); 
for each triangle (j,k,r) in T(G) do 
begin 
end 
ben := O; 
UPDATE_SP(x,j,k,r); 
for VE V(G) do 
ben := ben + SP_length(x,v)*w(x,v); 
if ben < min ben then 
· begin 
min ben := ben; 
best_triangle := (j ,k,r}; 
V(G) := V(G) + x; 
E (G) := E (G) + [ (.x,.v) 
adjust T (G); 
v in best_triangle]; 
tot ben := tot ben + min ben; 
UPDATE SP (x,best_triangle); 
output E(G), tot ben; 
Figure 6".l 
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Procedure GREEDY ORDER; 
Procedure UPDATE_SP(x,j,k,r); 
begin 
(* insert code as in FIXED ORDER *) 
begin (*mainline*) 
(* initialisation : INITIAL 2 *) 
wij := MAX wkr; 
k,r 
select k so that triangle (i,j,k) has maximum weight; 
select r to maximize w. + w. + wk; 
ir Jr r 
V(G) := [ i, j ,k,r]; 
E(G) := [ (i,j), (i,k), (i,r), (j,k), (j,r), (k,r)]; 
set up T(G) corresponding to E(G); 
(* assume a suitable hash function mapping i+l, j+2, 
k+3, r+4, etc *) 
for i = 1 to 4 
for j := i + 1 to 4 do 
begin 
end; 
SP _ length (i, j) 





tot ben := ~ ~ SP_length(i,j)*w(i,j); 
i=l j=i+l 
while jv(G) I < n do 
begin 
10 min ben := 10 ; 
for X ~ V(G) do 
begin 








ben := O; 
UPDATE_SP(x,j,k,r); 
for v E V(G) do 
ben := ben + SP_length(x,v)*w(x,v); 
if ben < min ben then 
begin 
min_ben := ben; 
best_triangle := (j,k,r); 
best x := x; 
V(G) := V(G) + best x; 
E (G) := E (G) + [ (best_x,v) : v E best triangle]; 
adjust T(G); 
tot ben := tot ben + min_ben; 
UPDATE_SP(best_x, best_triangle); 
output E(G), tot_ben; 
Figure 6.2 
randomly from {6,8,10,12,14}, with the corresponding initial 
vertex degree limits respectively set at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 
Table 6.1 gives a sample of the results obtained. 
The solution score for GREEDY_ORDER represents the better 
solution achieved by using INITIAL_2 or INITIAL_3 as the 
























Table 6.1: Performance Comparison: 





































































prescribed standard deviation of cost matrix 
CPU-time in Burroughs B6930 seconds 
solution score 
number of violations of degree constraints 
(total of "excess" adjacencies) 



















Neither FIXED ORDER nor GREEDY_order is clearly the 
better method, although direct comparison is not possible in 
instances where the amount of degree constraint violation 
differs. The impact on the solution score of requiring satis-
faction of these constraints is vividly shown by examples 
(40,50) and (40,250), where approximately 50% improvement has 
been obtained by their violation in the construction (remem-
bering that such violation occurs only in the pursuit of 
feasibility). Attainment of a feasible solution via repeated 
perturbation of the constraint limits also affects processing-
time, but to an amount that is problem-specific (compare 
problems (40,150) and (40,250)). Both procedures still exe-
cute efficiently, however, with FIXED_ORDER uniformly faster 
because of its lower complexity. 
In the absence of comparable material, it is difficult 
to empirically assess the quality of the solutions produced 
by FIXED ORDER and GREEDY_ORDER, but, given that they are 
based upon the successful DELTAHEDRON heuristic, we believe 
their performance to be of a high standard when applied to 
non-pathological problems. Only an in-depth worst- (or 
average-) case analysis similar to that shown in Chapter 3 
would provide a definitive judgement. 
We note that local improvement strategies of a form 
comparable to those mentioned in Chapter 3 may be employed 
to advantage. Global re-evaluation of the shortest path 
matrix must be undertaken when using the edge-replacement 
routine, but transference of a vertex, x, of degree 3 requires 
only recalculation of SP(x,y) for each y E V - {x}. 
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For a certain sub-class of adjacency graphs produced 
by SUPER_DELTAHEDRON, a block plan may be created using the 
second method to be introduced in the following Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 
BLOCK PLAN CONSTRUCTION 
In this chapter we develop methodology for creating 
a block plan corresponding to an adjacency graph. Our 
approach has been designed for implementation on a micro-
computer with 64k bytes of storage, so that certain res-
trictions on problem size and algorithmic sophistication 
have been made necessary. In particular, the method is 
appropriate for problems of at most 20 facilities (including 
the exterior facility, defined to be facility 1) and the 
adjacency graph constructed for input to the plan definition 
phase is constrained to lie within a well-defined, but 
sufficiently flexible, subset of the set of all triangula-
tions. 
7.1 Previous graph theoretic work in block plan 
construction 
Teague (1970) uses a network representation intro-
duced by Brooks, Smith, Stone and Tutte (1940) for the 
dissection of a rectangle into squares. He provides a gen-
eralisationof the technique to arrangements of arbitrary 
rectangles with restrictions "introduced where necessary to 
retain architecturally significant relationships". A plan 
is represented by a pair of so-called conjugate networks 
defined in the "horizontal" (x-coordinate) and "vertical 11 
(y-coordinate) senses. Arcs in the network are defined as 
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oriented rectangle diagonals; nodes correspond to continuous 
horizontal (vertical) walls comprising more than one facil-
ity; arc flows are set equal to the horizontal (vertical) 
rectangle dimension; each node is assigned a "potential" -
they-coordinate (x-coordinate) of the horizontal (vertical) 
wall it represents; arcs incident out of each node are 
ordered to distinguish among symmetries in the case of mul-
tiple arcs. Computational experience with this representa-
tion comprises an exhaustive search of the possible networks 
corresponding to rectangles of given order. 
Teague also examines a three-dimensional extension, 
but use of the structure appears limited to a data-base 
level. 
Grason (1970), and Steadman (1976) suggest dividing 
the actual adjacency graph into a pair of subgraphs, north-
south and east-west. Again this assumes an imposed orienta-
tion. However, dimensioning of this graph is only achieved 
by checking all possible realisations corresponding to 
feasible arrangements - for more than 8 facilities, a heu-
ristic search technique would need to be developed. 
Mitchell, Steadman and Liggett (1976) begin with a 
plan which maintains the required adjacencies, found via a 
search of their exhaustive catalogue of topologically dis-
tinct partitions. Problem size is limited to a maximum of 
eight facilities. Dimensions are applied via the solution 
of a set of simultaneous linear equations which specify 
(i) proportioning of individual room width to 
length, or 
(ii) . actual width and length requirements. 
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Areal requirements would result in the solution of quadratic 
equations and are not included. For dimensioning require-
ments in terms of ranges of acceptable values, linear pro-
gramming is used to provide either a feasible solution or 
a pronouncement of infeasibility, under the objective of 
maximization or minimization of overall plan length, width, 
perimeter or proportion ratio. 
These dimensioning techniques have been applied to 
numerous case~study problems, and have been found best 
suited to housing design, where adjacency, orientation and 
dimensions can usually be clearly specified, and where plan 
optimization is often desirable . 
. Gero (1977) suggests the application of dynamic pro-
gramming as a means of handling more complex objective 
functions (such as the minimization of heat loss from a 
building or the minimization of construction cost - both are 
functions of total area) in the above method. Computational 
experience with this alternative shows it to be efficient 
and effective for small problems. 
The main drawback of this census approach is the 
problem of the large numbers of partitions generated - thus 
far, complete lists are available only for up to ten facili-
ties (Bloch and Krishnamurti (1978)). For larger problems, 
attempts have been made to reduce the number of partitions 
created (see, for example, Flemming (1978)) and Gilleard 
(1978)) by investigating only those partitions which main-
tain the prescribed adjacencies. 
A further method is due to Roth, Hashimshony and 
Wachman (1982). Again, the adjacency graph is split into 




The two colour directed subgraphs (CDS's) 
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external walls 
(a) CDS representing adjacencies through walls in they-direction, 
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in the x-direction, and the other representing adjacencies 
through walls in they-direction. (Adjacencies with respect 
to north, east, south and west must be provided, as well as 
maximum and minimum dimensions for each facility.) The 
splitting technique involves both colouring and directing 
edges of the adjacency graph; as the specified adjacency 
graph may not be maximally planar, further edges may be 
added at this stage to ensure that 
(i) any circuit containing one of the four exterior 
facilities consists of exactly three vertices, 
and 
(ii) any 'interior' circuit contains at most four 
vertices. 
Figure 7.1 gives an example of an adjacency graph and its 
two coloured directed subgraphs (CDS's). The next step in 
the procedure unambiguously converts these CDS's into dimen-
sions subgraphs (DS's) whose vertices represent walls and 
whose weighted edges represent distances between the parallel 
walls (see March and Steadman (1971) for a similar approach, 
where the weights represent the actual wall lengths). 
Figure 7.2 shows the evolution of these DS's from the graphs 
of Figure 7.1; Figure 7.3 displays the DS's with a set of 
assigned dimensions. These graphs are treated as flow net-
works, with source and sink as indicated. It is assumed 
that the objective is to create a convex plan consisting of 
convex facilities (of acceptable area) whose perimeter is 
approximately minimal; the technique used for determining 
the dimensions of the minimal "envelope" is PERT, (see, for 
example, Daellenbach, George and McNickle (1983)) which 
finds the 'critical path' of facilities in each of the x and 
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(a) 
Minimal size Maximal size 
~- 1_g 
(b) 
Source (=external wal I) 
10 
Sink 
( =external wal I) 
Figure 7.3 Assigning rninimumlrnaximum dimensions to 
the DS 
(a) Distances between y walls 
(b) Distances between x walls 
(the circled numbers are edge identifiers). 
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Figure 7".4 Realisation of layout alternatives 
corresponding to Figure 7.3 
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y directions - all facilities represented by edges on the 
critical path are assigned their minimal dimensions. 
Translation of the DS's into the corresponding block 
plan requires checking combina~ions of the dimensions to 
find a feasible realisation. The authors state that this 
may easily be done. Figure 7.4 presents two layout alter-
natives corresponding to Figure 7.3. The full method appears 
to be successful in laying out buildings with 'large' numbers 
of facilities, and has been modified to incorporate non-
convex facilities and non-convex perimeters. 
7.2 The Construction procedure 
The procedure is based on a partition of the adja-
cency graph into sets, DC., relative to facility 1, accor-
l 
ding to the edge-distance definition of Chapter 4, 
i.e.: j E DC. 
l 
<=> ISP (j, 1) J ::: i, 
where J SP ( j, 1) J ::: 1 if the shortest path from vertex j to 
vertex 1 comprises i edges in G. We call the DC. 's distance 
l 
classes. In general there will n-2 be at most [-3-J + 1 
distance classes for any given graph G, with JvJ = n. 
Each set DC. may be intuitively thought of as repre-
l 
senting a "ring" of facilities when translated into a block 
plan, with each ring nested concentrically. Figure 7.5 
displays an example of an adjacency graph and a corresponding 
feasible plan, showing the ideal situation of ring nesting. 
The shortest cycle detectable in distance class DC. 
l 
we shall call the ring cycle, R(i). 
In Figure 7.5, for instance, 
(i) the adjacency graph, G. 
G has 3 distance classes: 
DC1 = { 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 
DC2 = { 8, 9, 10} 












(ii) a corresponding block plan, ignoring 
areas 
Figure 7.5 Ideal ring nesting 
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R(l). = <2,3,4,5,6,7> 
R(2) = <8,9,10> 
R(3) = <11>. 
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Analysis of the construction properties of DELTA-
HEDRON shows, however, that it is not possible to create an 
adjacency graph of the form of Figure 7.5, because of the 
following result. 
For each distance class DC. of an adjacency 
1 
Theorem 7.1: 
graph G constructed by the Deltahedron heuristic, 
IR(i) I ~ 3. 
Proof: Firstly we prove a simple lemma. 
Lemma 7.1: for i > 1, the elements of any connected 
component of a distance class DCi are wholly contained 
within a triangle of DC. 1 . 1-
For any vertex x, let d(x) = i <=> x E DC .. 
1 
Proof: 
Upon insertion of x in triangle (k,m,p), d(x) is defined as 
d(x) = i, where i = MIN {d(k) ,d(m) ,d(p)} + 1. 
To create an element of a 'new' distance class relative to 
triangle (k,m,p), we must have i # d(k), d(m), d(p) and 
hence, 
d(k) = d(m) = d(p) = i - 1, necessarily. 
Further elements of the connected component of DC. contain-
1 
ing x must be successively added so as to be reachable from 
x, via members of D. only and therefore must also be con-
1 . 
tained within triangle (k,m,p) E DC. 1 . 1- QED. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we may consider 
the evolution of a 1 new 1 distance class DC. through the 
1 
successive insertion of vertices x 1 ,x2 , ... , say, into a 
particular triangle of DC., triangle (k,m,p). 
1 
Insert x 1 into (k,m,p), creating the triangles 
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(k,m,x1 ), (k,p,x1 ), (m,p,x1 ). Through symmetry we may now 
insert x 2 into any of these triangles. Choose (k,m,x1 ). 
This leads to the situation of Figure 7.6. If we now insert 
x 3 in either of the triangles (x1 ,x2 ,k) or (x1 ,x2 ,p), we 
obtain a cycle of length 3, so the only alternatives are 
(k,x2 ,p), (k,x1 ,m), (m,x1 ,p). It is clear from Figure 7.6 
that a series of insertions in any of these triangles will 
not produce a cycle of length larger than 3, since there is 
M 
k p 
Figure 7.6 Insertion alternatives 
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no way for a path to return to either x 1 or x 2 once the 
first insertion is made. Hence IR(i) I 2 3. QED 
The arguments above indicate how we may categorize 
the insertion process into 3 distinct types according to 
the distance classes of the members of the insertion 
triangle: Consider inserting vertex x in triangle (k,m,p), 
where k,m,p are suitably ordered 
TYPE I insertion: d(k) = d(m) = d(p) = i -----
TYPE II insertion: d(k) - d(m} = 9(p) + 1 
TYPE III insertion: d(k) = d(m} = d(p) 1 
TYPE I corresponds to creating a new component of DCi+l' 
e.g.: insertion of x 1 above 
TYPE II corresponds to creating a triangle, (k,m,x) in 
DCd(k}' e.g.: insertion of x 3 in (x1 ,x2 ,k) 
TYPE III corresponds to augmenting a connected component 
of DCd(p}, e.g.: insertion of x 2 • 
In order to make the block plan construction proce-
dure tractible on a microcomputer, we must enforce some 
restrictions upon the processes, so that the adjacency 
graphs obtained fall within a well-defined class of struc-
tures. These constraints enable program execution in 
reasonable time, and reduce the need for complicated over-
lay programming techniques, while still providing sufficient 
flexibility to provide practical block plans for moderately-
sized problems (of 15-25 facilities). 
In particular, the layout procedure as implemented 
produces plans with the following characteristics: 
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PROPERTY 1: Only two distance classes are allowed i.e.: a 
TYPE I insertion is forbidden if k,m,p ~_oc2 . In addition, 
each distance class may comprise only one connected compo-
nent. For many smaller problems these are not overly res-
trictive assumptions, as few layouts require that a facility 
be three walls from the exterior, or possess essentially 
autonomous subgroups of facilities. 
PROPERTY 2: In the second distance class, oc2 , only one 
triangle composed of vertices from oc2 is permitted; that 
is, a TYPE II insertion may occur only once for a triangle 
comprising elements from oc2 • This reduces the complexity 
of the structure of the inner ring, particularly in cases 
of facility nesting. 
PROPERTY 3: For oc1 apart from the 'fundamental' triangle 
formed within the first distance class as part of the ini-
tial tetrahedron, all insertions made (using TYPE II inser-
tion) into triangles of the form (i,j,1) are done according 
to a special rule, as follows. Relative to each pair of 
vertices of the fundamental triangle of oc1 , only one 'chain' 
of insertions is allowed, with each successive TYPE II 
insertion (after the first) taking place in a triangle con-
taining only one of the vertices of the pair. As an illus-
tration, refer to Figure 7.7, where every new vertex in the 
chain <a,b,c> between x 1 and x 2 is adjacent to x 1 and 1. 
Specifically, insertions into (1,a,b), or (1,b,c), or 
(x1 ,a,b) etc. are disallowed. 
In Chapter 3 it was mentioned that the most effective 
and efficient rationale for the choice of initial tetrahedron 




Figure 7.7 Chain of type II insertions 
For the restricted approach here we revert to the greedy 
alternative, since, in order to calculate distances from 
facilities to the exterior {to determine the composition of 
the distance classes), it is necessary that the exterior 
facility form part of the initial tetrahedron. 
The initial tetrahedron choice is therefore via the 
triple {i,j,k} satisfying 
MAX {w(l,i) + w(l,j) + w(l,k) + 
i,j ,k 
w(i,j) + w(i,k) + w(j,k)} 
Triangle (i,j,k) is then defined as the fundamental triangle 
for DC 1 . 
Each subsequent vertex insertion is on the basis of 
the best vertex-triangle pairing in terms of maximizing the 
increase in objective function value i.e.: choosing vertex 
x to be inserted into triangle (a,b,c) with w(a,x) + w(b,x) 
+ w(c,x) maximal. 
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Two phases constitute the generation of a block plan. 
Firstly the construction of the adjacency graph using 
PROPERTIES 1-3 with all pertinent structural information; 
and secondly, the creation of a plan using the output from 
the first phase as a guideline. 
In the case of our restricted adjacency graph, the 







the elements and cardinality of DC1 and nc2 
the fundamental triangle, FT1 , of nc1 
the fundamental triangle, FT2 , of nc2 
the cyclical orientation of FT 2 with respect 
to FT1 
for each pair of vertices x 1 ,x2 of FT1 , the 
(ordered) chain of vertices successively 
inserted in triangle (1,x1 ,x2 ) with a flag on 
either x 1 or x 2 , dependent upon which vertex 
the chain is adjacent to 
\ 
(vi) the first vertex inserted in triangle (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) 
- called ORIGIN (DC 2 ) (of distance class 2) 
(vii) for each vertex x of nc2 - {ORIGIN(DC2 ) }, its 
vertex successor, AFTER(x). If FT 2 exists 
(i.e.: has been created during the construc-
tion process), then AFTER(x) is relative to FT 2 
(i.e.: y = AFTER(x) <=> x is fewer edges from 
a vertex of FT 2); otherwise, AFTER(x) is rela-
tive to ORIGIN(DC 2). In this latter case, 
ORIGIN(DC 2 ) may have up to three successors; 
otherwise at most two. The (unique) inverse 
relationship, BEFORE(x), defined for all 
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x E DC2 - {ORIGIN(DC 2 )} is also useful. 
(viii) if FT2 exists, the length of the path (using 
elements of tic2 only) from ORIGIN(DC 2) to one 
of the vertices of FT2 . 
We term the version of DELTAHEDRON including PROPER-
TIES 1-3 and only two distance classes constrained DELTA-
HEDRON. 
Figure 7.8 gives an illustration of an adjacency 
graph constructed using constrained DELTAHEDRON; Figure 7.9 
summarizes the information required to represent the structure 
of this adjacency graph for further processing (See Figure 
7.12, later, for the block plan analogies of the terms men-
tioned). 
In order to maintain consistency of adjacency between 
the two ring cycles, the elements of FT1 and FT 2 must be 
oriented with respect to each other. We may achieve this 
efficiently as follows. 
Consider the order of the elements of FT1 to be 
fixed, say FT1 = <x,y,z>. Without loss of generality, FT 2 
may be created by a TYPE II insertion of vertex v in 
triangle (a,b,y), as depicted in Figure 7.10 i.e.: FT 2 = 
<a,b,v>. 
There are only two possible alternatives for the 
Each is orientation of FT 2 , namely <a,b,v> or <a,v,b>. 
immediately characterised by the position of v, and 
whether a= BEFORE(b) orb= BEFORE(a), as follows: 









FT1 = (a,b,c) 
FT 2 = (e,d,f) 
r = ORIGIN (D 2 ) 
AFTER(f,1) = p 
AFTER(r,1) = d 
AFTER(r,2) = m 
AFTER (d, 1) = r 
AFTER (m, 1) = n 
BEFORE (f) = d (by construction) 
BEFORE(d) = r 
BEFORE(k) = r 
BEFORE(p) = r 
BEFORE(m) = r 
BEFORE(n) = m 
g,h are between a and b, both adjacent to a 
j,i are between band c, both adjacent to b 
TOP = b 
LEFT = C 
RIGHT = a 
INTOP = d 
INLEFT = f 
INRIGHT = e 
length of the shortest path from r to dis 1 
Figure 7.9 Data requirements to represent the 
structure of Figure 7.8 
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if BEFORE(a) = b then swap a,b 
determine the two vertices x,y E FT1 to which 
bis adjacent 
if x = FT1 (1) and y = FT 2 (3) then swap x,y 
(to maintain cyclic consistency) 
if ·(v,x) EE then orientation is (a,v,b) 
else orientation is (a,b,v) 
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We may use this oriented cycle in order to specify 
the actual positions of the elements of FT 1 and FT 2 in the 
block plan, but it turns out to be just as efficient to do 
this by first principles, using only the unordered elements 
(In fact, for our restricted problem the 
orientation procedure is not strictly necessary - it is just 
an alternative characterisation.) 
Suppose FT 1 = (x,y,z) 
and FT 2 = (a,b,v), as in the example of Figure 
7.10. 
Then BEFORE(v) = 0 implies INRIGHT = v; 
BEFORE(b) = a implies INLEFT = b; 
otherwise INTOP = a 
(v,y) E E implies RIGHT = y; 
(b,z) E !} implies LEFT = z; (b,x) t 
otherwise TOP = x. 
·The above approach is valid for all configurations 





Figure 7.10 Orientation nomenclature 
7.3 The layout phase 
We now describe two plan generation approaches based 
on the DELTAHEDRON heuristic and the SUPERDELTAHEDRON 
heuristic incorporating the ideas introduced above. 
Firstly, we consider how the information provided in 
(i) - (viii) above is used by the layout phase in the con-
text of the constrained DELTAHEDRON heuristic. 
The general two-distance-class layout may be depicted 
as in Figure 7.11, under the assumptions 
(a) the building exterior is to be regular and 
rectangular, with width to length ratio 
specified by a variable, RATIO> 1 
(b) the shape of the area occupied by the 
elements of distance class 2 is assumed 
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congruent to the full building shape. (Note 
that DC2 may be empty). 
We also assume, for the case where the adjacency 
graph is constructed using the constrained DELTAHEDRON 
approach (i.e.: facility areas are not explicitly included), 
that the respective areas of distance classes DC1 and DC 2 
are proportional to the respective class cardinalities. 
to 








WIDTH 1 *RATIO 
+ WIDTH 2 ---~ 
WIDTH 1 
Figure 7.11 The general layout scheme 






Rearranging yields the condition 
WIDTH2*WIDTH2 jDC2I jDC2I 
WIDTHl*WIDTHl = jnc1 1+1Dc 2 ! = n 
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Figure 7.12 shows the general form of a layout as 
produced by constrained DELTAHEDRON. Not all the facets 
indicated may be present in any one solution; for example, 
the chain of facilities between ORIGIN(DC 2 ) and INLEFT has 
been observed only infrequently during performance testing. 
Figures 7.13(a) and 7.13(b) display the structure of the 
two types of chains that may be constructed between pairs 
of elements of FT1 (TOP,LEFT,RIGHT) using the restricted 
form of insertion into triangles including vertex 1 (PRO-
PERTY 3). If the chain contains only one element, the 
structures are equivalent. The chains emanating from 
ORIGIN(DC 2 ) and INLEFT possess a structure similar to that 
of Figure 7.13(b). The chain indicated by COI consists of 
vertices of degree four, each adjacent to both LEFT and 
RIGHT. 
Both constrained DELTAHEDRON and the plan generation 
phase have been programmed in Microsoft BASIC Version 5.0 
and implemented on a Systems Group 2800 microcomputer with 
64k RAM. The program listings, DELTAH and PLAN are con-
strained in Appendix 1. Input may be in the form of a 
numerical or alphabetic relationship matrix, with a maximum 
of 30 facilities allowed. As mentioned earlier the user 
may specify a vertical to horizontal distance ratio (> 1) 
for the plan, and a desired width for the output, whose 
format is a symbolic encoding for ease of deciphering. 
Suitable area scaling is provided automatically. Figure 
7.15 gives the output from a typical session, using the 
problem data in Figure 7.14 (after Francis and White (1974)). 
Total CPU-time required for execution, using the BASIC 












BTL = chain of facilities between TOP and LEFT (resulting 
from a sequence of TYPE II vertex insertions invol-
ving vertices TOP, LEFT and 1). 
BTR, BLR = chains between TOP, RIGHT and LEFT, RIGHT 
TL = chain of facilities between TOP and LEFT (from a 
sequence of TYPE III insertions) 
TR, TI = chains between TOP, RIGHT AND LEFT, RIGHT 
COI = chain of facilities between ORIGIN (DC 2 ) and 
INLEFT (occurs if FT 2 does not include ORIGIN (DC 2 ) 
as one of its vertices) 
Figure 7.12 General form of a block plan as con-
structed by constrained DELTAHEDRON 
(1) 






LEFT I I 
I I 
I I . - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
(a) 
vertices v 1 ,v2 ,v3 all 
adjacent to LEFT 
(1) 
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I I •- - - - - - - -- - - - - -
(b) 
vertices v 1 ,v2 ,v 3 all 
adjacent to TOP 
Figure 7.13 Chain of vertices <v1 ,v2 ,v3 > initiated 
by a type II insertion in triangle 
(l,TOP,LEFT) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 I I u u A A u u I E A u 
2 I u X X u u u u 0 0 u 
3 u u u u I u u u u u 
4 A I E E u E u I I 
5 u I X u E I I I 
6 I X u u I E I 
7 E I E I I I 
8 E u A u u 
9 u E I u 
10 u 0 0 
11 u 0 
12 u 
13 
KEY: A = absolutely necessary = 64 
E = especially important = 16 
I = important = 4 
0 = ordinary closeness = 1 
u = unimportant = 0 
X = undesirable = -128 
1 exterior facility 
2 office 







10 steel storage 
11 other storage 
12 receiving, shipping, finished stores 
13 maintenance 
Figure 7.14 Data for example problem 
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time is taken up with calculating the value of the best 
possible solution to provide a measure of performance. Note 
that the achieved solution attained 92.2% of the theoretical 
maximum (which may not be even achievable); on the same 
problem, the best score obtained by ALDEP (Seehof and Evans 
(1967)) was 76% of the best possible. 
The plan produced in Figure 7.15 could form the basis 
for an efficient layout with little alteration, but often 
the output should be thought of as representing only a 
framework guideline on which to base the final plan. This 
is especially the case in the presence of substructures 
similar to that of Figure 7.13(b) where it may not be conve-
nient to have nested L-shapes. With more than 20 facilities 
however, it is also likely that such nested chains may become 
impracticably long when only two distance classes are per-
mitted. When the actual facility areas are also considered, 
the constrained DELTAHEDRON plan may not even be feasible 
without the addition of vertex degree constraints. Hence 
we now turn our attention to the modifications required to 
the basic block plan construction scheme to rudimentarily 
incorporate the rationale of SUPERDELTAHEDRON in an attempt 
to improve the practicality of the block plans produced. 
The version of SUPERDELTAHEDRON we use is completely 
analogous to constrained DELTAHEDRON - PROPERTIES 1-3 still 
hold as construction restrictions. Vertex degree constraints 
are provided as described in Chapters 4 and 6. Given the 
small difference in solution quality of the column-sum 
insertion order and greedy rationales for SUPERDELTAHEDRON, 
we use the FIXED ORDER method in order to reduce the compu-
tational burden. We call the restricted heuristic constrained 
SUPERDELTAHEDRON. 
Figure-7.15 
NUMBER DF FACILITIES: 13 
TYPE OF DATA INPUT REQUIRED? R 
(Cor!esponds to reading from data statements) 
RELATIONSHIP MATRIX IN THE FORM (l,J), FOR J) 
: I I U U A A U U I E A U 
2 I U X X U U U U O O U 
3 U U U U I U U U U U 
4 A I E E U E U I I 
5 U I X U E I I I 
6 I X U U I E I 
7 E I E I I I 
8 E U A U U 
9 U E l U 
10 U O 0 
11 U D 
12 U 
13 
RELATIONSHIP MATRIX IN NUMERICAL TERMS 
0 132 132 128 128 192 192 128 128 
132 0 132 128 0 0 128 128 128 
132 132 0 128 128 128 128 132 
128 12B 128 0 192 132 144 144 
128 0 128 192 0 128 132 0 128 
192 0 128 132 128 0 132 0 128 
192 128 128 144 132 132 0 144 
128 128 132 144 0 0 144 0 144 
128 128 128 128 128 128 132 144 
132 128 128 144 144 128 144 128 
144 129 128 128 132 132 132 192 
192 129 128 132 132 144 132 128 
128 128 128 132 1~~ .l1.. 132 132 128 
BEST TETRAHEDRON: 
1 6 7 12 
INSERTING VERTEX 4 IN TRIANGLE 6 .7 12 
INSERTING VERTEX 5 IN TRIANGLE 4 7. 12 
ORIENTED CYCLE: 









































Figure 7.15 ctd .•...• 
INSERTING VERTEX 10 IN TRIANGLE 4 7 5 
INSERTING VERTEX 11 IN TRJANSLE 1 6 7 
INSERTING VERTEX B IN TRIANGLE 1 7 11 
INSERTING VERTEX 9 IN TRIANGLE 1 7 8 
INSERTING VERTEX 13 IN TRIANGLE 6 7 4 
INSERTING VERTEX 2 IN TRIANGLE 1 7 12 
INSERTING VERTEX 3 IN TRIANGLE 1 7 2 
TOTAL DELTAHEDRON ADJACENCY SCORE IS 509 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
.\ 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTION BOUND JS 552 
DELTAHEDRON SOLUTION RATIO IS ,922102 
DISTANCE CLASSES: 
5 7 12 11 B 9 2 3 
4 5 10 13 
RATIO OF BUILDING LENGTH TO WIDTH (> = l)? 1.0 
HORIZONTAL SIZE OF PLAN MATRIX DESIRED? 60 
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Figure 7.15 ctd ..•.•. 
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CHARACTEH SET CODES: 
FACILITY 2 IS REP RESEi'ITED BY I 
FACILITY 3 IS REP RESEl,ITED BY < 
FACILITY 4 IS REP RESEI\JTED BY 0 
FACILITY 5 IS REPRESENTED BY V 
FACILITY E, IS REPRESENTED BY X 
FACILITY 7 IS REPRESENTED BY .\ 
FACILITY 8 IS REPRESENTED BY $ 
FACILITY 9 IS REPRESf::NTED BY l(• 
FACIUTY 10 IS REPRESEI\JTED BY + 
FnC I LI TY J.1 JS REP RJ:::SE;\JTED BY -
FACILITY 12 IS REPRESENTED BY I 
Fl~C I LI TY 13 IS REPRESENTED BY 8,. 
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Now that specific areas are included, class cardina-
lity is no longer a criterion for the relative sizes of the 
two distance classes. Let A(x) = area of facility x. With 
reference to Figure 7,12 define 
SUMTL = E A(x) 
x EBTL 
SUMTR = E A(x) 
x EBTR 
SUMLR = E A(x) 
x EBLR 
SUMI = E A(x) 
x EDC2 
Refer now to Figure 7.16, and assume SUMTR, SUMLR, 
SUMI-# 0. 
Given A(TOP) and the block plan width, W, we may 
calculate the value of PlY, assuming integral division. 
Then the value of PlX may be obtained, using the known 
values PlY, RATIO*W, SUMTL and A(LEFT). If we now assume 
a distance of 1 'unit' between chains BTR and oc 2 , and BLR 
and oc 2 , and take the lengths x and y to be proportional to 
the chain areas 
i.e.: 
SUMTR SUMLR = 
X y 
then the required value of y is found as the solution of 
k 
y = [-a.+ (a 2 + 413) 2]/2, 
where a.= SUMLR*(W-PlX)/SUMTR - RATIO*W - PlY 
and S = SUMI*SIMLR/SUMTR. 
For the special cases where either SUMTR = 0 or 
SUMLR = O, y may be calculated as 
k 
y = [SUMI/(SUMI + SUMTR + SUMLR + A(RIGHT)) 2 * 
(RATIO~W~ - PlY) 
A (TOP) 
~ SUMI/y ;;" (l)~ X ---;: 
PlY 
i 















Of course, if SUMI= O, then·y = 0. Such a result is 
undesirable, however, since the resultant block plan would 
consist of sets of nested L-shaped facilities all adjacent 
to the exterior. Fortunately, for problems involving more 
than 10 facilities, and non-pathological transportation 
matrices, this situation has yet to be observed. 
The definition of only a single unit distance 
between nc2 and the chains from RIGHT is made for conven-
ience only; experiments have shown that integral division 
can cause inconsistencies and infeasibilities in facility 
boundary delineations if this distance is not specified as 
some positive value. As a unit width in the plan framework, 
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these facility 'appendages' may form the basis for corridors 
in a final ornamented plan. 
In physical terms this also implies that some members 
of the chain of facilities of the type in Figure 7.13 will 
have corridor-accessibility to the 'parent' facility rather 
than direct adjacency. For practical planning this may be 
more desirable (although giving a layout of inferior 
quality in theoretical terms) than maintaining the artifi-
cial L-shaped nesting. 
Realisation of the chain configurations is straight-
forward in the case analogous to Figure 7.13(a). Each 
facility area is "filled-in" until the requisite number of 
scaled units is exhausted. In the alternative case, the 
single corridor provision mentioned above is used to ensure 
that all required adjacencies are met correctly, while also 
maintaining areal proportion. This restriction is not 
always necessary, especially in the case of chains of 
length at most three. The programmed procedure endeavours 
to do the "best possible" given the relative areas of the 
members of the chain, but often it is more desirable to 
allow the corridor to be produced as this then creates a 
more compact facility. 
Figure 7.17 is an example of the execution of the 
constrained SUPERDELTAHEDRON method operating on a randomly 
generated 15*15 transportation cost matrix and randomly 
generated areas. The perturbations required to achieve the 
solution are shown. The resultant block plan (Figure 7.18) 
displays many of the typical features, for example: 
(i) facility 14 ('=') is provided with two corridors 
so as to allow a more compact representation. 
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Figure 7.17 
'!UMBER OF' FACILITIES: 15 
GENERATING TRANSPORTATION COST MATRIX RANDOMLY 
VALUE OF MU: 20 
VALUE OF SIGMA: 20 
TRANSPORTATION COST MATRIX: 
0 58 12 3'3 50 36 0 11 43 38 35 7 0 34 15 
58 0 24 0 17 0 10 0 44 15 0 14 47 20 18 
12 24 ll• 20 38 11 30 6 16 8 27 17 4 3e, 0 
39 0 20 0 39 20 0 6 21 24 4121 13 13 16 37 
50 17 38 39 e1 1121 23 4 21 21 f:.7 42 34 0 24 
36 121 11 20 10 121 11 0 33 '+ 56 35 67 17 1.4 
0 10 30 0 23 11 0 35 40 39 29 55 0 25 9 
11 0 6 6 '+ 0 35 0 24 0 10 24 14 0 25 
43 44 16 21 21 33 40 24 0 0 0 21 23 19 e, 
38 15 8 24 21 4 39 0 0 0 14 48 23 46 2 
35 0 27 40 27 56 29 10 0 14 e1 20 1 1 e1 t21 
7 14 17 13 42 35 55 24 21 48 2,21 '21 2121 22 26 
0 47 4 13 34 67 0 14 23 23 1 20 0 17 23 
3'+ 20 3,21 16 0 17 25 0 19 46 10 22 17 IZI 36 
15 18 0 37 24 1'• 9 25 0 2 Q) 26 23 35 e1 
FACILITY AREAS (2-N> : 
100 100 64 6/+ 196 6'• 10121 1 Lt4 36 1 '•'• 6Lf 6lf 6'• EA 
BEST TETRAHEDRON: 
1 2 5 9 
INSERTION ORDER 
12 6 7 14 4 l.3 10 11 3 15 8 
INSERTING VERTEX 12 IN TRIANGLE 1 5 '3 
INSERTING VERTEX 5 11\1 TRIANGLE 1 2 '3 
INSERTING VERTEX 7 IN TRIANGLE 1 2 5 
INSERTI~IG VERTEX 1'+ IN TRIANGLE 2 5 '3 
INSERTING VERTEX 4 IN TRIAI\IGLE 2 '3 14 
ORIENTED CYCLE: 
2 : 14 13 4 
Figure 7.17 ctd .... 
2 : 14 13 4 
INSERTING VERTEX 13 IN TRIANGLE 4 9 14 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 2 ** 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 5 ** 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX g ** 
INSERTI~G VERTEX 10 IN TRIANGLE 2 · 5 14 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 2 ** 
·**PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 5 ** 
*~ PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 14 ** 
INSERTING VERTEX 11 IN TRIANGLE 14 5 g 
H· PERTURBING DEGREE CDNSTRAINT ON VERTEX 5 ·II-* 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 9 ** 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 14 ** 
INSERTING VERTEX 3 IN TRIANGLE 2 5 10 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 2 ** 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 5 ** 
INSERTING VERTEX 15 IN TRIANGLE 2 9 4 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX 2 ** 
** PERTURBING DEGREE CONSTRAINT ON VERTEX g ** 
INSERTING VERTEX 8 IN TRIANGLE 2 9 15 
SUPER_DELTAHEDRON SOLUTION SCORE 
DEGREE CONSTRAINTS (2 .. N) : 
20517 
12 8 7 11 10 7 8 12 G '3 7 7 9 7 
DEGREES ACHIEVED (2 .. NI 
11 3 5 9 ~ 3 ~ 11 4 3 3 3 7 4 
SHORTEST PATH MATRIX VIA SUPER_DELTAHEDRON: 
0 5 13 14 4 7 4 15 5 11 14 '1 15 12 
5 0 10 9 9 12 g 1e, 11 8 19 g 17 9 
13 1121 0 19 9 20 17 2,21 19 8 19 17 23 





4 g g 16 0 11 8 1 g 10 7 1121 8 16 8 18 
7 12 2,21 21 11 0 11 22 13 18 21 11 23 1 g 
4 g 17 18 8 11 0 1 g 10 15 18 8 2 121 1 E, 18 
15 10 20 17 1 g 22 1 g 121 11 18 23 1 g 21 19 
6 ·11 19 1121 10 13 10 11 121 17 12 10 10 10 
11 8 8 15 7 18 15 18 17 e, 17 15 15 7 17 
14 19 19 18 10 21 18 23 1 .-, c. 17 121 18 18 1121 
4 g 17 18 8 11 8 19 10 15 18 •ZI 2121 15 18 
16 17 23 8 16 23 20 21 1121 15 18 20 QI 8 
12 9 l.5 8 8 19 15 19 1121 7 1 QI 15 8 0 16 
14 9 19 8 18 21 18 g 10 17 .-,.:) c_._ 18 15 1G 
DISTANCE CLASSES: 
2 5 g 12 5 7 






































































CHARACTER SET CODES: 
FACILITY 2 IS REPRESENTED BY I 
FACILITY 3 IS REPRESENTED BY < 
FACILITY 4 IS REPRESENTED BY 0 
FACILITY 5 IS REPRESENTED BY V 
FACILITY 5 IS REPRESENTED BY X 
FACILITY 7 IS REPRESENTED BY \ 
FACILITY 8 IS REPRESENTED BY $ 
FACILITY g IS REPRESENTED BY * 
FACILITY 10 IS REPRESENTED BY + 
FACILITY 1 1 IS REPRESENTED BY 
FACILITY 12 IS REPRESENTED BY / 
FACILITY 13 IS REPRESENTED BY & 
FACILITY 14 IS REPRESENTED BY = 
FACILITY 15 IS REPRESENTED BY @ 
(ii) facil1ty 4 ('O') has one corridor, facility 
15 ('@') retains its L-shape. 
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(iii) due to integral division (and the calculation 
of y), the area of facility 13 is slightly 
smaller than required. 
Although not necessary in this example, if the varia-
tion in facility areas of a problem is sufficiently large, 
the situation of a small facility nested between two large 
facilities may occur. Suitable perturbations of areas may 
then be needed to prevent distortion or incomplete adjacency. 
In program testing, area variation was kept sufficiently 
low so as to minimize the possibility of such occurrences. 
The two programs, 'BLOCK' and 'SPLAN', which implement 
the described methodology are included in Appendix 2. Both 
are written in Microsoft BASIC version 5.0. Program 'BLOCK' 
allows for two forms of input: a relationship matrix (which 
then leads to the DELTAHEDRON method, followed by program 
'PLAN') or a transportation cost matrix (which invokes 
SUPERDELTAHEDRON, followed by program 'SPLAN'). This effec-
tively combines the two approaches into a compact form, 
allowing useful planning flexibility. Total execution time 
for the example problem was 350 seconds, again using the 
BASIC interpreter. 
We now give a brief performance comparison of the 
present method with the codes CRAFT, CORELAP and ALDEP. The 
problem to be considered is based on a seven-facility exam-
ple from Tompkins and Moore (1978), whose input data is 
summarized in Figure 7.19. Additional data in the form of 
transportation costs for the exterior facility, is required 
for our formulation. 
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Facility Area 
(000 sq units) 
A Receiving 12 
B Milling 8 
C Press 6 
D Screw machine 12 
E Assembly 8 
F Plating 12 
G Shipping 12 
70 
RELATIONSHIP CHART WEIGHTING FACTORS 
A B C D E F G ALDEP CORELAP 
A E 0 I 0 u u A 128 243 
B u E I I u E 32 81 
C u u 0 u I 8 27 
D I u u 0 2 9 
E A I u 0 1 
F E 
G 
TRANSPORTATION COST MATRIX: 
A B C D E F G 
A 0 45 15 25 10 5 0 
B 45 0 0 50 25 20 0 
C 15 0 0 0 5 10 0 
D 25 50 0 0 35 0 25 
E 10 25 5 35 0 70 35 
F 5 20 10 0 70 0 65 
G 0 0 0 25 35 65 0 
Figure 7.19 Data for example problem 
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Although CRAFT uses the transportation cost data and 
CORELAP and ALDEP the relationship chart, each layout pro-
duced will be evaluated in terms of the rectilinear metric 
of SUPER DELTAHEDRON. This allows direct comparison with 
the results obtained from programs "BLOCK" and "SPLAN". 
(Given that neither DELTAHEDRON nor "PLAN" takes into account 
facility areas, only the SUPER DELTAHEDRON approach is con-
sidered.) 
Figures 7.20 - 7.22 outline the results of CRAFT, 
CORELAP and ALDEP; Figures 23-24 give two outputs from 
"SPLAN", corresponding to whether or not facility A is 
forced to be adjacent to the exterior. Table 7.1 shows 












Table 7.1 Solution scores in terms of the 
SUPER DELTAHEDRON metric 
their dual graphs. It is possible to improve the CRAFT and 
CORELAP ratings by simple perturbations; for CRAFT we 
eliminate the two 4-way junctions, and introduce adjacency 
between facilities A and F, and Band E; for CORELAP we 
make facilities D and G adjacent. These modifications have 
the effect of maximizing the number of "within-in plan" 
adjacencies, without generating a maximal planar dual graph. 
The resultant scores are supplementary to Table 7.1. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 l5 16 l7 l8 
1 AAA AAAAAA A G G G G G G G G 
2 A A G G 
3 AAAA A AA AA A G G G G 
4 C C C B B B B B B B F F G G G G G G 
5 C C C B B F F F F F F F F 
6 C C B B B B B B F F F F F F F 
7 C C C C B D D D D E E E E E E F F 
8 D D D D D D D E E F F 
9 D D D E E E E E E F F 
10 D D D D D D D D H H H H H E E F F F 
Figure 7. 20 The output from CRAFT 
( H is a "dummy" facility) 
D A A C 
D B F F 
G G E 
Figure 7 .21 The output from CORELAP 
A A B B B B D D E E F F F F G G G G 
A A B B B B D D E E F F F F G G G G 
A A B B B B D D E E F F F F G G G G 
A A B B B B D D E E F F F F G G G G 
A A B B B B D D E E F F F F G G G G 
A A A A D D D D E E F F C C G G G G 
A A A A D D D D E E F F C C G G G G 
A A A A D D D D E E F F C C C G G 
A A A A D D D D E E F F C C C C 
A A A A D D D D E E F F C C C C 
















































































tA,EXT = 50, tG,EXT = 5 o 
(A not adjacent to exterior) 
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tA,EXT = l0 6 , tG,EXT = go 
(A adjacent to exterior) 
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It is instructive to calculate how accurately the 
solution scores are reflected in the corresponding layout. 
Under the assumption of complete pairwise rectilinear 
communication between facility centroids, we can determine 
and estimate of the actual distance travelled. We note 
that, in general, such communication is not available -
travel is usually via corridors or paths between facility 
boundaries, as generated, for example, by the method of 
Gawad and Whitehead (1976). This approach is an augmentation 
step, building on the initial layout. Table 7.2 summarizes 











Table 7.2 Rectilinear scores of the layouts 
* ALDEP not included - output scale too large 
** estimate 
Comparison of Tables 7.1 and 7.2 shows that the 
SUPER DELTAHEDRON metric has severely underestimated the 
cost of the layouts obtained via "BLOCK" and "SPLAN". In 
this case it is clearly because of the elongated nature of 
the facilities adjacent to the exterior. These distort the 
SUPER_DELTAHEDRON assumption of each facility being a 
square. Consider, for example, the triad E,F,G; in BLOCK(l) 
their mutual transportation costs account for 36.2% of the 
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total layout cost according to the SUPER DELTAHEDRON cri-
terion, whereas for the actual rectilinear evaluation the 
comparable figure is 59.1%. The corresponding figures for 
BLOCK(2) are 28.1% and 42.6%, while for CRAFT they are 
40.8% and 36.8%. Hence, strict adherence to the maximal 
planar graph structure, characterised by an exterior ring 
of three facilities (e.g. E,F,G in BLOCK(l)) can clearly 
result in an inferior solution, especially in an example 
with few facilities, where the relative distortion will be 
higher. Simple perturbations of the solution are possible, 
here, however. Figure 7.25 displays one possible modifica-
tion·of BLOCK(2), after noting that t 28 = O; its SUPER 
DELTAHEDRON score is 1796.3, but its rectilinear equivalent 
is reduced to 2166.7, a score comparable with both the 
perturbed CRAFT and CORELAP solutions. Note that the 
corresponding dual graph is not maximally planar. 
The preceding discussion has pointed out potential 
difficulties in the use of the SUPER DELTAHEDRON metric. 
The example cited is a special case - those facilities with 
a higher level of distortion also happen to have the greatest 
degree of intercommunication. In larger problems this is 
less likely to occur, despite retention of the same basic 
layout structure. Thus, while some refinements may still 
be necessary to the rectilinear score estimation and the 
method, it has at least provided an initial systematic 
graph theoretic approach to the problem of facilities lay-
out, potentially capable.of producing layouts of a quality 
similar to that of existing methods for problems involving 
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MULTI-FLOOR BUILDING LAYOUT 
8.1 Survey of previous work 
The work of Archer (1963) appears to be the first 
attempt at modelling multi-floor layout. Facilities are 
allocated positions on the basis of their relationship and 
distance from the most 11 important" facility, with no dis-
tinction being made between horizontal and vertical travel. 
Mosely (1963) subsequently improved and corrected 
Archer's approach in a modified Transportation Problem format, 
minimizing cost in terms of the total distance travelled per 
time period. Vertical circulation zones and entrances are 
prelocated in the plan. However, the analysis concentrates 
mainly on circulation problems and determining the minimum 
cost building shape rather than the actual layout of facili-
ties. The linearisation also implicitly assumes that all 
journeys commence from a common point of origin. 
The computer program ALDEP (Seehof et. al (1967)) was 
developed to handle buildings with at most three floors with 
the objective of maximizing adjacency scores. Layouts are 
generated partly constr~ctively and partly by improvement 
strategies, using random location techniques. Required input 
includes the Relationship matrix, facility areas, facility 
prelocation information, and space availability constraints. 
Vertical circulation is not defined as an activity; only 
within-floor associations are considered. 
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Willoughby (1970), (1971) also employs a construc-
tional technique. So-called "absolute association groups" 
are identified within the relationship matrix, and floor 
schedules created corresponding to the given floor areas. 
Vertical and horizontal circulation routes are provided 
manually, and each facility is assigned a subjective rela-
tionship with these. Distances are measured diagonally, from 
centroid to centroid, and a process of "sequential grid summa-
tion and updating" is used to select final placement posi-
tions for activities on a grid for each floor. Facility 
shapes may be defined, and the location ordering may be 
altered or restarted if an impasse is encountered. Again, 
however, there is no cost relationship defined between verti-
cal and horizontal movement. The level of intuitive assess-
ment required is also large. 
Portlock and Whitehead (1974) considered three con-
struction-type methdds. Their "Unlimited Access" approach 
assumes that vertical movement is possible at every point 
within the plan boundaries. Facilities are decomposed into 
unit elements, and element location is on the basis of mini-
mum cost with respect to these elements already placed. This 
cost, C(i), for the i th element is given by 
i-1 
C ( i ) = E [ r . k ( d . k + v I F . - Fk I ) ] 
k=l l l l 
where r is the elemental ·relationship 
dis horizontal distance 
Vis the vertical distance factor 
F represents the floor number 
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When all elements have been placed, the best position for 
the vertical circulation zone is then determined. 
The "Floor Listing" approach breaks down the problem 
into a set of two-dimensional problems. It is assumed that 
figures representing the relative importance of positioning 
each facility on each floor is available; the relationship 
scores and this floor desirability data are used to create 
autonomous facility clusters with minimal interconnections, 
with the proviso that any facility must be wholly located on 
a single floor. Vertical circulation zones are then intro-
duced, and the relationship of each vertical access point 
with facilities on the same floor is made proportional to 
the sum of the relationships between each facility and all 
other facilities not on that particular floor. 
The "Movement Simulation" approach attempts an 
explicit definition of the floor-linking function. Vertical 
circulation zone positions are pre-specified. Each level in 
the layout is considered in turn, and each unoccupied grid 
is costed as follows: 
for elements i and the k other elements on the 
same floor, costs are assigned via 
C (i) = 
k 
~ r .. d .. 
j=l lJ lJ 
where, for an element pair (i,j) on different floors 
d. . = MIN { d . k + VI F . - F . I + dkJ" } 
lJ k ~ l J 
for travel via each circulation zone k. 
Location at positions of minimum cost is maintained 
throughout the construction. This approach is the most 
realistic of the three, but may require several complete 
iterations for testing various circulation zone placements. 
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Carter and Whitehead (1975) modified some of Portlock 
and Whitehead's ideas. "Natural" facility groups are iden-
tified from the relationship matrix using cluster analysis. 
Areas are then introduced, resulting in a breaking-down of 
the group of clusters into partitions of appropriate area 
(for each floor). Floor partitions are then arranged into 
a minimum cost vertical layout.by considering inter-floor 
associations and the existence of any prelocated facilities. 
The layout of each floor uses the two-dimensional construc-
tion technique of the "Floor Listing" approach. 
Floor areas are buffered by 5% to accommodate many 
possible configurations. Only 1 vertical circulation zone, 
located in a central position, is allowed per floor, avoid-
ing unnecessary increases in the "total distance function" 
of a layout resulting from eccentric position of the zones 
(Tabor (1970)). The authors note that prelocated facilities 
can increase movement costs by up to 10%; care must be taken 
to ensure that such facilities are in close proximity to 
their "natural" clusters. 
Chyutin,and Mittwoch (1979) consider a different 
formulation, that of optimal ingress to and egress from a 
high-rise building. i.e.: allocation facilities to posi-
tions so as to minimize the total vertical traffic within a 
building for a given total of anticipated traffic to each 
facility from outside the building and vice versa. 
White (1972) describes a method for three-dimensional 
hospital layout, as a linearisation of the Quadratic Assign-
ment Problem. The objective is the minimization of total 
travel cost between all facility pairs, where the travel 
costs are in terms of "trip production" coefficients, t .. , 
lJ 
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Johnson chose to minimize the total variables cost of 
movement between facilities 
n n 
i. e.: C MIN E E t . . V . . 
i=l j=l lJ lJ 
where t .. = time for travel from facility i to facility j lJ 
v.' = number of journeys from i to j , scaled as lJ 
required. 
v .. is assumed constant for a particular problem; t .. is 
lJ lJ 
assumed proportional to the rectilinear distance between the 
centroids of facilities i and j, including the non-linear 
vertical component (defined as via the 'fastest' vertical 
circulation point). 
Floors are divided into types with all floors of the 
same type having identical shape and layout. Each floor is 
divided into an integral number of congruent rectangular 
modules and each facility is represented by an integral 
number of such modules. If possible, all facilities must 
be located contiguously. In the case where facilities must 
be split between floors, the volume of movement from and to 
each subfacility is assumed proportional to the fraction of 
modules of the whole facility that each subfacility contains. 
Sub-ground-floor levels are permitted, as are eleva-
tors running only between specified floors and prelocated 
facilities other than the elevators.· 
The improvement procedure of SPACECRAFT is similar to 
that of CRAFT. From the initial layout, a better solution 
is iteratively created by exchanging the two or three depart-
ments which yield the greatest nett savings. Candidate triples 
for exchange must be contiguous, and non-adjacent pairs of 
equal size, and the resultant layout must not violate any 
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inputted restrictions on facility location or shape. The 
procedure terminates when no further improvements can be 
found. 
As the heuristic uses relative costs in an ordinal 
manner, it was found to be very robust to (non-linear) cost 
reformulations. Unfortunately, the allowance of prelocated 
facilities meant that the number of exchange alternatives 
was often significantly reduced. Perturbations in facility 
sizes were also occasionally required to generate more 
equally-sized facilities, leading to greater flexibility in 
exchanges. 
Johnson noted that poor layouts would result in a 
higher utilization of elevators, so that vertical travel 
times should be updated to reflect improved layouts, rather 
than assuming times for a good layout a priori. This modi-
fication would, of course, significantly increase the 
complexity of the procedure, which, within the limitations 
of the improvement rationale, appears to be a successful 
extension of CRAFT. 
8.2 A Graph Theoretic Model for Multi-Floor Layout 
The methods described in the previous section cover 
all the essential ingredients of multifloor layout via three 
categories 
(i) construction [e.g.: Portlock and Whitehead] 
(ii) improvement [e.g.: SPACECRAFT] 
(iii) agglomeration [e.g.: Carter and Whitehead] 
In the graph theoretic framework we may encompass all 
three categories in the following approach: 
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(a) Partition the facilities (excluding the exterior 
facility) into groups whose areas correspond to 
the building floor areas; inter-group "communi-
cation" should be minimized 
(b) Assign the groups to floors in a cost-
minimizing configuration 
(c) Obtain, constructively, a high-quality adjacency 
graph for each floor, relative to a vertical 
circulation zone using 
( i) the DELTAHEDRON heuristic, ·or 
(ii) the SUPER DELTAHEDRON heuristic; 
· improve this graph until a local optimum is 
obtained. 
(d) Develop the corresponding block plan from the 
acjacency graph for each floor, ensuring con-
sistent elevator pl~cement and reintroducing 
the exterior facility, for either c(i) or c(ii). 
Our formulation of the Multi-floor layout problem 
(MULTI_FLOOR) in the SUPER DELTAHEDRON framework is as 
follows: 
Let N = number of facilities 
f.= representation of floor i, i=l, ... ,M 
l 
a. = area of facility i, i=l, ... ,N 
l 
Ak = area of floor fk, k=l, ••. ,M 
h = highest common factor of a., i=l, ... ,N 
l 
p. = number of unit modules in facility i 
l 
= a. div h, ·i=l, ... ,N 
l 
rn. = set of modules representing facility i 
l 
= {m .. }, i=l, ... ,N, j=l, ... ,p. 
lJ l 
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~=number of unit modules in floor fk 
Gk = (Vk,Ek) = the adjacency graph representing 
floor fk 
1 if m .. E vk, i=l, •.. ,N 
l] 
0 otherwise 
j=l, ... ,p. 
l 
k=l, ... ,M 
e. = elevator facility for floor f. (e. E v.) 
l l l l 
t .. = time taken to travel from module i to 
l] 
module j (see later for the definition 
of t .. ) 
l] 
= t .. 
Jl 
v .. = number of journeys between facilities i and 
l] 
j per time period 
= v .. 
Jl 
For modules our definition becomes: 
v .. = 
l] 
L if modules i,j E facility k (L large) 
vkr if module i E facility k, module j 
E facility r (k # r) 
We also assume that the building area available and the sum 
of facility areas required are concomitant, 
i.e.: 
N 
. E p. 




Then problem MULTI FLOOR takes the following form: 
N N 
MINIMIZE L L 
i=l j=l 







t .. v .. 
1.J 1.J 
µ. 'k = Ak, 
1.J 
µ. 'k = 1 
1.J 
µ. 'k = 0/1 
1.J 
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k=l, ... ,M 
i=l, ... ,N 
j=l, ... ,p. 
1. 
Gk = (Vk,Ek) maximal planar 
Because of the embedded maximal planar graph sub-
problems (one for each floor of the layout), this problem 
is NP-complete, necessitating a heuristic approach. The 
form of approach outlined is really the only viable graph 
theoretic alternative because of the constructive nature 
of the method; pairwise distances between all facilities 
may only be defined once all the edges of the maximal planar 
graphs representing each floor have been defined. This 
interdependence is partially overcome by an analogy with the 
approach of Carter and Whitehead ... treating the layout of 
each floor independently of the others, except that proximity 
of a facility to the elevator facility is governed by its 
level of communication with other floors. 
The formulation of the problem in terms of the 
DELTAHEDRON rationale is essentially similar, except that 
the objective becomes the maximization of intra-floor adja-
cency scores (corresponding to the minimization of inter-
floor adjacency scores. Initial stages of both problems 
may therefore be thought of as requiring a vertex partition 
with minimal edge-weight interconnection. Throughout the 
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remainder of this chapter we will deal primarily with the 
SUPER DELTAHEDRON approach of minimizing transportation costs; 
reference will .be made to the parallel requirements of 
DELTAHEDRON, if differences exist. 
An alternative approach to partitioning would be to 
require that floor preference ratings be defined for each 
facility; these ratings may take two forms: 
(i) for each v V, define 
PR1 (v) = k <=> it is desired that facility v 
be positioned on floor k 
(ii) for each v, V, 1 2 k 2 M, define 
PR2 (v,k) = r <=> the value of assigning 
facility v to floor k is r, 
If we assume that 
PR2 (v,k.) > PR2 (v,k.) 
l J 
+ (r E Z ) • 
implies a greater desirability, then for (ii) we would 
want to maximize the overall facility-floor assigning in 
terms of these PR2 values; for (i) we would seek a facility-
floor assignment which satisfies a maximal number of PR1 
requirements. However, the difficulty of predefining 
either the PR1 or PR2 values with sufficient accuracy, 
reliability and consistency, together with the inherent bias 
involved leads us to reject this approach in favour of the 
interconnection weight method. 
We now describe in detail the steps involved in (a) 
and (b), and outline a proposed method of approach for (d). 
Part (c) has, of course, been covered in Chapters 3 and 6. 
STEP (a): Determination of the minimal cost partition 
The problem of determining the minimal cost partition 
of the vertices into groups with minimal edge-weight inter-
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connection may be defined as follows: 
Consider a graph G = (V,E) with vertex-weights 
r(v) E z+ V v E_v (in fact, r(v) = pv from above) and edge-
weights w(e) E z+ Ve EE. Then we require a partition of 
V into disjoint equally-sized sets v 1 ,v2 , ... ,Vm such that 




(CONDITION 1) E w(e) is MINIMIZED, 
e EE' 
where E' EE is the set of edges of E having their end 
vertices in different sets. 
If we replace (CONDITION 1) by (CONDITION 2) 
E w ( e) < J ( J > 0 , given) 
e EE' 
and request the existence of the desired partition, then 
this problem is NP-complete (Hyafil and Rivest, 1973). 
Notice that our original problem may be couched in terms 
of the modified problem by the process: 
(i) choose an initial value of J > 0 
(ii) if a partition exists with CONDITION 2 then go 
to (iii) else go to (iv} 
(iii} repeat 
J = J - 1 
until no partition exists with CONDITION 2; 
identify the last successful partition; STOP 
(iv) repeat 
J = J + 1 
until a partition exists with CONDITION 2; 
choose this successful partition; STOP. 
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Hence, the NP-complete decision problem (encompassing 
CONDITION 2) is merely a restriction of our partitioning 
problem; thus, the partitioning problem is also NP-complete. 
So again we must turn to a heuristic method, in this case 
that of Kernighan and Lin (1970), which, for the sake of 
completeness, we now briefly describe. The approach is 
applicable to both DELTAHEDRON and SUPER DELTAHEDRON. 
Firstly, consider partitioning the vertices of a 
graph (G,w) into only two sets. Suppose we have an arbitrary 




Let e (q) = L w 
x ER qx 
be the external cost of vertex q 
i (q) = E w 
yEQ qy 
be the internal cost of vertex q. 
Similarly for the elements of R: 
e (r) = E w 
x EQ rx 
i (r) = E w 
y ER ry 
Let d(p) = e(p) - i(p) 
(Kernighan and Lin) 
V q E Q 
V q E Q 
V r ER 
V r ER 
V p E P 
Let q E Q and r ER. Then if q and rare inter-
changed between the sets, then the resultant change in cost 
is 
d(q) + d(r) - 2w • 
. qr 
The "two-way" partitioni~g procedure takes the form of 
Figure 8 .1. 
PROCEDURE TWO_WAY_PARTITION(Q,R); 
repeat 
Calculate d(p) V p E P = [QIRJ; 
k := 1; 
fork:= 1 ton do 
begin 
choose q E Q, r ER such that 
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gk := d(q) + d(r) - 2w gives greatest cost reduc-qr 
tion; 
qk := q; rk := r; 
Q := Q - q; R = R - r; 
d (x) = d(x) + 2w - 2w V X 
xqk xrk 




choose s to maximize G = E g.; 
i=l l 
Q := Q - {ql, ... ,qs} + {rl, ... ,rs}; 
R := R - {r1 , ..• ,rs} + {q1 , •.. ,qs}; 
until G = 0; 
E Q; 
E R; 
Figure 8.1 Two-way partitioning 
TWO WAY PARTITION has complexity 0(n 2 logn). This routine 
may easily be extended to unequal sized sets Q* and R* by 
restricting the maximum number of exchange candidates to 
MIN(IQ*I ,IR*I) at each pass. 
In order to determine the initial partition of V into 
v1 ,v2 , ... ,Vm, the present implementation uses two techniques: 
(i) sequential break-off 
(ii) random division. 
Sequential break-off, as the name suggests, initially 
partitions a set of k elements into two sets of n and (k-l)n n 
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elements, using the extension of procedure TWO_WAY_PARTITION 
to unequal sized sets. The set of (k-l)n elements is then 
further broken into sets of n and (k-2)n elements. This 
process continues until the k required sets are obtained. 
An "error" in the identification of the first set broken off 
may lead to bias in the creation of further sets; if the 
initial k element set is ordered lexicographically rather 
n 
than in natural clusters, little change in the order appears 
to occur in the subsequent pair-wise optimization. 
The use of random partitioning can lead to a drasti-
cally different initial partition that proves useful for 
comparison purposes. The method used is based on the scheme 
shown in Figure 8.2 for generating a random k-element subset 
R of a set {al,a2, ... ,an } : 
for j = 1 to n do p. := j 
J 
R = </l 
for j = 1 to k do 
begin 
end; 
r := rand(k,j); (* produces uniformly distributed 
random integer in range k thru' r *) 




Figure 8.2 Generating a random subset 
It can be shown (see Reingold, Nievergelt, Deo (1977)) that 
n using such a procedure ensures that each of the (k) k-element 
subsets has an equal probability of being generated. The 
procedure is applied sequentially to create the required 
number of sets. 
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To perform partitioning on m sets v 1 ,v2 , ... ,vm we 
do so pairwise, using TWO WAY PARTITION (V.,V.) on every 
- - l J 
pair of sets v.,v., as long as one of V.,V. has changed 
l J l J 
n since the last comparison. A pass is made through all (2 ) 
pairs of sets until no more pairwise improvements can be 
found. Experiments have shown that approximately 95% of the 
possible improvement occurs during the first two complete 
iterations, but it is difficult to determine a priori how 
many iterations will be required by a particular problem. 
While not guaranteeing to find the optimal partition, 
the Kernighan and Lin method performs well, in reasonable 
computational time. It identifies natural clusters well 
(if they exist), which is especially advantageous when using 
DELTAHEDRON; it also consistently produces very similar solu-
tions from different initial configurations. It appears 
particularly suited to smaller numbers of large sets (rather 
than vice versa), so would be more applicable to handling 
layout problems for medium-rise buildings. 
STEP (b): Assigning the partition to the building floors 
Once our partition of modules to sets has been estab-
lished, we must now assign these sets to the floors of the 
building in a manner aimed at minimizing overall transporta-
tion cost. 
For the case of interfloor travel we assume a fixed-
charge model of the form 
tkr =a+ SjF(k) - F(r) I 
where tkr = time to travel from floor F(k) to floor F(r). 
F(x) is the floor number of facility x, (as mentioned in the 
formulation of problem MULTI_FLOOR) and a,S are constants. 
This is based upon the existence of only one elevator core. 
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Justification for this definition is as follows: the 
components of vertical transit are 
(i1 waiting time at floor k, a (approximated as a 
constant for each floor) 
(ii) stoppage times at each intermediate floors, b 
(assumed constant) 
(iii) travel times between each pair of intermediate 
floors, c (assumed constant) 
If we assume elevators stop at all floors between k and r, 
this gives a total transit time of 
tkr =a+ b (lk - rl - 1) + cjk - rl 
= a b + (b + c) lk - rl 
=a+ Sjk rl 
The values a, band c will be parameters dependent 
upon particular elevator performance, and could be modified 
to approximate actual configurations (for example, relaxing 
the assumption of stopping at all intervening floors to pro-
vide for stopping at, say, every second floor). The case 
of express elevators would require a unique value of S being 
supplied to travel to and from level 1. 
The advantage of using the fixed-charge model is that 
the values of a and S become superfluous in the calculation 
of the relative costs of any set-floor assignment (if we 
exclude the availability of express transit), as we now 
demonstrate. 
Consider a partition into m sets v 1 ,v2 , ... ,Vm. For 
two sets Vk and vr, with 
Vk = {x1 ,x2 , ... ,xr} 
vr = {y1,Y2,··•,Ys}, 
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where the x. 'sand y.'s represent facility modules, and r is 
l J 
not necessarily equal to s, define 
r s 
E E w , 
i=l j=l xiyj 
representing a measure of the communication between the two 
sets. 
Define an assignment <P of them sets tom floors by 
~(V.) = k <=> set V. is assigned to floor k 
l J 









S I I 
i=l j=i+l 
intra-cost [V., V.] (a + SI <P (V.) - ~ (V.) I) 
l J l J 
intra-cost [V., V.] 
l J 
intra-cost [V. , V.] I cj) (V.) - ~ (V.) I 
l J l J 
The first term in this expression is constant, so that the 
relative rankings of assignments are dependent only upon the 
second term. S acts merely as a scaling factor, and so may 
be ignored in determining the minimal cost assignment. This 
simplification, of course, does not provide us with the 
actual cost of the derived assignment; for this to be 
obtained, the values of the vertical circulation parameters, 
a and S must be known. In terms of our graph theoretic heu-
ristic, these values become important only when the cost of 
the completed layout is required. 
For problems incorporating a medium range number of 
floors, say 10 or fewer, the minimal cost assignment may be 
found by enumeration. In order to reduce the computational 
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effort required, we generate the sequence of required permu-
tations by using the technique of-minimal interchange (see 
Reingold, Nievergelt and Deo (1977)). Each permutation 
differs from the last by the transposition of only two adja-
cent elements. Using this technique, the relative cost of 
each successive permutation may be derived from the most 
recently found cost via a constant number of additions and 
subtractions i.e.: the cost change resulting from the swap-
ping of the adjacent elements. 
We note two special cases which may occur, but which 
have not been explicitly considered in our multi-floor 
implementation. The first is the provision for basement 
levels, i.e.: floors below the floor containing the entrance 
facility. Given that facilities appropriate to such levels 
are usually specialised (service, etc), prelocation would 
probably create little bias in the solution; the basement 
floor allocations could then be ignored during the heuristic 
application, until the layout phase. If fuller flexibility 
is desired (for example, in the case where topographical 
requirements imply the necessity of having the entrance on 
a floor,k say, other than floor 1), permutations will then 
have to be generated by fixing element k, and computing inter-
floor transit costs relative to that position. 
A second, and perhaps more common case, is that of 
differing floor sizes. If we assume the condition 
area of floor k < area of floor r <=> k > r 
then some immediate consequences are 
(i) if the first inequality is strict, then no 
feasible permutations are possible 
(ii) if the entrance facility is to be situated on 
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the ground floor, then, during the pair~wise 
partitioning procedure, the modules comprising 
this facility must be assigned to one of the 
sets of the sets of largest cardinality, and 
thereafter become non-viable candidates for 
inter-set swapping. (Such a modification to 
the partitioning process would be easily imple-
mented). For the provision of the entrance 
facility on the k th floor, preposition of the 
corresponding modules would be required in the 
k-th largest set. 
(iii) Suppose the group of partitioned sets is 
ordered according to decreasing cardinality. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that this 
order is v1 ,v2 , ... ,VM, with the exterior 
facility present in set v1 • Group the sets 
v2 ,v2 , •.• ,VM according to cardinality: 
v. E Group j <=> Iv. I = j, 
1 1 
i=2, ••• ,M 
Then, at the permutation-generation phase, 
permutations within each group j need only be 
considered. The minimal-interchange technique 
may be invoked as a subroutine, to act upon 
each group in succession,_ to produce the 
desired permutations. 
As mentioned above, explicit enumeration is viable 
only for problems involving at most ten floors. For larger 
problems we suggest a simple greedy approach, as indicated 
in Figure 8.3. Beginning with the usual initial allocation 





V := {V1 , ... ,VM}; 
identify set V as set containing the "entrance" facility r 
ASSIGN(!) := r; (* set Vr assigned to floor 1 *) 
FLOOR := 2; 
ASSIGNED SET : = {V } . r , 
repeat 
for each V. 
l 
V-ASSIGNED SET do 
calculate total interconnection with ASSIGNED_SET, 
taking floor separation into account; 
select V. with greatest interconnection; 
J 
ASSIGN(FLOOR) := j; 
FLOOR:= FLOOR+ l; 
ASSIGNED SBT := ASSIGNED SET+ {V.} 
J 
until ASSIGNED SET= V; 
output ASSIGN; 
Figure 8.3 Assigning the partition greedily 
basis of the ranked total interconnection with floors/sets 
already assigned, weighted according to inter-floor dis-
tances. Any solution will therefore be biased with respect 
to the initial few allocations, but such biasing may be 
reducible by subsequent pairwise interchanges (which lead to 
improved overall interconnection costs). 
In the case of DELTAHEDRON, the floor-assignment basis 
of inter-floor travel cost in the above form is no longer 
appropriate; in DELTAHEDRON we are dealing with adjacency 
scores. We adopt a scheme akin to the philosophy of 
N BOUNDARY DELTAHEDRON by introducing a simple scaling system 
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to reflect inter-floor adjacency benefits. If two facili-






(or -k 2 w .. ) 
J_ J 
(The actual form of the proportionality function may best be 
considered as a problem-dependent parameter of the system, 
but the indicated values are physically appealing.) Hence, 
the total inter-floor adjacency between any two floors fi 
and f., which are d(f.,f .) floors apart, becomes 
J J_ J 
inter-cost(f.,f.) = r r w~~fi,fj). 
J. J i E f. j E f. l.J 
J_ J 
This value represents an 'average' adjacency score irres-
pective of the final facility positions relative to the 
vertical circulation zone, so is only an approximation. 
For any particular set-floor assignment we may then 
use these inter-cost scores to evaluate the relative perfor-
mance of the configuration in either an enumerative or greedy 
fashion in order to maximize the overall pair-wise adjacency 
scores. 
STEP (d): Constructing the block plan: an outline: 
In this section we propose an approach to floor 
layout in the context of multi-floor building design. The 
ideas presented here ultimately require modifications to the 
methods introduced in Chapter 7; implementation of these 
modifications is considered beyond the scope of the disser-
tation and has not been attempted. 
As an initial stage in constructing a block plan it is 
useful to coalesce the subfacility modules of each floor into 
their original facility form. If a facility is split between 
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' 
two or more floors in the final partition then a 'new' 
facility is created for each section of it, with each 
endowed with journey numbers (the v .. values) proportional 
1J 
to its areal fraction. It is possible to solve the problem 
without coalescing, but the danger would then exist of irre-
gularly-shaped facility generation, and, if the elemental 
module area is small, processing time usage would be expen-
sive. An excessively large number of modules may also 
reduce the effectiveness and accuracy of the SUPER DELTA-
HEDRON distance approximation. 
Two further facilities are now considered for each 
floor, k: the elevator, ek, and the exterior, facility Ek.' 
As initial input data for SUPER_DELTAHEDRON we assign an 
artificial number of (scaled) trips from each f~cility to 
the exterior that reflects some measure of proximity desira-
bility in terms of physical aspects such as lighting provi-
sion and heat-loss minimization (rather than ingress and 
egress); these chosen levels must be appropriate and consis-
tent within the cost minimization framework. There are two 
straightforward approaches for introducing facilities ek and 
Ek - construction of the underlying adjacency graph may begin 
with either as part of the initial tetrahedron. (We suppose 
Jvkj > 3; otherwise standard constructions will simply be 
of the form indicated in Figure 8.4). If we choose to ini-
tialise the construction with respect to ek, then the other 
members of the initial tetrahedron will comprise those three 
vertices with maximal inter-floor communication - these 
values have been determined previously in the floor-assign-







( t;Jr __ _ 
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Figure 8.4 Example layouts for the cases lvkl < 3. 
Division is concomitant with area. 
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order would also follow these rankings. For simplicity, we 
also assume that the elevator is centrally located, with 
given area (which may also include the corresponding service 
facilities which frequently are part of standard elevator 
cores). This assumption could be modified to, say, 'n unit 
modules from the exterior', with consistent orientation. 
Problems arise, however, in starting with ek: physi-
cally, perhaps only four facilities may be adjacent to it, 
and this may inhibit flexibility in the construction - see 
Figure 8.5. It is also difficult to determine where to 
place Ek in the insertion order. For these reasons we pre-
fer to create an initial tetrahedron including Ek. This also 
means that we could more easily take advantage of the layout 
method of Chapter 7. 
The revised methodology means that the vertex inser-
tion order will revert to the (restricted) greedy-cum-column-
sum approach adopted in the last chapter. Facility ek is 
introduced after the final facility-vertex insertion, into 
the triangle whose inter-floor communication cost is maximal; 
this implies that deg(ek) = 3, a figure which may be increased 
to 4 if suitable improvement methods show it to be warranted. 
Implicit in this approach is the assumption that the set par-
titioning phase has identified most natural clusters in a 
problem instance, so that the layout phase for each floor is 
essentially independent of the other floors in the building 
with the exception of at most three or four facilities which 
are best placed adjacent to the elevator. Likely candidates 
in the final insertion triangle are sections of split faci-
lities; for all other facilities on a floor, the dominant 







v2 v3 v2 V3 ~ 
v2. 







so that the within-floor adjacency specification is more 
important. Departmental autonomy provides further justifi-
cation for the simplification. 
Not any triangle in the adjacency graph may be chosen 
for the insertion of ek - for example, proximity to facility 
Ek is forbidden in this model {exterior elevator configura-
tions are not unknown, however, but tend to be inefficient 
under the criterion of global minimization {Tabor (1970))). 
In the terminology of Chapter 7 we allow only insertions· of 
Type I and Type III, so that ek will always be part of an 
inner distance class. It may be possible to also allow 
insertion in a triangle consisting of vertices of DC2 only -
hence creating a single element class, oc3 . Either case will 
correspond to the general layout form of Figure 8.6, but the 
configuration will be attained via different routes. If 
ek E DC 2 (k) then it will be necessary to modify the SPLAN 
routine to handle its prelocation; if ek E DC3 , then DC 2 (k) 
must be laid out in a form akin to the oc1 (k) ring. As men-
tioned previously, the implementation details of these modi-
fications have not been considered. 
For the DELTAHEDRON heuristic, the method will 
parallel that outlined above. The relationship ratings of 
facilities relative to the exterior need not be artificially 
defined (since they will exist as input); the objective is 
now, of course, maximization. Given that facility areas are 
not considered in the DELTAHEDRON approach, the required 
modifications to the PLAN routine will undoubtedly be simpler 
that those to SPLAN. The design produced, however, is 
unlikely to be as practically oriented. 
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Figure 8.6 A stylized floor layout scheme 
8.3 Computational experience: partitioning and assign-
ment 
Few practical problems exist in the literature with 
which we may compare our initial phases of multi-floor lay-
out. Carter and Whitehead (1975) present a 30 facility, 
3-floor problem based on the design of a Police Station; 
cost data is in the form of an "association matrix" of 
(unscaled) journeys. No facilities are prelocated. Unit 
module areas are provided. The data is summarized in Figure 
8 . 7. 
Figure 8.8 displays the facility partitions and floor 
assignments obtained by 
(i) "Genopt" - Portlock and Whitehead (1974) 
(ii) "Clust" - Carter and Whitehead (1975) 
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(i) (ii) (iii) 
FLOOR 1 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 3 FLOOR 1 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 3 
1 11 5 7 1 23 5 1 13 
2 12 7 9 2 24 6 
3 15 8 12 3 25 7 2 14. 
4 16 9 16 4 26 8 
6 18 23 17 5 27 10 3 16 
10 19 27 18 6 28 11 
13 20 28 19 8 30 12 4 17 
14 21 30 20 10 15 9 18 
17 22 21 11 21 
24 22 13 26 18 19 
25 29 14 27 23 20 
26 15 29 24 22 
29 30 25 
28 





The corresponding solution values are 
(i) 56182 
(ii) 4 7249 
(iii) 51377 (49377) 
It should be noted that solutions (i) and (ii) are produced 
by assuming floor areas of 35 modules each, allowing some 
"slack", whereas solution (iii) is for the 'tight' 32 module 
areas. When this restriction is relaxed, facility 18 coa-
lesces onto floor 3, with a corresponding cost of 49377 
(inter.-module costs were set at 1000). The "Clust" method 
produces the best solution, but the present approach performs 
well. Solution time is not available for (i); for (ii) the 
quoted figure is ~20 sees (ICL 1906S); at 14.57 seconds 
(Burroughs B6930), the graph theoretic model compares favour-
ably. 
The present implementation is unfortunately limited to 
problems of fewer than 127 modules in total - this is due to 
"page-faulting" under the Burroughs Pascal compiler. This 
means that the CRAFT_3D example of Cinar (1975) and that of 
Johnson (1982) cannot be encoded and compared. 
Several random problems were generated to evaluate 
the performance of the partitioning and assignment phases. 
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 give a representative sample of the results 
for problems of various sizes. As expected, examples with 10 
floors represent the limit for the enumeration scheme floor-
assignment; this phase is.the dominant factor in the pro-
cessing time of all cases studied. Problems with large numbers 
of modules (typically the result of higher areal variance) 
require considerably more computational effort because more 
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pairwise comparisons must be evaluated during partitioning. 
Over all the problems generated, the cost of the optimal 
floor-assignment average an 8.1% improvement over that of a 
random assignment,' justify;i.ng the extra effort. Because of 
the prohibitive cost of computing, the performance of the 
greedy approach (applicable to larger problems) has not yet 
been tested. 
# Facilities # Modules # Floors CPU-time (sees) 
5 50 5 6.45 
20 100 10 25.51 
30 96 3 14.57 
40 40 7 ** 4.14 
50 50 10 8.43 
100 100 10 28.40 
Table 8.1 Partitioning 
** This example had tapering floor sizes (7,7,6,6,5,5,4) 
# Facilities # Modules # Floors CPU-time (sees) 
8 20 4 1. 56 
16 44 8 ** 13.64 
16 44 8 ** 14.89 
16 44 8 ** 15.46 
20 72 9 *** 93.71 
30 96 6 20.81 
30 96 8 30.08 
25 50 10 852.26 
25 100 10 882.04 
Table 8.2 Partitioning and Floor-Assignment* 
* using the enumeration routine 
** unequal floors (6,6,6,6,5,5,5,5) 
*** unequal floors (10,10,9,9,8,7,7,6,6) 
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CHAPTER 9 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this dissertation we have considered several graph 
theoretic constructional techniques for various problems in 
Facilities Layout. Since the basic formulation, whether in 
the context of Quadratic Assignment or Graph Theory, is 
NP-complete, we cannot hope to discover efficient algorithms 
for practical sized problems (unless P=NF), so we turn to 
heuristics. 
For the case of maximizing the relationship chart 
scores of pairs of adjacent facilities, we compared three 
heuristics in Chapter 3. IMPROVED_DELTAHEDRON proved to be 
the most effective method in terms of both solution quality 
and efficiency if resources are limited, although the solu-
tions obtained by GREEDY were often superior. Sample bounds 
on performance were also given. The procedure WHEEL 
GENERATION was introduced as a promising alternative; both 
it and WHEEL EXPANSION have the advantage of being able to 
form the basis for the enumeration of elementary architec-
tural configurations. 
The methods of Chapter 3 may produce an adjacency 
graph whose structure is impractical because it contains 
vertices of high degree. A simple way of alleviating this 
problem was discussed in the following Chapter, where we 
considered the more realistic objective of the maximization 
of relationship chart scores for all pairs of facilities. 
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Heuristic solutions to this problem were achieved via 
modification of DELTAHEDRON and GREEDY, the greater com-
plexity of the 'formulation requiring the introduction of 
an efficient updating form of a slight simplification of 
GREEDY. Unfortunately the type of data necessary as input 
to the methods discussed would be difficult to obtain, 
possibly reducing the value of this extension. 
Efficient updating was pursued in Chapter 5. Here 
we addressed the augmentation problem: given a planar graph 
G = (V,E) with IEI <3jvj-6 and an edge e ~ E, is G + e 
planar? This was motivated by the need to improve the per-
formance of GREEDY without the need for restriction of the 
rationale. Although the basis of the approach was the 
procedure of Fisher and Wing rather than that of Hopcroft 
and Tarjan, it is felt that the cluster-based methodology 
developed could provide a competitive alternative implemen-
tation. 
Previously mentioned graph theoretic techniques did 
not incorporate facility areas explicitly. Chapter 6 
discussed a possible framework for doing so, in terms of 
an approximation to rectilinear travel embedded within the 
DELTAHEDRON heuristic. The objective becomes the minimiza-
tion of total transportation cost. The maximum degree of 
any vertex in the constructed graph was constrained to an 
area-dependent level, to ensure that the corresponding lay-
out will be more practical and more easily achievable. 
Computational experience suggests that this so-called 
SUPER_DELTAHEDRON approach is the most promising of the 
methods described. 
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In Chapter 7 we developed methodology for the syste-
matic construction of a block plan corresponding to a 
restricted class of adjacency graphs generated via two 
versions of constrained DELTAHEDRON (modifications of both 
DELTAHEDRON and SUPER_DELTAHEDRON). The procedure was 
designed to handle problems involving up to 25 facilities 
and to be implementable on a 64k microcomputer. A very 
brief performance comparison with CRAFT and CORELAP displays 
deficiencies which exist in the approach; for the example 
problem these were rectifiable by simple manual manipulation. 
Such ornamentation is common to all existing methods, and 
in the present case is partly due to the specialisation 
required to permit microcomputer compatability. It also 
serves to highlight the preliminary nature of the block plan 
construction investigation. Even in its initial form, how-
ever, the potential power of the method appears very promi-
sing. 
The final chapter provided a basis for extending the 
range of applicability of the SUPER DELTAHEDRON heuristic 
to multi-floor layout. Kernighan and Lin's partitioning 
method is used to obtain a partition of the vertices into 
sets with minimal inter-set communication; the set sizes 
are determined by the building floor areas, and these sets 
are assigned to the floors in a cost-minimizing configura-
tion based on a fixed-charge model. Each floor may then be 
laid out essentially independently of the others, with the 
vertex insertion order slightly modified to take account of 
proximity to the exterior facility and the level of inter-
floor communication of a few crucial facilities. It is 
critical that the elevator facility be consistently placed 
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on each floor; until the block plan procedure of Chapter 7 
is suitably refined to handle this phase, and more general 
layouts, implementation of the layout phases will not be 
attempted. 
The preceding summary indicates only some of the 
uses of Graph Theory in facilities layout. Simplicity and 
versatility in modelling are very desirable features; this 
dissertation has attempted to explore and employ these 
facets of the two-phase graph theoretic approach. We have 
demonstrated that the methods can be efficient and effec-
tive for the problem of determining highly weighted adjacency 
graphs, and that a simple relative performance measure may 
be easily obtained. Problems larger than human subjects 
would cope with may be dealt with easily. Performance 
guarantees are also available for some cases. Of course, 
as is the case with manual methods, the results are only 
as good as the data - techniques of estimation of relation-
ship chart scores and transportation costs still require 
refinement. 
An important development has been the first step in 
the systematic generation of a block plan from the adjacency 
graph. The so-called "polyomino assembly procedure" has 
long been recognised as a difficult _problem; our method 
provides a solution for a representative subset of the 
general case, and may be accommodated within minimal compu-
ting capability. Multi-floor layout is a natural extension, 
and potentially allows the solution of problems larger than 
are currently possible. 
While a purely combinatorial viewpoint could have 
been taken throughout the thesis, we have chosen a more 
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practical stance. Implementation should always be the 
first phase of the Operations Research approach, and we have 
tried to adhere to this in the design of the methods and the 
formulation of the problems. Whether we have been success-
ful will be seen in the further use of the techniques in a 
real-world application. (See Foulds and Tran (1984) for an 
example library layout.) We feel that the results of this 
ultimate test will justify our faith in graph theoretic 
techniques for facilities layout. 
Clearly there is much still to be done in this topic 
area. We conclude with several comments and suggestions for 
future research on problems that were considered outside the 
scope of the thesis. 
Further analysis is required to determine the perfor-
mance characteristics of the heuristics. A worst case analy-
sis of SUPER DELTAHEDRON would be useful, but perhaps an 
average-caseanalysis of DELTAHEDRON would be more instruc-
tive, to give some insight into why its performance is 
usually very good, when it has shown that the method may 
perform arbitrarily badly. 
Sensitivity analysis could be used to provide a mea-
sure of the robustness of a solution with respect to a given 
heuristic. Modifications to entries in the relationship 
matrix to create a scenario sequence of adjacency graphs 
would also allow evaluation of the appropriateness of the 
weightings used, and help to eliminate previously undetected 
and unwanted bias in the solution. These suggestions offer 
a further alternative to the ornamentation steps available 
through the improvement routines. 
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A further heuristic for problem ADJACENCY may be 
derivable from the work of Christofides, Galliani and 
Stefanini on the Lagrangian formulation. A greedy technique 
based on edges and triangles, with periodic heuristic upda-
ting of the Lagrange multipliers using subgradient tech-
niques has already been outlined. The performance of this 
and WHEEL GENERATION should make an interesting comparison 
with GREEDY and DELTAHEDRON. 
In our discussion of efficient updating procedures 
we considered the Fisher and Wing representation. Given 
that the Hopcroft and Tarjan procedure is somewhat more 
efficient, it is possible that wholesale changes forced upon 
the depth-first~search representation by the addition of an 
edge at the augmentation step may occur only infrequently 
for any given problem instance, so that the average-case 
expected complexity may not be too adversely affected. A 
characterisation of the types of incremental changes to 
(and their effects on) the DFS-tree would be a first step in 
algorithm development. Thus, despite the rather negative 
comments of Chapter 5, an efficient updating form (not 
based upon the cluster representation) may then allow con-
siderable improvement to GREEDY. Similarly, when full 
details of the "Left-Right" algorithm of de Fraysseix and 
Rosenstiehl are known, similar adjustments could prove 
possible. The observations of Yeh (1982) on improving 
general planarity testing may also be employed to advantage. 
As was mentioned in Chapter 7, further analysis is 
required of the block plan generation mechanism, and its 
relationship to the SUPER DELTAHEDRON metric. Extensive 
empirical computational comparison with CRAFT, its 
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derivatives and competitors, is required to assess its per-
formance and characterise the types of problems to which it 
is best suited. If possible, a procedure which could handle 
any maximal planar graph would be desirable, but the problems 
encountered in allowing the limited scope already described 
indicate the need for a myriad of special cases or a complete 
reassessment of the current methodology. (Including orien-
tation desirability for each facility with respect to the 
cardinal directions would help simplify the problem by 
reducing the number of feasible configurations.) It also 
appears that perturbations from the rigid maximal planar 
graph structure are worthwhile in cases of severe distortion 
from facility shapes approximating squares. Automation, 
presumably with interactive enhancement, of these (presently) 
manual techniques is a logical addition. Provision of 
communication paths (corridors) in a layout could also be 
generated using a graph theoretic model based on the rectan-
gular network representing the layout as a post-construction 
phase - determining such information from the adjacency 
graph, which at best estimates the spatial location of the 
facilities, would be difficult and less accurate. 
Completion and refinement of the multi-floor layout 
model will be dependent upon the satisfactory realisation 
of the successful layout phase mentioned above. Strategies 
for the constant placement of the vertical circulation zone, 
and methods of handling more than one such system need to 
be investigated. Such techniques must be compatible with 
the single-floor layout procedure. 
Finally, we suggest the application of variants of 
the techniques described to one of the newer aspects of 
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1.1 Program DELTAH. 
Written in Microsoft Basic Version 5.0. 
Determines the maximal planar adjacency graph via 
constrained DELTAHEDRON - facility areas are not 
taken into account. 
Sample data included for example of Chapter 7. 
1.2 Program PLAN. 
Written in Microsoft Basic Version 5.0. 
Constructs a block plan corresponding to the 
output of program DELTAH; it is invoked via a 
call inside DELTAH, in order to reduce core 
storage requirements. 
10 REill DELTAHED!lO~ HEURISTIC 
20 DEFINT I-N 
30 DIM BENm0, 301, ORDERJ[l301, TRIANGJ[l56, 31, SOLUTION)[ 130,311 
40 DIM EDGESitl5001, Ritl201, CARDrnll,DISTJ[l301, SAVEDt:l101,HMAXX,Cl3l 
50 DIM CLASSitl10, 31 ,LAYER 110,301 ,Hitl301, PAIRitl3, 21, BETWitl3, 101 
60 DIM VALIDitl301,FUNDTRIJ[l101, ORIGINitl101 ,AJNDJ[l10,21,BADJitl21 
70 DIM ANOitl301,BEFOREJ[(301,AFTERltl30, 101,KOUNTl101, NUMl301, STORE,:(3, 3l 
90 INPUT "NUMBER OF FACILITIES" ;N 
90 LPRI.NT "NU)IBER IIF FACILITIES: "N 
100 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS THREE FORMS OF INPUT" 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT • 
130 PRINT • 
140 PRINT " 
150 PR!NT 
111 DI!IECT INPUT AT THE TERMINAL" 
121 READING A SET OF DATA STATEMENTS" 
131 GENERATION OF A RANDOM PROBLEM" 
160 PRINT "THE INPUT FOR 111 AND 12l MUST BE IN THE FORM OF A" 
170 PRINT "RELATIONSHIP 1'-ATRIX, USING TI£ STANDARD CHARACTERS" 
lli0 PRINT "A, E, I, O, U, X , 111TH CORRESPONDING NUMERICAL VALUES" 
190 PRINT "OF 64, 16, 4, 1, 0,-128" 
200 PRINT 
210 PRINT "FOR 111 TYPE • I' " 
220 PRINT "FOR 121 TYPE I R' " 
230 PRINT "FOR 131 TYPE I G' • 
240 PRINT 
250 INPUT "TYPE OF DATA INPUT REllUIRED"; P$ 
260 IF P$="I" GOTO 540 
270 IF P$="R" GOTO 310 
280 IF P$="G" GOTO 940 
290 PRINT • !NVALID OPTION. TRY AGAIN" 
300 GOTO 250 
310 FLllGJt=0 
320 LPfl!NT 
330 LPRDiT "RELATIO~SHIP l'.ATRIX IN THE FORM II,JI, FOR J I I" 
340 LPRINT 
350 K=7 
360 FOR 1=1 TO N 
370 LPRINT I • : •: 
380 LPRINT TAB IKI 
390 FOR J=I+l TO N 
400 READ P$ 
410 LPRINT PS " •; 
420 IF P$="U" THEN DENitll, JI =ll : GOTO 480 
430 IF P$="0" T~N PENJ[II, Jl=l : GOTO 480 
441! IF P$="1" THEN BENltll,Jl=4 : 6010 480 
451! IF P$="E" THEN BENltll, Jl=!6 : GOTO 480 
460 IF PS="A" THEN BENitll,J1=64 : GOTO 480 
470 IF P$="X" THEN BE.~ltll,Jl=-128 : FLAGJ[=I 
480 NEXT J 
4'.11! K=K+2 
500 LPRINT 
510 NEXT J 
520 LPRINT 
530 GDiO 790 
540 PRINT 
550 LDHJNT 




600 FOR I=! TD ~ 
610 LPRINT l ' l '; 
620 LPRINT TAB !Kl 
630 FOR J=I+l TON 
640 PRINT "REL CHART SCORE FOR FACILITIES " l " , " J • : ": 
229 
650 INPUT P$ 
660 LPRINT P$ • ": 
670 IF P$="U" THEN BENrn, JJ =0 : GOT• 730 
680 IF P$="0" THEN BEN:L!I, Jl=I : GOTO 730 
690 IF P$="I" THEN BEN:LII,J):4 : GOT• 730 
700 IF P$="E" THEN BENltll,Jl=l6: GOTO 730 
710 IF P$="A" THEN 9EN:L(I,Jl=64: GOTO 730 
720 IF P$="X" THEN BEN:L<I, J)=-128 : FLAGM 




770 NEXT I 
780 LPRINT 
790 IF FLAG:L=0 SOTO 880 
800 FO!l I=I TO N 
810 FOR J=I TON 
820 BEN:(( I,Jl=BEN:(( I, JJ+l28 
830 NEXT J 
840 NEXT I 
850 FOR I=I TO N 
86\l BENlt!l,1)=0 
870 ~'EXT I 
880 FOR I=I TO N 
890 FOR J=I+l TO N 
90\l BEN:LU, Il=BEN,:(I, JI 
910 NEXT J 
920 NEXT I 
930 GOTO II 30 
940 RANDOMIZE 
950 LPRINT "GENERATING RELATIONSHIP MATRIX RANDOU" 
960 PRINT 
970 PRINT "THIS ROUTINE WILL PROVIDE A RELATIONSHIP MATRIX ( NORMALLY" 
980 PRINT "DISTRIBUTED l FOR TESTING PURPOSES, USING THE METHOD OF BOX AND" 
990 PRINT "MULLER. REDU!RED INPUT IS THE IIEAN, MU, AND THE STANDARD" 
1000 PRINT "DEVIATION, SIGMA, OF THE DESIRED DISTRIBUTION" 
1010 PRINT 
1020 INPUT "VALUE o::- MU":MU:L 
1030 LPRINT "YALUE OF MU:" MU:( 
1040 INPUT 'VALUE oc SIGMA" :SIGMA:L 
1050 LPRINT "VALUE OF SIGMA: "SI6i'IA:L 
105\l FOR I=l TON 
1070 FOR J=I +l TO N 
1080 B::t-;:L(I, Jl=INTISQR (-2tLOGIRNDl) JCOSl6, 28319tRNDJtSIG:-tAi+MUitl 
1090 IF BENiU,JJ (0 THEN BEN:((l,Jl=0 
1100 BEN:LIJ, l)=BEN:<°u, JI 
1110 NEXT J 
1120 NEXT I 
1130 LPRINT "RELATIONSHIP MATRIX IN NU~ERICAL TERMS" 
1140 LPRINT 
1150 FOR 1=1 TO N 
1160 FOR J=l TO N 
1170 LPRINT BEN:((1, JJ: 
1180 NEXT J 
1190 LPRINT 
1200 NEXT I 
-1210 LPRINT 
1220 FOR I=! TON 
1230 VALIDit (I)= 1 
1240 NEXT I 
1250 ORDERtlll=l 
1260 REM FIND BEST TETRAHEDRON INCLUDING THE EXTERIOR FACILITY 
1270 MAX=-1 
1280 FOR 1=2 TO N-2 
1290 FOR J=l+I TO N-1 
1300 FOR K=J+I TO N 
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1310 SUMit=BEN1- !I, ll+BEN,: (J, ll+BENit!K, 1) +9ENitll, Jl + 
BENrn, KJ+BEN,: !J, Kl 
1320 IF SUM,:) MAX THEN ~AX=SUM,:: 
1330 NEXT K 
1340 NEXT J 
1350 NEXT I 
1360 T•TBENit=MAX 
1370 FOR 1=2 TO 4 
ORDER,: (2) =I 10RDER,: 13) =J :ORDERJ' (4) =K 
1380 VALlD~ !ORDER,: (Ill =0 
1390 NEXT I 
1400 LPRINT 
1410 LPRINT "BEST TETRAHEDRON:" 
1420 LPRINT 
1430 FOR l=l TO 4 
1440 LPRINT ORDER,: (II ; 
1450 NEXT I 
1460 LPRINT 
1470 FOR !=1 TO 4 
1480 X1-=0RDER1-(I) 
1490 FOR J=I TO 4 
1500 v,:=ORDERit!Jl 
1510 IF J<I THEN TRIAN61-(I,J)=Y1' 
RSE IF Jl I THEN TRIANG1-II,J-1l=Y1-: 
SOLUTION)((Xit, Y1-l=l :SOLUTION1-(Y1-,X1-)=l 
1520 NEXT J 
1530 NEXT I 
1540 FOR l=l TO N 
1550 H1-1Il =0 
1560 NEXT I 
1570 FOR 1=2 TO 4 
1580 CLAssm, I-l)=ORDER1-III 
15'10 LAYER(!, Hl=ORDER1-(I) 
1600 DIST1-(0ROER1-(I) l=l 
1610 REM DEF!Nc: HASH FUNCTION FOR T~E FUNDAMENTAL TRIANGLE 
1620 H:((ORDE!l1-1Ill=I-2 
1630 NEXT I 
1640 PAJR,:(1, ll=ORDER,:(2) 
1650 PAIRrn, 2J=ORDERWl 
1660 PAm!2, U=ORDER1-(2) 
1670 PAIR1-!2,2l=ORDER1-(4l 








1760 WHILE VERTN07! I N 
1770 MAX=-1 
1780 FOR !=2 TON 
17'10 IF VALID,: (I) ==0 THEN 1900 
1800 K=l 
1810 WHILE K I= TRIN•,: 
1820 SUMM 
1830 FOR J=l TO 3 
1840 L=TRIANG,: !K, Jl 
1850 SUMMUMJ(+BEN)( I I, U 
1860 NEXT J 
1870 IF SUMitl MAX THEN 60SUB 3640 
1880 K=K+l 
1890 WEND 
1900 NEXT I 
1910 FOR J=I TO 3 
1920 SOLUT!ON:(IMAXX, 1RIANG1'(1".AXTRI, Jl l =I 
231 
1930 SOLUTION1-ITRIAN61-IMAXTRI, JI, i'IAXXl=1 
1940 NEXT J . . . 
1950 GOSUB 3990 
1960 TRINOJt=TRINIJ1-+1 
1970 LPRINT 
1980 LPRINT "INSERTING VERTEX" l"iAXX "IN TRIANGLE"; 
1~0 FOR L=l TO 3 
2000 LPRINT TRIANGltll'IAXTRI,ll; 
2010 NEXT L 
2020 LPRINT 
2030 TRIANG1-ITRIN01-, ll=TRIANG1-IMAXTRI.11 
2040 TRIAN6ltlTRINOir., 2l=TRIANGltlMAXTRI,2I 
2050 TRIAN6it ITRINOit, 31 =MAXX 
2060 TRINOlt=TRINOit+l 
2070 TRIANGitlTRINOir., 11=TRIANGit01AXTRI, 11 
. 2080 TRIAN6itlTRINOit,2I=TRIANGitlMAXTRI,JI 
2090 TRIANGitlTRINOit, 3I=MAXX 




2140 CARDltlDISTit IMAXXI l=CARDitlDISTltOIAXXI I+! 
2150 LAYERIDISTitli'IIIXXI, CARDitlDISTitli'IIIXXI I l=i'IAXX 
2160 WEND 
2170 LPRINT 
2180 IF FLAGlt=0 6DTO 2251! 
2190 TOTBENit=TOTBENlH31N-6)1l28 
2200 FOR 1=1 TD N 
2210 FOR J=I+I TO N 
2220 BPlitll,Jl=BENitll,Jl-128 
2230 NEXT J 
2240 NEXT I 
2250 LPRINT "TOTAL DEL TAHEDRCN ADJACENCY SCORE 15" TDTBENlt · 
2261! LPRINT 
2270 REM WRITE OUT SOLUTION IINCIDENCEI MATRIX 
2280 LPRINT "INCIDENCE MATRIX" 
2290 LPRINT 
2300 FOR I=I TO N 
2310 FOR J=l TO N 
2320 LPRINT SCJ..UTIONitll,Jl; 
2330 NEXT J 
2340 LPRINT 
2350 NEXT I 
2360 LP~INT 
2370 REM SORT THE EDGES ACCORDING TO WEIGHT TO GET 3N-6 BOUND 
2380 M=0 
2390 FOR l=I TD N 
2400 FDR J=l+l TO N 
2410 M=M+I 
2420 EDGESit 11'II =BENit II, JI 
2430 NEXT J 
2440 NEXT I 
24S0 R:(!l)=M\2 
2460 r,:=JNT (LDG (M) /LOG 12)) +l 
2470 FOR l=l TO T:H 
2480 R,:ll+!)=JNT(. 75*R~(J)) 
2490 mr 1 
' 2500 FOR L= 1 TD r,: 
2510 INC=R~ (Ll 
2520 FOR l=l TD M-INC 
2530 IF EDGES,:(]) (EDGES,:(!+!) THEN SWAP EDGEs,:1I),EDGESrn+INC) 
2540 NEXT I 
2550 NEXT L 
2550 L=lH 
2570 WHILE Ll 0 
2580 K=0 
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2590 FOR I=l TO L 
2600 IF EDGESitlII (ED6ES1'(l+ll THEN SWAP EDGES1'(I),EDGESJtlI+ll :K=I 





2660 FOR 1=1 TD 3tN-6 
2670 BOUNDMOUNDJt+EDGESJt( I l 
2680 NEXT I 
2690 LPRINT 
2700 LPRINT "BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTION BOUND 15" BOUND)'. 
2710 LPRINT 
2720 LPRINT "DEL TAHEDRDN SOLUTION RATIO IS • TOTEEN)'./BOIJND)'. 
2730 LPRINT 
2740 LPRINT "DISTANCE CLASSES:" 
2750 LPRINT 
2760 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
2770 FOR J=I TO CARD)'.III 
2780 LPRINT LAVER II, JI: 
2790 NEXT J 
2800 LPRINT 
2810 NEXT I 
2820 LPRINT 
2830 REM lHE FOLLOWING STATEM!:NTS TRANSFE!l ILL RELEVANT DATA REliUIRED 
2840 REN FOR THE LAYOIJT PHAS:: TD DISK IN PREPARATION FOR READING BY 
2850 REM THE SECOND PROGRAM, "PLAN", THIS IS 1-ECESSARY IN ORDER THAT 
2860 REN ENOUGH CORE IS AVAILABLE FOR RUNNING 'PLAN' ON A 64K MICRO. 
2870 REM THE FILES BEING READ TO IS FILE #1, TITLED "PROBDATA" 
2880 OPEN •o•, 111, "PROBDATA" 
2890 PRINT ll 1, N 
2900 PRINT #!, ~AXDIST 
2910 FOR I=! TO N 
2920 FOR J=I TO N 
2930 PRINT t1,SOLUTION1'(1,JI 
2940 NEXT J 
2950 NEXT I 
2960 FOR I=! TD MAXDIST 
2970 PRINT #1, CARDJIIII 
2980 NEXT I 
2990 FOR 1=1 TO ti'JlXDIST 
3000 FOR J=l TO 3 
3010 PRINT ll1,CLA55)'.(l.Jl 
3020 NEXT J 
3030 NEXT I 
3040 FOR I=! TON 
3050 PRINT lll,BEFORE)'.(Il 
3060 NEXT I 
3070 FOR l=l TON 
3080 PRINT #!, ANOilll 
3090 NEXT I 
3100 FOR I=J TD MAXDIST 
3110 PRINT #1,KOIJNT(!l 
3120 NEXT I 
3130 FOR I= I TO N 
3140 FOR J=I TO ANOrnl 
3150 PRINT 11,AFTERrn,Jl 
3160 NEXT J 
3170 NEXT I 
3180 FOR I=l TO l'IAXDIST 
3190 PRINT #1,RJNDTRI:i:m 
3200 NEXT I 
3210 FOR I=l TO MAXDIST 
3220 PRINT 111, ORIS IN~ ( I l 
3230 NEXT I 
3240 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
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3250 PRINT 11,NUJIIIII 
3260 NEXT I 
3270 FOR I=I TO 3 
3280 FOR J=l TO NUl'IIII 
3290 PRINT 111, BET\litll, Jl 
3300 NEXT J 
3310 NEXT I 
3320 FOR I=l TO N 
3330 PRINT 11, Hit III 
3340 NEXT I 
3350 FOR I=I TO KOUNTIMAXDISTJ 
3360 _ PRINT 111, SAVEDit (I) 
3370 NEXT I 
3380 CLOSE 11 
3390 RUN "PLAN" 
3400 END 
3'il0 Dit=DISTit(MAXXl 
3"20 IF BEFOREit<Altl=Ilit THEN SWAP Ait,Bit 
3"30 REM DETERMINE THE INDICES OF THE TWO VERTICES OF CLASSID-1,*I 
3440 REM TO WHICH B IS ADJACEhT 
3450 KK=I 
3460 FOR K= 1 TO 3 
3470 IF Sll.UTiliNitlBit,CLASSitlDit-1,KI l=I THEN 
BADJlt!KKJ=K : KK=KK+l 
3480 NEXT K 
3490 REM SWAP INDICES IF NECESSARY 
3500 IF ( IBADJlt(l)=ll AND IBADJit(2)=3ll THEN SWAP BADJ:ml, BADJ1-12J 
3510 llEM CHECK WHICH VERTEX l'IAXX IS ADJACENT TO 
3520 REM IF THE FIRST, ORIENTATION IS <A, MAXX, BJ 
3530 REl'I IF THE SECOND, ORIENTATION IS (A,B,MXXJ 
3540 IF SOLUTIONltlMAXX,CLASSltlDlH,DADJit<llll=I THEN 
CLAS5it1Dit, ll=Ait:CI.ASSitlDll, 2l=MAXX:CLA55lt1Dit, 3l=Bll 
ELSE CLASS it IDit, I l =Alt: CLASS it IDit, 21 =BJ!: CLASSit ID it, 31 =MAXX 
3550 LPRINT 
3560 LPRINT "ORIENTED CYCLE:" 
3570 LPRINT 
3580 LPRINT Dit ":"; 
3590 FOR J= 1 TO 3 
3600 LPRINT CLASSit IDit, Jl ; 
3610 NEXT J 
3620 LPRINT 
3630 RETURN 
3640 REM PREVENT CREATION OF A SECOND TRIANGLE IN THE DISTA."ICE CLASS 
3659 Alt=TRIANGlf.lK, 1l 
3660 Bit=TRIANGitlK, 2) 
3670 Clt=TRIANGlt(K, 3) 
3680 IF DISTitlAltl o · DISTitlBltl THEN 
IF DIST'Jl(~l=DISTlt(Cltl THEN SWAP A'Jl,C'JI 
B.SE SWAP Bit, Cit 
3690 ~EM STOP CREATION OF TRIANGLES IN DISTAll'CE CLASS ONE WHICH ARE 
3700 REM NOT OF AN APPROPR !ATE TYPE ( "CLASS I" I 
3710 IF l(H'JIIA'Jll=-ll OR IH'JIIBltl=-ll OR llt<IC:il=-111 THEN 3980 
3720 REN PREVENT INSERTION IN ANY "CLASS I" TRIANGLE OF DISTANCE CLASS 
3730 REM ONE ... THE ONLY ALLOWABLE SUCH TRIANGLE IS THE FUNDAMENTAL 
3740 REM TRIANGLE, CONSTRUCTED AS TRIANGO, t) 
3750 IF DIST~(A%)=1 THEN 
IF ( (D!ST~(A;t:)=DIST;t:(B~)) AND (D!ST~(B~)=DIST~(C~))) THEN 
IF K O l THEN 3'380 ELSE 3950 
3760 REM PREVENT CREATION OF TRIANGLES IN OTHE~ DISTANCE CLASSES UNLESS 
3770 REM THE FUNDA~ENTAL TRIANGLE OF THAT CLASS IS YET TO BE DEFINED 
3780 IF DIST;t:(A;t:) ) 1 THEN 
IF ( (DIST:t (At) =DlST)( (C;() +1) AND (FUNDTRl:t (DJST:t(M) )=i)) GOTO 3980 
3790 REM CONSTRAIN TO TWO DISTANCE CLASSES ONLY 
3800 IF MAXDIST=2 THEN 
IF ((DIST;((A~)=DIST:t(Bt)l AND (DIST~(B~)=DIST;((C;())) SOTO 3980 
3810 REM DETERMINE DISTANCE OF ! TO EXTERIOR FACILITY IMPLIED BY 
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3820 REM ITS INSERTION IN TRIANGLE K 
3830 MINIM=N 
3840 FOR L=I TO 3 
3850 D1'=DISTJ( (TRIANG1'!K, Ll > 
3860 IF Dit(M!NIM THEN MINIM=~ 
3B70 NEXT L 
3880 DIST1.(I)=MINIM+l 
3B90 REM NOW DETERMINE WHETH:R ADDING I TO DIS:ANCE CLASS DIST!Il 
3900 REM IS VALID IN TEll>'4S OF THE CONSTRAINED APPROACH ... I.E. DOES 
3910 REM THE DISTANCE CLASS REMAIN CONNECTED? 
3920 IF CARD:it!DISTit(l) l=0 THEN 3950 
3930 IF ! !DISTJ((AJ()=DJSTJ((B,:)) AND !DIST,:(B,:) =DIST,:(CJ() l > THEN 
IF CARDJ(!DIST,:m l l 0 THEN 3980 
3940 REM ACCEPT TRIANG!Kl AS TRIANGLE FOR INSERTION 
3950 MAX=SlJMJ( 
3960 MAX TRI J(=K 
3970 MAXX=I 
39B0 RETURN 
3990 REM ELEMENTS OF INS::RTION TRIANGLE ARE TRIANG(MAXTRI,t) 
4000 A',(=TRIANS,: (MAXTRI, II 
4010 B:(=TRIANG:((MAXTRI,2l 
4020 C,:=TRIANG:((MAXTRI,3l 
4030 IF DIST:it (A,tl O DISTitlBJ() THEN 
IF DISTJ( (BJ() =DISTJ( (Cltl THEN SWAP A1', c,: 
ELSE SWAP Bit, c,: 
4040 REM NOW HAVE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES 
4050 REM (I) DIST<Al=DIST(BJ=DISHC)+l 
4060 REM (2J DISHAJ=DISHBJ=DISHCH 




4110 IF DM=DCJ(+ I THEN ltl80 
4120 IF DA1'=DC:H THEN 4690 
4130 REM OTHERWISE, WE HAVE CASE 13) 
4140 DISTJ(IMAXXl=DA:it+i 
4150 MAXDIST=MAXDIST+l 
4160 ORI61NJ((DJSTJ((MAXXl l=MAXX 
4170 GOTO 4740 
4180 REM CASE (1 l 
4190 IF Clt=l SOTO 4380 
4200 FUNOTRIJ( (DAJ() =! 
4210 DISTJC(MAXXJ=DA,: 
4220 REM DEFINE AND ORIENT CLASSIDA, tl 
4230 GOSUB 3410 
4240 IF BEFOREJC(AJ(J=BJ( THEN llit=BJC:Fl.lNDJ((OA1', ll=B)(: 
FUND:it!DA:it, 2l=A~: GOTO 4280 
4250 lill=Alt 
4260 FIJND)((DA)(, 1l =A',( 
4270 FIJND%1DA)(, 21 =8" 
4280 IF BEFORE,:((l)()=0 GOTO 4740 
4290 SAVEQ)(=llJC 
4300 WHILE Ill( 0 ORI6IN,C !DAJC) 
4310 AFTERJ(!ll)(, ll=BEFOREJC(Q)() 
4320 SAVEllJ(=QJ( 
4330 KOONT!DAitl=KDUNHDA")+l 
4340 SAVED)(IKIJUNT!DA:,:) )=BEFORE)( (Q)(J 
4350 Git=BEFOREltl(l)(l 
4360 WEND 
4370 GOTO 4740 
4380 IF H)((A,tJ O -2 THEN 4420 
4390 FOR KK=l TO 3 
4400 IF STOREJ((KK, ll=AJC THEN L=HmTORE,C (KK, 2l) +H" ISTORE:1-(KK, 31 l :SOTO 4560 
4410 NEXT KK 
4420 IF HJC (B1') () -2 THEN 4460 
4430 FOR KK=l TO 3 
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4440 IF STORE)((KK, l_l=Bl( THEN L=H)((STORE)((KK,2ll+H:t(STOR!:)((KK,3ll :SOTO 4560 
4450 NEXT KK 
4460 L=H)( (Alt) +H:t (B,t) 
4470 IF MJM(LI ) 0 GOTO 4550 
4480 STDREitlL, ll=i'IAXX 
4490 STORE:tlL, 21=A:t 
4500 STDRE)((L, 3l=B:t 
4510 Hlt(MAXXl=-2 
4520 NUM(U=I 
4530 BETW%1L, ll=MAXX 
4540 GOTO 4670 
4550 IF NIJM(U l I GOTO 462il 
4560 FOR LL=I TO 2 
4570 IF Al(=PAIR:t (L, LLl THE!'l 
HMAXX,t(U=Hlt(PAIR)((L,LL MOD 2 +Ill : SOTO 4620 
4580 NEXT LL 
4590 FOR LL=I TO 2 
4600 IF Blt=PAIRlt(L, LLl THEN 
HMAXXitlU=H)((PA!R:tlL,LL 1'10D 2 +!)) : GOTO 4!x0 
4610 NEXT LL 
4620 H:t(MAXXl=HMAXX,t(U 
4630 H:t(STORE1'<L1 111=-1 
4640 STOREltlL,ll=i'IAXX 
4650 NUM(Ll=NUJIIILl+I 
4660 BETW)( IL, NI.P.I ILi l =MAXX 
4670 DISTltlMAXXl=l 
4680 SOTO 4740 
4690 REM CASE (21 
4700 ANO)(([:j:J=ANO,t(C)(l +I 




4750 DATA I, I, LI, LI, A, A, LI, LI, I, E,A, LI 
476'3 DATA I, U, X, X, U, U, U, U, D, O, U 
4770 DATA u,u,u,u,1,u,u,u,u,u 
4780 DATA A,I,E,E,U,E,U, l,l 
4790 DATA LI, I, X, LI, E, I, 11 I 
4800 DATA 1,x,u,u,1,E,I 
4810 DATA E, 11 E, I, I, I 
4820 DATA E, U, A, LI, U 
4830 DATA U, E, I, U 
4840 DATA U,O,O 
4850 DATA U,O 
4860 DATA U 
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10 RE~ OUTPUT BLOCK PLA~ USING INPUT FROM "DELTAH" 
20 DEFINT 1-N 
30 DIM SOLUTION1. IJ~, 301, CHAilS 1301 
40 DIM CARD1.110l, TAILLENGll-131, PLANll-160,601 
50 DIN CLRSSltl10,Jl 1 BETllltlJ,101,H1.130l 
E0 DIM FUNDTRl1.110l 10RIGINltll0l,SRVED1.110l 
70 DIM ANDitl30l ,BEFOREltl30l 1 AFTERltl301 10l ,KOIRff 1101 ,Nl»IIJ0l 
80 OPEN •1•1111 "PROBDATA" 
90 INPUT 111N 
100 lNilUT 111 IIAXDIST 
110 FOR l=l TD N 
120 FOR J=l TO N 
130 · INPUT 111,SOLUTIONitll,Jl 
· 140 NEXT J 
150 NEXT I 
160 FOR l=l TD NAXDIST 
179 INPUT 11,CRRDrnl 
180 NEXT I 
190 FO:I I=l TO MRXDIST 
200 FOR J=l TD 3 
210 INPilT 111, CLnssrn, J > 
220 NEXT J 
230 ~EXT I 
2~0 FOR 1=1 TO N 
250 INPUT tl,BEFO:!Eltlll 
260 l'iEXT I 
270 FOR 1=1 TD N 
280 INPUT 11,~0ltlll 
290 NEXT I 
300 FOIi I=l TD fl:RXDIST 
J 10 rnPUT 11, KD!.INT m 
320 NEXT I 
330 FOR 1=1 TO N 
340 FOR J=l TO ANOltlll 
350 INPUT 111,RFTERltll,JI 
360 NEXT J 
370 NEXT I 
380 FOR l=l TO fl:RXDIST 
390 INPUT 11,FUNDTRlltlll 
400 NEXT I 
410 FOR l=l TD MRXDIST 
420 INPUT II, ORIGINltlll 
430 NEXT I 
m FOR I=l TD 3 
450 INPUT 11,NUMIIl 
4£,0 NEXT I 
470 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
480 FOR J=l TO NUN([) 
490 INPUT 11,BETWrn, JI 
500 NEXT J 
510 ~'EXT I 
520 Fm !=I TO N 
530 INPUT #1,H;((I) 
540 NEXT I 
· 541 FOR I=l TO KOU~(MAXDISTI 
5~2 INPUT H, SAYED;( (I) 
543 NEXT I 
550 CLOSE U 
560 FOR I=l TO N 
570 READ CHAR$ (I) 
580 NEXT I 
590 DATA H, 11 (1 O, Y, X1 \ 1 $1 *, +, -, / 1 &1 =1@,), i, ;(, A, B, C, D1 E, F, G, J, K, L,l",N, P 
600 INPUT "RATIO OF BUILDIN8 LENGTH 10 WIDTH O=ll"; RATIO 
610 INPUT 'HORIZONTAL SIZE OF PLAN MATRIX DESIRED"; WID;( 
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620 REl'I ARTIFICIALLY CRrnTE SECOND DISTANCE CLASS WITH ZERO ELE~ENTS 
630 REM FOR THE CAS~ SUC4 THAT CARD(21=0 
640 IF CARD~ (2!=0 THEN ~AXDIST=2 
650 IF CARD¼ (MAXDISTl I 1 GOTO 700 
660 TOP:i<=CLASSt(l'lAXDIST-1, 1) 
670 LEFT=CLASSJtlMAXDISH, 21 
680 RIGHTJ(=CI..ASSJtlMAXDIST-1,Jl 
690 GOTO 1380 
700 IF FU~'DTRit(MAXDISTl=l GOTO 970 
710 IF ANOJ((ORIGINJt(MAXDISTll I l GOTO 830 
720 K=AFTER:i<(ORIGI~:i<(MAXDISTJ,1) 
730 FOR L=l TO J 
740 IF SOLUTIONt(K,CLASSJ((Jl!AXDIST-1,Lll O I SOTO 760 
750 NEXT L 
760 TOP:i<=CLASSJt(tiVIXDIST-1,LI 
770 IF L=3 THEN L=l ELSE L=L +l 
780 LEFT=CLASSt(MAXD!ST-1,LI 
790 L=L+l 
800 IF L=4 THEN L=l 
810 RIGHT,:=CLASS1'1MAXDIST-I, LI 
820 SOTO 1380 
830 IF A.~QJ((ORIGJN)(.(~AXDISTl) ) 2 GOTO 660 
840 K=AFTER:i< !O!UGU"l:i< (MAXDISTJ .1) 
850 L=AFTER:i< (ORI61Nit (MAXDISTJ, 2) 
860 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
870 IF ((SOLUTION:i<(K,ClASSJ'(Jl<AXDIST-11 Ill=ll AND 
(SOLUTION,.:(L,C:..ASS,.:(rAXDIST-1, l)) )=11 G!JTO 890 
880 NEXT I 
890 IF I=3 THEN I=l ELSE !=I +l 
900 TOP:i<=CLASSJ'(MAXDIST-1, I) 
910 IF 1=3 THEN I=I ELSc l=l+l 
920 LEFT=CLASS1'1r.AXDISH, Il 
'330 I=l+l 
940 IF 1=4 THEN l=l 
950 RIGHT;(=C:!..ASSit(!IIAXDIST-!, Il 
%0 GOTO 1380 
'370 RE"! msTLY DETERMINE lN~E~ SANCTU"1 POS!T!ONS 
%0 FOR K=I TO 3 
930 IF I !BEFOREl(IO.ASSWAXDIST, X)) =01 AJll'D 
(CLASS:i<!MAXDJST, Kl O ORIGIN1'("!AXDIST))) GOTO 1010 
1000 NEXT K 
1010 INR!GHT=CLA5S1'WAXDIST, Kl 
1020 L=K ~DD 3 +l 
1030 LL=L ~OD 3 +! 
1040 IF BEFOR~t(C!.ASSll(i'IAXO!ST, Ll) =CLASSltlllAXDiST, LU 
THEN Cl(=L ELSE Cl(=LL 
1050 INLEFT=CLASSl((MAXDIST,Clil 
1060 FOR I=l TO 3 
1070 IF ( (I O K) AND U O Cl\l) THEN Kl=! 
1080 NEXT I 
109'3 INTOP=CLASS)((~AXDIST, KU 
1100 REM NO~ DEFINE CLASSlll POSITIONS RELATIVE TO THE INNER SANCTUM 
1110 FOR I=l TD 3 
1120 !F SOLUT!ON1'!INRIGHT.CLASS:i-lMAXDIST-I, !) l=l 
THEN L=I : GOTO 1140 
1130 NEXT I 
1140 RIGHTlt=CL/lSS)( (r,<./IXDiST-l, Ll 
1150 FOR !=I TO 3 
1160 IF l=L GOTO 1180 
1170 IF SliLUTIONt(CLASS~(MAXDIST-1, ll, INLEFTl=l THE~ LL=I:GOTO 1!90 
1180 NEXT I 
1190 LEFT=CLASSll:(MAXDJST-1,Lll 
1200 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
1210 IF III O U AND ( I O LU I THE~ KL=I 
1220 NEXT I 
1230 TOP)(=CLASSJ'WAXD!ST-1.~LI 
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1380 REM CALCULATE THE BOUNDARIES OF THE DlSiPJ,!CE CLASSES IN THE ilLAN 
1390 RE~ SO THt\T THE TOTAL AREA ALLOCATED TO EACH CLASS IS PROPORTIONAL 
1400 REM TO THE CARDINA:.ITY OF THE DISTANCE CLASS 
1410 REM ALSO ASSU.~:: CO~GRUENCE 
1420 REM WIDTHl 15 THE HORIZONTAL WIDTi1 OF CLASS 1 
1430 REM IF THERE IS NO INNER SANCTUM, HAVE TO SP::CIFY WIDTHS DIFFERENTLY 
1440 IF CA!lDltlillAXD!STl O 0 GOTO 1530 
H50 IIIDTHl1'=11ID1'1 rnUM<HrnOPl/.)+H1'(LEFTI I +1) \ !CARD,: 11 Hl 
1460 WIDTH!Rlt=WID:i:•RATIO/CARD:t ( 1 l 




1510 GOTO 1630 
1520 REM WIDTH2 IS THE H•llIZONTAL WIDTH OF CLASS l~AXDISTl 
1530 IIIDTH2~-SDR (CARDit!MAXD !ST11WID1'•WID:t/Nl 
1540 REM APPROXIMATE IIIDTH2 BY AN EVEN INTESEi! . 
1550 IF WIDTH2it MOD 2 =l THEN IIIDTH2:t=IIIDTH2it-l 
1560 IIIDTH1l(=IWID1'-IIIDTH2)() \2 
1570 ll!DTHlRl(=IIJDTHll(IRATIO 
1580 IIIDTH.2R:i:=WIDTH~•RATIO 
1590 TOTDEPTHlt=21W IDTH1 R:t.+WIDTP.2~ 
1600 RE~ HENCE PLA)I MATRIX HAS DI~ENSlON WIDTH•TOTDEPTH 
1610 Wl2it=WIDTH1it+HIDTH2,: 
1620 1112Rit=WIDTH1R:t+IHDTH2R)( 
1630 REM "1LL lN TOP 
1640 FOR I=l TO IIIDTHIR,t.-1 
1650 FOR J=l TO 11107! 
1660 PLANrn,Jl=T•P,: 
1670 NEXT J 
1680 NEXT I 
1690 RE~ FILL IN LEFT 
170\l FOR l=WIDTH!H:t TO TOTDEPTHt 
1710 FOR J=l TO WIDTHllH 
1720 PLAN,: I I, JI =LEFT 
1730 NEXT J 
1740 NEXT I 
1750 REM FILL IN RIGHT 
1760 FOR I=IIIDTHlR,: TD TOTDEPTHlt 
1770 FOR J=W12,: TO IIJD,: 
1780 PLAN,: (I, Jl=R16HT,: 
1790 NEXT J 
1800 NEXT I 
l810 IF CARDir:IMAXDISTl=0 GOTO 1870 
1820 FOR I=W12R,: TO TOTDEDTH,: 
1830 FOR J=WIDTH~,: TO 11127!-1 
1840 PLAN,:(l,Jl=R!8Hi,: 
1850 NEXT J 
1860 NEXT I 
1870 REM FILL IN BETWEEN TOP AND LEFT. IF ANYTHINB EXISTS 
1880 HTLt=HitlTOP1') +HmEFT) . 
1890 IF NUMIHTL,:)=0 SOTO 2270 
1900 HW:i:=(W!DTHl,t.-1) \ INUM (HTL,:) +I) 
1910 Dllit=ITOTDEPTHlt-WIDTHlRitl \ (NUM!HTL,:) +ll 
1920 FINX7!=HW,:1NUM (HTL,:) 
1930 FINY,:=WIDTH1R,:+nw,:1NUMIHTL,t.)-l 
1940 FOR I=WIDTHIR:t TO FINYlt 
1950 FOR J=l TO FINX,: 
1960 PLANrn, Jl=B:TWt (HTL,:, l) 
1970 NEXT J 
1980 NEXT I 
1990 IF NUMIHTL)()=I GOTO 2270 
2000 REM DETERMINE ORIENTATION OF THE TAIL, W.R. T, -:-OP, LEFT 
2010 IF SOLUTION7!1BETll,:IHTLit,2), TQP,:J=l GOTO 2150 
2020 REN TAIL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT 
2030 STARTY,:=WIDTH1R1'+DW,: 
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2058 FOR K=2 TO NU~ (HTUI 
2068 FOR !=STARm TO FINYlt 
2070 FOR J=I TO FINX:t. 
2080 PLANl((!,Jl=BETll1'(HTL1',Kl 
2090 NEXT J 
2100 NEXT l 
2110 STARTY1'=STARTVlttDWit 
2130 NEXT K 
2140 SOTO 2270 
2150 REM TAIL IS ADJACENT TO TOP 
2160 FINXl!.=FINXlt-HWl!. 
2170 STARm=m'Y1'-DWlt 
2180 FOR K=2 TO NU~ (HTLJ!I 
2190 FOR l=STARm TO WIDTHIR1' STEP -1 
2200 FOR J=I TD FINXlt 
2210 PLAN1'U1 Jl=BETll1'(HTL1,,KI 
2220 NEXT J 
2230 NEXT I 
2240 STARTY1'=STARTY1.-DW:t. 
2250 FINX1'=FINX1'-Hlllf. 
2260 NEXT K 
2270 REM FILL IN BETWEEN TOP AND RIGHT, IF ANYTHING EXISTS 
2280 HTR)(=H)(!TOPltl +Hit (RI6HT)(l 
2290 IF NUM(HTR1'l=0 SOTO 2710 
2300 IF CA:lD1' (MAXDlSTl O 0 SOTO 2340 
2310 HWlt=(WlD:/.-W!DTH1ltl\lNUMIHTR1.)+1) 
2320 DWit=(TOTDEPTH1'-WIDTH1Rlf.l\ (NU~ (HTR1'l+!t~UMIH:/. (LEFT) +H1'!RIGHT:-l l) 
2330 GOTO 2360 
2340 HW1'= 1111D:t.-Wl21'1 \ (NUM(HTR1'l +l J 
2350 Dll1'= (TOTDEPTH1.-IIIDTH1R1'l \ (NUM(HTR)()+ll 
2360 STARTXlt=lllDll-H111'1NU>I (HTR:t. l 
2370 FINYJl=IIIDTHI R:/.+Dllll•NUMIHTR1'H 
2380 FOR l=IIIDTH1R:/. TO FINYit 
2390 FOR J=STARTX1' TO IIID1' 
2400 PLANJI (I, JI =BETll:( (HTR1., ll 
2410 NEXT J 
2420 NEXT I 
2430 IF NUNIHTR:/.)=1 SOTO 2710 
2440 REM DETER~INE O!!IENTATIDN OF TAIL II. R. T. "'"OP, RIGKT 
2450 IF SDLUTIONrn~TW1-<HTR1',2), TOP:t.)=1 GOTO 2590 
2460 REM TAJL JS ADJAC':~T TO RISHT 
2470 STARTYMIDTH1R1'+DW1' 
2490 FOR K=2 TD NU~,: (HTR,:) 
2500 FOR l=STARTY1' TO FINY:< 
2510 FOR J=STARTXJI TO Ill D~ 
2520 PLAN~(I,Jl=BETW:/.(HTR~.K) 
2530 NEXT J 
2540 NEXT I 
2550 5TARTY1'=STARTY1'+DW:< 
2570 NEXT K 
2580 GOTO 2710 
2590 REM TAIL IS ADJACENT TO TOP 
2600 STARTY1'=FJNYlt-Dl1,: 
2610 STARTXl!.=STARTX1'+HW:( 
2620 FOR K=2 TO NIJ)I (HTR~l 
2630 FOR I=STARTYJI TO WIDTH!R:< STEP -1 
2640 FOR J=STA~TX1' TO WIDit 
2650 PLAN:(IJ, J)=BETW1-(HTRit,KI 
2660 NEXT J 
2670 NEXT I 
2680 5TARTY1'=STARTYH~ 
2690 STARTX1,=STARTX1.+HW1' 
2700 NEXT K 
2710 REM FILL IN BmEEN LEFT AND RIGHT, IF ANYTHING EXJSTS 
272\:'I HLR~=HJIILEFTJ+H,: IRJ6H::() 
2730 IF NUN!HLR,:)=0 GOTO 3140 
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2740 IF CARDll,OIAXDISTI O 0 6DTD 2770 
2750 l!\lll,=IIIIDll,-\IIDTHlll,l\(NUMIHLRir.1+11 
2760 60TD 2790 
2770 Hllll,=llll2ll,-WIDTHlll,I\INUMIHLRll,l+11 
2780 DWll,=ITDTDEPTHll,-W12Rll,l\ INUMIHLRll,)+11 
2790 FINXll,=IIIDTHlll,+HWll,tN\JNIHI.Rll,)-1 
2800 STARTYll,=TOTDEPTHll,-DWll,•Nlll'IIHLRll,) 
2810 FOR I=STARTYlt TD TDTDEPTHll, 
2820 FOR J=WIDTHlll, TD FINXll, 
2830 PLANll,11,Jl=BETllll,IHLRll,, 11 
2840 NEXT J 
2850 NEXT I 
2860 IF NUMIHLRll,l=l 6DTD 3140 
2870 REM DETERMINE ORIENTATION 11.R.T. LEFT,RIGHT 
2880 IF SDLIJTIONll,IDETllll,IHTRll,,21, Rl6HTll,1=1 GOTO 3020 
. 2890 REM TAIL IS ADJACENT TD LEFT 
2900 FINXll,=FINXll,-lllllt 
2910 STARTYll,=STARTYll,+DW,: 
2920 FOR K=2 TD NUM IHLRJtl 
2930 FOR I=STARTYlt TD TDTDEPTHll, 
2940 FOR J=WIDTHlit TO FINXJt 
2950 PLANltll,Jl=BETIIJtlHLRJt,KI 
2960 NEXT J 
2970 NEXT I 
2980 STARTYll,=STARTYlt+DIIJt 
2990 FINXll,=FINXH!Wlt 
3000 NEXT K 
3010 60TD Jllt0 
3020 REM TAIL IS ADJACENT TD RIGHT 
3030 STARTXll,=FINXlt-HIIJttlNUMIHLRltl-11+1 
3050 FOR K=2 TD NUM IHLRll,I 
3060 FOR l=STARTY,r. TD TDTDEP~ 
3070 FOR J=STARTXJt TO FINXit 
3080 PLANit II, JI =BETllit IHLRit, Kl 
3090 NEXT J 
3100 NEXT I 
3110 STARTXll,=STARTXit+Hllit 
3130 NEXT K 
3140 REM FILL IN INNER SANCTUM 
3150 IF CARDll,IMAXDISTl=0 GOTO 5350 
3160 DMJt=O!II61Nll, OIAXDISTI 
3170 IF CARDlt IMAXDISTI I 1 GOTO 3240 
3180 FOR I=IIIDTHlRll, TO ll12RH 
3190 FOR J=IIIDTHlll, TO 1112H 
3200 PLANJtll, JI =O)lll, 
3210 NEXT J 
3220 NEXT I 
3230 GOTO 5350 
3240 IF F"8lTRill, IMAXDISTl =1 !JOTO 4't80 
3250 IF ANOll, IOMll, I I l GOTO 3550 
3260 REM DTHERWl5f, HAVE ONLY A PATH 
3270 REM ESTABLISH PATH CARDINALITY 
3280 PATHLll,= l 
3290 K=AFTER~ (OM~, I) 
3300 WHILE K O 0 
3310 PATHL:(=PATH'_:(+1 
3320 SAVS~:(=K 





3380 1-1\,lLE K O SAVEK:( 
3390 FINY~=STARTY%+DWH 
3400 FOR I =STARm TD FINY~ 
3410 FOR J=WIDTH!~ TO W12:4-l 
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3420 PLAN1-II,Jl=K 
3430 NEXT J 
3440 NEXT I 
3450 STARTYlt=STARTYlt+DWlt 
3460 K=AFTERlt IK, 1l 
3470 WEND 
3480 REM FILL IN SAVEK, IN CASE OF NON-INTEG!IAL DIViSION 
3490 FOR l=STARTYlt TO W12RlH 
3500 FOR J=IIIDTHtlt TO W12lt-1 
3510 PLANltll,Jl=SAVEKlt 
3520 NEXT .J 
3530 .NEXT I 
3540 GOTO 5350 
3550 IF ANOlt (ClJllltl l 2 GOTO 3920 
3560 REJII CHECK WHICH TAIL 15 ADJACENT TO LEFT AND RIG'.·ff 
3570 REM !ONE OF Tl!Ei'I l'IIJST BE, BY DEFINITION OF TOP, LEFT, RIGl-lTI 
3580 IF 1(50UITIONlt(LEFT,AFTERltlOl'ljl, lll=!l AND 
ISOLIJTlliN1,IRl6HTit,AFTERltl0."1lt, lll=lll GOTO 3610 
3590 LL=2 
3600 GOTO 3620 
3610 LL=l 
3620 ML=LL MOD 2 +1 
3630 REM TAIL LL 15 ADJACENT TO LEFT AND RIG!ff 
3640 REM TAIL ML 15 ADJACENT TO LEFT, TOP OR RIGHT, TOP 
3650 REM IIE!"ERMINE LENGTH OF TAIL ML 
3660 K=AFTERlt IDl'!it, ML I 
3670 LEN6TH=0 
3680 WHILE K ll 0 
3690 LENGTH=LENGTH+l 
3700 K=AFTERlt IK, 1l 
3710 WEND 
3720 REM CALCIA.ATE LENGTH OF TAIL LL, LLL 
3730 LLL=CARDltlMAXDISTHENGTH-1 . 
3740 DWll=WIDTH2Rlt\CARDltlil'.AXDI5Tl 
3750 HWlt=IIIDTH2lt\CARDlt(MAXDI5Tl 
3760 REM FILL IN ORIGIN OIAXDl5Tl 
3770 FINYlt=ILB.'GTH+l l•Dlllt-1 
3780 FOR I=WIDTH1Rlt TO FINYlt 
3790 FOR J=WIDTHtit TO 1112,t-1 
3800 PLANitlI,Jl=OMlt 
3810 NEXT J 
3820 I-EXT I 
3830 REM FILL IN TAIL ML 
3840 Xit=Ml. 
3850 IF Sll.UTIONltlAFTERltlOMt,lf:l.l,LEFTl=l GOT!! 3880 
3860 6051.lB 5690 
3870 GOTO 3890 
3880 GOSUB 5540 
3890 REM FILL IN TAIL LL 
3900 6051.lB 5990 
3910 GOTO 5350 
3920 REM ANO IOllll =3 
3930 REM CHECK WHICH TAIL IS ADJACENT TO LEq AND RIGHT 
3940 FOR l=l TO 3 
3950 IF ( (SOLUTION,: ( LEF:, WTER,: (OM;:, I))= 1 l AND 
(SOLUTION,: !RIGHT,:, At:"TER,: (OM,:, I)) =1) l GOTO 397\l 
3960 NEXT I 
3970 LL=l 
3980 REM CHECK WHICH TAIL IS ADJACENT TD LFT, TOP 
399\l FOR !=I TO 3 
4000 IF I =LL GOTO 4~20 
4010 IF (( SOLUTl•N,:(LEFT,AFTER,:(OM,:,l))=ll AND 
(SOLUTIONWOP~, AFTER,: (•M,:, ll l =Ill GOTO 4030 
4020 NEXT I -
4030 KL=! 
4040 REM THE OTHER TAIL IS ADJACENT TD RIBHT, TOP 
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4050 FOR l"-1 TO 3 
4060 IF III O LU AND 11 0 KU I TKEN ML= I : 6DTO 40B0 
4070 NEXT I 
4080 REM TAIL LL IS ADJACENT TD LEFT, RIGHT 
4090 REM TAIL KL IS ADJACENT TO TOP.LEFT 
4100 REM TAIL ML IS ADJACENT TO TOP, RIBHT 
4110 REM DETERl"INE THE LENGTH OF TAILS KL, ML, LL 
4120 K=AFTER:t(OM:t,KU 
4130 LKL=\l 
4140 WHILE K O 0 
4150 LKL"-LKL + 1 
4160 K=AFTER)(!K, 11 
4170 IIE.~D 
4180 LML=0 
4190 K:AFTER,C IOM,C, MU 
4200 WHILE K O 0 
4210 LML"-l.Ml.+1 
4220 K=AFTERY: !K, 11 
4230 WEND 
4240 LLL=CARD:t (MAXDISTl-LKL-LML-1 
4250 REM DETERMINE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DIVISIONS 
4260 IF LKL} LML THEN MAX=LKL ELSE MAX=LML 
4270 DWlt=WJDTH2Rlt\ (~AX+LLL + 11 
4280 HWY::\HOTH2Jt\ (LKL +Li'IL +ll 
4290 REM FILL JN TOP 
4300 FINYit:(MAX+l11DWlH 
4310 FOR l=WIDTH1Rlt TO FINY~ 
4320 FOR J:WJDTHlJt TO \.112~-l 
433\l PLANrn, J) =0!4:t 
4340 NEXT J 
4350 NEXT I 
4360 REM FILL IN TOP, LEFT 
4370 LENGTH=LKL 
4380 Xlt"-KL 
4390 GOSUB 5540 
4400 REM FILL IN TOP, RIGHT 
4410 LENGTH=LJIII.. 
4420 Xit=Ml 
4430 GOSUB 5690 
4440 REM FILL IN TAIL Ll 
4450 LENGTH=MAX 
4460 GOSUB 5990 
44 70 GOTO 5350 
4480 REM NOW HAVE CASE WHERE FUNDTRIIHAXDISTI =l 
4490 REM HAVE ALREADY DETERMINED POSITIONS OF THE TRIANGLE IN THE iNNER 
4500 REM SANCTUM IINTOP, INLEFT, INRI6HT) 
4510 REM CHW( LENGTI{ OF TAILS ( AND KOUNT():AXDISTl) 
4520 FDR !=1 TD AND~(OM:tl 
4531! K=AFTERJ( <ON~, I l 
4540 IF ((SOLUTIDNlt(K,LEFTl=II AND ISOLUTIONt(K,TDP~l=l)) 
THEN LTTAIL=I 
ELSE IF ( (SOLUTION:t(K, RISHT~l=ll Ar.D (SOLUTIONm, TOPitl=!ll 
THEN RTTAIU(=I ELSE 4610 
4550 KK=0 
4560 WHILE K O 0 
4570 KK=KK+l 
4580 K=AFTER~ IK, 1 l 
• 4590 WEND 
4600 TAILLENGXl!l=KK 
4610 NEXT I 
4620 REM DETERMINE LENGiH OF TAIL FROM INLEi=T, IF IT EXISTS 
4630 K=AFTER,C I INLEFT, 1l 
4640 KK=0 
4650 WHILE K O 0 
4660 IIK=KK+l 
4670 K=AFTERlt (K, 11 
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4680 WEND 
4690 REM DETE1t'41NE D11, HII 
4700 IF TAILLEt.GitlLTTAILI l TAILL!:~'GitlRTTAILitl THEN 
MAX=TAILLENGJIILTTAILI ELSE l"AX=TAILL!:NGJIIRTTAILJII 
4 710 DWll=IIIDTll2q,t\(l"AX+KIJUNT IJl'AXDISTJ +2+KKJ 
4720 Hllit=IIIDTH2it\ ITAILLENGJIILTTAILI +TAILLENGit I RTTAILJIJ t I l 
4730 REM FILL IN OM 
4740 FINVll=!MAX+ll•Dllll-ltlllDTHl~ 
4750 FOR l=IIIDTH!Rit TO FINVit 
4760 FOR J=WIDTHlit TO 11121'-1 
4770 PLA1111tl11Jl=O~it 
4780 NEXT J 
4790 NEXT I 
4800 REM FILL IN TAILS LTTAIL AND RTTAIL 
4810 IF MAX=0 6010 4909 
. 4820 IF LTTAIL=0 GOTO 4860 
4830 LEI-IGTH=TAILLENGitlLTTAILI 
4840 Xlt=LTTAIL 
4850 GOSUB 5540 
4860 IF RTTAILit =0 GOTO 4900 
4870 LENGTH=TAILLENGltlRTTAILJ!J 
4880 Xlt=RTTAILit 
4890 60SUB 5690 
4900 REM FILL IN BETIIEEM OM AND INTOP, IF ANYTHING EXISTS 
4910 STARTYJ!=IJIIAX+lltllllit+WIDTH1Rll 
4920 IF KOUNTl!i,AXDISTJ =0 6010 5060 
4970 FOR K=KOUNTOIAXDISTH TO 1 STEP -1 
4980 FOR I=STARTYJ! TO STARTVit+ffillH 
4990 FOR J=WIDTHlll TO 1112lH 
5000 PLANJ!II,Jl=SAVEDJ!IKI 
5010 NEXT J 
5020 NEXT I 
5040 STARTVJ!=STARTYit+llllit 
5050 NEXT K 
5060 REM FILL IN INTOP 
5070 IF INTOP=OMit GOTO 5140 
5080 FOR I =STARTYJ! TO STA!ITVit+DWit 
5090 FOR J=WIDTHlit TO 1112lH 
5100 PLlli\11-11,JJ=INTOP 
5110 NEXT J 
5120 NEXT I 
5130 STARTYJ!=STARTYit+Dlllf. 
5140 REM FILL IN INLEFT, INRISHT TO THE END IW12!HJ 
5150 HWit=IIIDTH2it\lKK+21 
5160 FINXit=IKK+ll•HIIH+WIDTHlit 
5170 FOR I=STARTYit TO 1112Rlt-1 
5180 FOR J=WIDTHlit TO FiNXit 
5190 PLANrn, JJ=INLEFT 
5200 NEXT J 
5210 NEXT I 
5220 STARTXit=FINXit+ 1 
5230 FOR I=STARTVit TO 1112RlH 
5240 FOR J=STARTXit TO 1112it-1 
5250 PLANW,JJ=INRIGHT 
526\l NEXT J 
5270 NEXT I 
528\l REM FILL JN TAIL EMANATING FRO~ If/LEFT 
529il IF KK=0 GOTO 5350 
53\lil HW~=(F!NX~-~IDTH1~l\lKK+ll 
53 l 0 LENGTH=KK 
532\l X~=l 
5330 OM~= INLEFT 
5340 GOSUB 5840 
5350 REM WRITE OUT PLAN MATRIX 
536\l LPRINT 
5370 LPRINT CHR$ (27) CHR$ (55) 
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5380 LPRIITT CHR$ (291 CHR$ (311 
5390 FOR I=l TO TOTDEP~ 
5400 FOR J=l TO IIIDit 
5410 LPRINT CHAR$(PLA.'lit(l,JII; 
51,20 NEXT J 
5430 LPRINT 
5440 NEXT I 
5450 LPRINT CHR$(27l CHR$I54l 
5460 LPRINT CHR$ (301 
5470 LPRINT 
5480 LPRINT "CHARACTER SET CODES:• 
5490 LPRINT 
5500 FOR I=2 TON 
5510 LPRINT "FACILITY" I "IS REPRESE.l'HED BY • CHAR$lll 
5520 NEXT I 
5530 END 
5540 REN TAIL BETWEEN TOP AND LEFT 
5550 FINXit=IIIDTHlit + LENGTH•Hllit-1 
5560 STARTYit=IIIDTHlRit +LENGTH•DlllH 
5570 K=AFTERll:IOMit, Xitl 
5580 FOR L=l TO LENGTH 
5590 FOR I=STARTYit TO WIDTHlRit STEP -1 
5600 FOR J=IIIDTHllf: TO FINXlf: 
5610 PLANrn, Jl=K 
5620 NEXT J 
5630 NEXT I 
5640 FINXit=FINXit-Hlllf: 
5650 STARTYit=STARTYit-Dllit 
5660 K=AFTERit (K, 1) 
5670 NEXT L 
5680 RETURN 
5690 REM TAIL BETWEEN RIGHT AND TOP 
5700 STARTXit=ll12it-LENGTHIHW,t 
5710 STARTYit=WIDTHlRit+LENGTH•DlllH 
5720 K=AFTERit IOMit, Xitl 
5730 FOR L=l TO LENGTH 
5740 FOR l=STARTYit TO IIIDTH1Rit STEP -1 
5750 FOR J=STARTXit TO 1112:H 
5760 PLANit II, J) =K 
5770 NEXT J 
5780 NEXT I 
5790 STARTXit=STARTXit+Hllit 
5800 STARTYit=STARTYHWit 
5810 K=AFTERit(K, 1l 
5820 NEXT L 
5830 RETURN 
5840 ~EM TAIL BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT 
5850 STARTYit=W12Rit-LENGTH•DWit 
5860 FINXit=IIIDTHlit+LENGTH•Hllit-1 
5870 K=AFTERit IOMit, Xitl 
5980 FOR L=l TO LENGTH 
5890 FOR I=STARTYit TO 1112Rit-1 
5900 FOR J=IIIDTHlit TO FINXit 
5910 PLANrn,J)=K 
5920 NEXT J 
5930 NEXT I 
5940 STARTY:(=STARTY,:+ow,: 
, 5950 FINXNINX:>:-HW~ 
5960 K=AFTER,: (K, 1 l 
5970 NEXT L 
5980 RETURN 
5990 REM TAIL LL 
6000 STARTY:(= (LENGTH+! l *DW:(+\./lDiH! R,: 
6010 K=AFTER~(O~~,LU 
6020 FOR L=l TO LLL-1 
6030 FOR I=STARm TD STARTY~+DW~-1 
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6040 FOR J=WIDTHI~ TO W12~-I 
6050 PLANrn, J) =K 
6060 NEXT J 
6070 NEXT I 
6080 K=AFT:R1' !K, !) 
6090 STAiHY1'=STARTY1'+Dlilt 
6100 NEXT L 
6110 REM FILL IN LAST ELEMENT OF TAIL Ll 
6120 FOR I=STARTYlt TD 1112~-I 
6130 FOR J=WIDTH1,: TD W12lH 
6140 PLANrn,J)=K 
6150. NEXT J 




2.1 Program BLOCK. 
Written in Microsoft Basic Version 5.0. 
Determines a maximal planar adjacency graph via 
constrained DELTAHEDRON or constrained SUPER 
DELTAHEDRON i.e. maximizes Relationship chart 
scores or minimizes transportation costs. 
2.2 Program SPLAN. 
Written in Microsoft Basic Version 5.0. 
Constructs a block plan corresponding to the 
SUPER DELTAHEDRON output from program BLOCK. 
247 
Note: this program has not been extensively 
tested; however, it has been successfully 
run on several randomly generated examples. 
t0 RtM DELTAHED:WN PND SUDER_DELTAf-:EDRQ~ HEmISTICS 
20 DEFINT I-N 
30 DIM BEN:,!(25.25),0RDER:,!125). TRIANG,:(46,3).SOLUTIONt.!25,251 
40 DIM EDGES:£1305), R'.t !20). CARDt. I 10). DIST:,! 125). SA\JEDt. ( 1'£l), H)1AXXt. i3.l 
50 DIM CLAss,: ( 10! 3). LAYER:£110. c."5). rt. (3'3), PAIR:£13. 2). BErn,: {3, mi 
60 DIM VALIDt(25l,FUNDTRl:£(10l,ORIGINt.(10),FU~D:£(10,2l,BADJt(2) 
70 DIM ANOt (25) ! BEFORE:£(251 ,Al=TER,: (25, 10), KOUNTl10l, NlJM !25). STOREt. (3, 3) 
80 DIM OTHERSt.(25liDEG:£(25l,A:£(25l,DEGCONt.(25l,ROOTA:Ll25l 
90 DIM SPATH:,!(25,25l,H?:£(3l,HASHt.(25),BENSU~:£(25) 
100 INPUT "NUMBER OF FACILITIES" :N 
110 LPRINT "NU~.BER OF FACILITIES: "N 
120 PRINT "DATA FOR THIS PROGRAM MAY BE IN THE FORM OF EITHER" 
130 PRINT O 11) AREL CMART, OR" 
140 PRINT " (2) A MATRIX OF TRANSPO'iTATION COSTS" 
150 PRINT "FACILITY AREAS ARE CONSIDERED EXPLICITLY ONLY IN CASE 121" 
160 PRINT 
170 PRINT " FOR TYPE (1), TYPE 1 1' 11 
180 PRINT • FOR TYPE (2) i TYPE 1 2' 11 
190 INPUT "TYPE OF DATA INPUT DESIRED": SUPERf. 
200 IF SUPER~=! THEN 118~ 
210 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM PCCEPTS THREE FORMS OF INPUT" 
220 PRINT 
230 PRINT 11 (1) DIRECT INPUT AT Ti-iE TERMINAL" 
240 PRINT" 12) READING A SET OF DATA STATEMENTS" 
250 PRINT " 13) GENERATION OF A RANDO'~ PROBLEM" 
260 PRINT 
270 PRINT 11 TH: INPUT DATA IS IN THE FOR,¥, 0~ A TRANSP•Rrn-:-mv COST" 
280 PRINT "MATRIX •::- INTEGRAL VALU:S, REPRESENTING THE TRAVEL. COST" 
290 PRINT "!PER UNIT TIME> BETWWl FPCILFIES I AND J (I<JJ 1 FOR" 
300 PRINT "ALL FACILITY PAIRS, ALSO iEQUIRED IS THE DESIRED A::lEA" 
310 PRINT "FOR EACH FACILITY (2 •• Nl 11 
320 PRINT 
330 PRINT " FOR (1) TYPE I I' 11 
340 PRINT " FOR 12) TYPE I R' " 
350 PRINT" FOR (3) TYPE 161 11 
360 PRINT 
370 INPUT "TYPE OF DATA INPUT RrnunED" 1 P$ 
380 IF P$ = "I" GOTO 550 
390 IF P$ = "R" GOTO 43~ 
400 IF P$ = "G" GOTO 700 
410 PRINT " INVALID OPTION. TRY AGAIN" 
420 GOTO 370 
430 FOR 1=1 TON 
440 FOR J=l+l TON 
450 READ BEN,:(I, J) 
460 NEXT J 
470 NEXT I 
480 REM READ FACILITY AR:AS, EXCLUDING TEE EXTERIOR FACILITY 
490 FOR I=2.TO N 
500 READ A~(l) 
510 RDOTA~(l)=SQH(A~(I)l 
520 DEGCON:L(I)=(ROOTAill)\2)+3 
530 NEXT 1 
540 GOTO 970 
550 FOR I=l TON 
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560 FOR J=I+l TON 
570 PRINT "TRANSPORTATION COST Bi:TWEEN FACILITIES" I • AND II J " : 11 
580 INPUT BEN1' !I, J) 
590 INPUT "IS THIS VtlLUE CORRECT IY/NJU : P$ 
600 IF P$ = "N" GOTO 570 
610 NEXT J 
620 NEXT I 
630 FOR I=2 TO~ 
640 PRINT "AREA OF FACILITY" I; 
650 INPUT AlC(Il 
660 ROOTAlC(I)=SQR(AlC(I)) 
670 DE6CON1'(I)=(ROOTA1'1l)\2)+3 
680 NEXT I 
690 SOTO 970 
700 RANDOMIZE 
710 UlRJNT "GENERATING TRANSPORTATION COSi ~ATRIX RANDO~LY" 
720 LPRINT 
730 PRiNT "THIS ROUTINE PROVIDES A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED TRANSPORTATION" 
740 PRINT "COST MATRIX WITH GIVEN MEAN AND VtlRIANCE. R::uurnrn INPUT IS" 
750 PRINT "THE MEA'lf. MU, AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION~ SIGMA. OF THE" 
760 PRINT •DESIRED DISTRIBUTION" 
770 PRINT 
780 INPUT "VALUE OF MU": MU 
790 LPRINT "VALUE OF MU:" MU 
800 INPUT aVALUE OF SIGMA": SIGMA)(. 
810 LPRINT "VALUE OF Sl6MA:" SIBMAit 
820 FOR I=l TON 
830 FOR J=I+1 TON 
840 BEN1'1I,Jl=INTISURl-2•LOG(RNDll*COSl6,29319*RNDl•SI6MAt+MU) 
850 IF BE~lCII.J) ( 0 THEN B~N1'1I,J)=0 
860 NEXT J 
870 NEXT I 
880 FOR J=2 TON 
890 I=INT(RND*10l 
900 IF I (= 2 THEN ROOTA1'(J)=6: DEGCON1'lJ}=6: GOTO 950 
910 IF I I= 4 THEN ROOTA1'1Jl=8: DE6CON1'(J)=7: GOTO 95~ 
920 IF I I= 6 THEN ROOTA1'(J)=10: DEGCIJN1'1Jl=8: GOTO 950 
930 IF I (= 8 THEN ROOTA1'(Jl=12: DE6CON~{J)=9: GOTO 950 
940 ROIJTA1'(J)=14: DEGCIJN1'!Jl=10 
950 A1'(J)=ROOTA~(J)''2 
960 NEXT J 
970 LPRINT "TRANSPORTATION COST MATRIX:" 
980 FOR I=l TON 
990 FOR J=I+l TON 
1000 BENtlJ,Il=BENilI,JI 
rn10 NEXT J 
1020 NEXT I 
1030 LPRINT 
1040 FOR I= 1· TO N 
1050 FOR J=l TON 
1050 LPRINT BENi(I,Jl; 
1070 NEXT J 
1080 LPRINT 
1090 NEXT I 
1100 LPRINT 
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1110 LPRINT "FACILITY AREAS 12-Nl : 11 
1120 LPRUff 
1130 FOR 1=2 TON 
1140 . LPRINT Ai!I): 
1150 NEXT I 
1160 LPRINT 
1170 GOTO 2300 






Ill DIRECT INPUT .AT THE TER~INAL" 
12) READING A SET OF DATA STATEME!IITS" 
(3) GENERATION OF A ijANDO:it PROBLEM" 
1240 PRINT •THE INPUT FOR (1) AND (2) MUST BE IN THE FORM OF A" 
1250 PRINT 0 RELATIONSHIP lf.ATRIX, USING THE STANDARD CHARACTERS" 
1260 PRINT "A, E, I, O, U, X, WITH THE CORRESPONDING NUMERICAL VP.LUES" 
1270 PRINT "64,16,4,1,0,-128" 
1280 PRINT 
1290 PRINT " FOR ( U TYPt: 'I' • 
1300 PRINT• FOR (2) TYPE 'R' 11 
1310 PRINT n FOR (3) TYPE '6' 11 
1320 PRINT 
1330 INPUT •TYPE OF DATA INPUT REUUiqED"; P$ 
1340 IF P$="I" GOTO 1620 
1350 IF P$="R" GOTO 1390 
1360 IF P$="6" GOTO 2020 
1370 PRINT II INVALID OPTION. TRY AGAIN" 
1380 GOTO 1330 
1390 FLAG~0 
1400 LPRINT 
1410 LPRINT "RELATIONSHIP MATRIX I~ THE FORM !I,J}, FOR J} I" 
1420 LPRitH 
1430 K=7 
1440 FOR 1=1 TON 
1450 LPRINT I• : 11 ; 
1460 LPRINT TABIK> 
1470 FOR J=l+l TON 
1480 READ P$ 
1490 LPRINT P$ 11 "; 
1500 IF P$="U11 THEN BE~i!I,JJ=0 : GOTO 1560 
1510 IF P$=11011 THE.~ BENilI,J)=l : GOTO 1560 
1520 IF P$="1" TH=N BENi!!,J)=4 : GOTO 1560 
1530 IF P$=11E11 THEN BENiU,Jl=16 : GOTO 1560 
1540 IF P$= 11A11 :HEN BENiE, JJ=64 : GOTO 1560 
1550 IF P$="X" THEN BEN,:(I,J)=-128 : FLAG,:=1 
15621 NEXT J 
1570 K=K+2 
1580 LPRINT 
1590 NEXT I , 
1600 LPRINT 
1610 GOTO 1870 
1620 PRINT 
1630 LPRINT 





1680 FOR I=l TON 
1690 LPRINT I " : "; 
1700 LPRINT TAB!K) 
1710 FOR J=I+l TON 
1720 PRINT "REL CHART SCORE FO~ FACILITIES II I 11 • 11 J 11 :": 
1730 INPUT P$ 
1740 LPRINT P$ " 11 j 
1750 IF P$="U" TH::N BEN:t!I,Jl=0 : GOTO 1810 
1760 IF P$="0" THE~ BEN:t<i,Jl=i : GOTO 1810 
1770 IF P$="I" THEN BE~:t!I,Jl=4 : GOTO 1810 
1780 IF P$="E" THEN BEN7!(I,Jl=15 : GOTO 1810 
1790 IF P$="A" THEN BE~:t(I,Jl=64 : GOTO 1810 
1800 IF P$=0 X" THEN BENi'!(l.Jl=-128 : FLAG1'=1 
1810 NEXT J 
1820 · PRINT 
1830 K=K+2 
1840 LPRINT 
1850 NEXT I 
1860 LPRINT 
1870 IF FLAG:t=0 GOTO 1960 
1880 FOR I=l TON 
1890 FOR J=I+1 TON 
1900 BEN:t(I,J)=BEN1'!I,J)+128 
1910 NEXT J 
1920 NEXT I 
1930 FOR 1=1 TON 
1940 BEN:t(I, I)=0 
1950 NEXT I 
1960 FOR I=l TON 
1970 FOR J=I+l TON 
1980 BEN:t(J,ll=BEN:t!I,Jl 
1990 NEXT J 
_2000 NEXT I 
2010 GOTO 2210 
2020 RANDOMIZE 
2030 LPRINT "GENERATING RELATIONS':-l!P MABIX RANDOMLY" 
2040 PRINT 
2050 PRINT "THIS ROUTINE WILL PROVIDE A RELATIONSHIP MATRIX (NORti'All Y" 
2060 PRINT "DISTRIBUTED) FOR TESTING PURPOSES. USIKG THE METPOD OF BOX AND" 
2070 PRINT "MULLER. REQUIRED INPUT IS Tf-lE MEA\J. MU, A~D THE S7ANDARD" 
2080 PRINT "DEVIATION, SIGMA~ OF THE DESIRED DISTRIBUTION" 
2090 PRINT 
2100 INPUT "VALUE OF MU":li'U 
2110 LPRINT "VALUE OF MU:" MU 
2120 INPUT 0 VALUE 0~ SIGi11A":SIGMA;,: 
2130 LPRUH "VALUE OF SIG~A: "SIGMA:t 
2140 FOR I=L TON 
2150 FOR J=I+1 TON 
2160 BENi'!!I,Jl=INT(SQR!-2*LOG(RNDll*COS(6.28319*RNDJ*SIGMA;o:+MUJ 
2170 IF BEN:t!I,Jl ( 0 THEN BEN;o:(I.Jl=-3 
2180 BENt(J,Il=BEN:t(I,Jl 
2190 NEXT J 
2200 NEXT I 
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2210 LPRINT "RE1ATIONSHIP MATRIX I~ NUMERICA;. TER!i'.S" 
2220 LJIRHff 
2230 FOR l=l TON 
2240 FOR J=l TON 
2250 LPRI~T BEN:,'.(I 1 Jl: 
2260 NEXT J 
2270 LPRINT 
2280 NEXT I 
2290 LPRINT 
2300 FOR I=l TON 
2310 VALIDi,(Il=l 
2320 NEXT I 
2330 ORDER:< (1 l = 1 
2340 REM FIND THE BEST TETRAHEDRON INCLUDING THE EXTERIOR FACILITY 
2350 MAX=-1 
2360 FOR 1=2 TD N-2 
2370 FOR J=I+l TO N-1 
2380 FOR K=J+l TON 
2390 SUMlt=BEN:< ( I. 11 +BEN:,'. (Ji 11 +BEN:,:(:{! 11 +BEN,: (Ii J} + 
BEN:i:(I,Kl+BENi,(J,Kl 
2400 IF SUM:< l MAX THEN MAX=SUYi:i:: 
2410 NEXT K 
2420 NEXT J 
2430 NEXT I 
2440 TOTBEN:<=MAX 
2450 FOR 1=2 TO 4 
ORDER:,'.(2l=I:ORDER:,'.(31=J:ORDER:<(4l=K 
2460 VAL!Di,(ORDER:<(lll=0 
2470 NEXT I 
2480 LPRINT 
2490 LPRINT "BEST TETRAHEDRON:" 
2500 LPRINT 
2510 FOR I=l TD 4 
2520 LPRINT ORDER:<(!) i 
2530 NEXT I 
2540 LPRINT 
2550 FOR I=l TO 4 
2560 X:<=ORDE~Y.(Il 
2570 FOR J=! TO 4 
2580 Ylt=ORDER:<(Jl 
2590 IF J{I THEN TRIANGi,(i!Jl=Y:< 
ELSE IF J>I THEN TRIRNG:,'. I i. J-1 l =Yi.: 
SOLUTION:<!X:i:,Y:<l=l : SOLUTIO~i,(Y:i:!X:<l=l 
2600 NEXT J 
2610 NEXT I 
2620 FOR I=l TON 
2630 H:t!Il=0 
2640 NEXT I 




2690 REM DEFINE HASH FUNCTION FOR THE FU~DAMENTAL TRIANGLE 
2700 H~(ORDER:<!Ill=I-2 


















2880 FOR 1=2 TON 
2890 IF VALIDj(l1=0 SOTO 2970 
2900 ORDER:<(KKl=I 
2910 SUMj=0 
2920 FOR J=l TO~ 
2930 IF I (l J THEN SUMt=SU~:<+BENj(l,Jl 
2940 NEXT J 
2950 BENSUMj(KKl=SUMj 
2960 KK=KK+l 
2970 NEXT I 
2980 REM SORT THE N-4 RE!'IIAININ6 VERTICES ACCORDING TO THEIR COLUMN SUMS 
2990 REM TO ASCERTAIN INSERTION ORDER ••• BUBBLESDRT ORDE~ 15 •• Nl 
3000 REM ACCORDING TO B~~SUM VALUES 
3010 FLIPSt=1 
3020 WHILE FLIPS:<=1 
3030 FLIPSt=0 
3040 FOR I=S TO N-1 
3050 IF BENSU~tll) ( BENSUMj(l+ll THEN 
SWAP ORDERi!Il,ORDERt(I+ll: SWAP BENSUMtlIJ,B~KSUr,,:(1+1): 
FLIPS:<=1 
3060 NEXT I 
3070 WEND 
3080 REM INSERTION ORDER IS ORDER (5) •• ORDER !NJ 
3090 LPRI~T 
3100 LPRINT 0 INSERTION ORDER:" 
3110 LPRU.'T 
3120 FOR I=S TON 
3130 LPRiNT ORDERt!Il: 




3180 FOR I=~ TO 4 




3230 SU~BEN=SUMBEN + XY~*BE~~(ORDER~(Il,DRDER~(Jll 
3240 NEXT J 
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3250 NEXT I 
326i FOR 1=1 TD 4 . 
3270 DE6j(QRDERi<IJl=3 
3280 NEXT I 
3290 FOR J=l TO 4 
3300 HASHt!ORDERt(Jil=J 
3310 NEXT J 








3400 WHILE K <= TRINOt 
3410 IF NOT ((DE6t(TRIAN6t!K,11) < DEGCONt<TRIA~G¼{K,11)-1) 
AND IDEGt!TRIANGt!K,211 ( DEGCONj{TRlANG~!K,211-1) 
AND IDEGi!TRIANBi<K,311 ( DEBCONj(TR1ANBtl~!31)-lll GOTO 37e~ 
342i SUPl=0 
3430 ACCEPTi=~ 
3440 FOR JJ=l TO IM! 
3450 OTHERSj!JJl=l 
3460 NEXT JJ 
3470 FOR JJ=l TO 3 
3480 OTHERStlHASHtlTRIANSj(K,JJIJJ=0 
3490 NEXT JJ 
3500 FOR JJ=l TO 3 
3510 HPilJJl=HASHi!TRIANGtlK,JJJJ 
3520 NEXT JJ 





3580 NEXT JJ 
3590 FOR KK=l TO IM1 




3640 IF Ml < M2 THEN MiN=Ml ELSE MlN=M2 
3650 IF MIN I M3 THEN MIN=r3 
3660 SUM=SUM+MIN*BENi(X~1 0RDERi(KKl> 
3570 NEXT KK 
3680 IF S~M ( BEN~IN THEN V;(=X;(:GOSUB 5990 
3590 IF ACCEPT;(=l THEN 
BENMIN=SUM : MAXTRI=K : MAXX=X;(: OK,:=1 
3700 K~K+l 
3710 WEND 
3720 IF ( (SUM ) • 5) AND (OK~=ll l THE~ 3810 
3730 FOR K=2 TON 
3740 IF DEG;((Kl O DEGCON;((Kl-1 GOTO 3780 




3780 NEXT K 
3790 BENMiN=100000003 
3800 GOTO 3370 
3810 FOR JJ=l TO !Ml 
3820 OTHERSi(JJ)=l 
3830 . NEXT JJ 
3840 FOR JJ=l TO 3 
3850 OTHERSi<HASHi<TRIANGi<MAXTRI~JJll)=0 
3860 NEXT JJ 
3870 SUMBEN=SUMBEN+BENMIN 
3880 FOR JJ=l TO 3 · 
3890 HP~(JJ)=HASHi!TRIANG~<MAXTRI,JJ)) 
3900 NEXT JJ 




3950 NEXT JJ 
3960 .FOR KR=l TD IMl 




4010 IF Ml ( M2 Tff:N MIN=Ml ELSE MIN=M2 
4020 IF r.IN) M3 THEN MIN=M3 
4030 SPATHt!I,KK)=~IN 
4040 SPATH~(~K,l)=~IN 
4050 NEXT IC{ 
4060 DEGitXi>=3 
4070 FOR J=l TO 3 
4080 Y~=TRIA~Gi!~AXTRI,Jl 
4090 DEGitvi>=DEGi<Yi)+l 
4100 NEXT J 
4110 60SUB 7080 
4120 NEXT I 
4130 GOSUB 7310 
4140 GOTO 4930 
4150 ~'HILE VERTNO¾ < N 
4160 MAX=-1 
4170 FOR 1=2 TON 
4180 IF VA~IDj(ll=0 THEN 4310 
4190 K=l 
4200 WHILE K <= TRINOj 
4210 ACCEPT%=0 
4220 SUM~=0 
4230 FOR J=l TO 3 
4240 L=TRIANG,(K,Jl 
4250 su~,:=su;~t+BEN,: ( r. u 
4250 ~'EXT J 
4270 IF SU~%) MAX THEN Vt=I : GOSUB 5990 
4280 IF ACCEPT,:=1 THEN 




4310 NEXT I 






4380 IF FLAG1'=0 GOTO 4450 
4390 TOTBEN1'=TOTBEN1'-!3•N-6l•128 
4400 FOR 1=1 TON 
4410 FOR J=l TO i 
4420 BEN1'(i,J)=BEN1'(I,J)-128 
4430 NEXT J 
4440 NEXT I 
4450 LPRINT "TOTAL oarn~EDRON ADJACENCY SCORE !S11 TOTBEN:< 
4460 LPRINT 
4470 REM WRITE OUT SOLUTION !INCIDENCE) riATRIX 
4480 LPRINT "INCIDENCE MATRIX:" 
4490 LPRINT 
4500 FOR 1=1 TON 
4510 FOR J=l TON 
4520 LPRINT SDLUTION1'(I,Jl: 
4530 NEXT J 
4540 LPRINT 
4550 NEXT I 
4560 LPRINT 
4570 REM SORT THE EDGES ACCORDING TO WEIGHT TO GET 3N-6 BOU~D 
4580 M=0 
4590 FOR 1=1 TON 
4600 FOR J=I+l TON 
4610 M=M+1 
4620 EDGES1'(Ml=BEN1'(1,J) 
4630 NEXT J 
4640 NEXT I 
4650 R:<(l)=M\2 
4660 T:<=INT(LOG(Ml/LOG(2l)+1 
4670 FOR I=l TO T:<-1 
4680 R%(I+l)=INTl.75•R¼(lll 
4690 NEXT I 
4700 FOR L=l TO T1' 
4710 INC=Ri<Ll 
4720 FOR 1=1 TO lf.-INC 
4730 IF EDGES1'(l) ( EDGES¼(l+INC) THEN SWAP EDGES¼(l),EDGESt(I+INCl 
4740 NEXT I 
4750 l'\EXT L 
4760 L=IH 
4770 WHILE L) 0 
4780 K=0 
4790 FOR I=l TO L 
4800 IF EDGES1' (I) < EDGES1' (I+ 1 l THEN SWAP EDGESt I I l, EDGES1' (I+ 1l : K= I 






4860 FOR 1=1 TO 3*N-6 
4870 BOUNDi=BOU.~Di+EDGES~!ll 
4880 NEXT I 
4890 LPRINT 
4900 LPRINT "BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTIO;~ BOUND IS" BOUND:<. 
4910 LPRINT 
4920 LPRINT "DELTAHEDRON SOLUTION RATIO IS " TOTBENi/BOUNDt 
4930 LPRINT 
4940 LPRINT "DISTANCE CLASSES:" 
4950 LPRINT 
4960 FOR I=l TO MAXDIST 
4970 FOR J=1 TO CARD~(!) 
4980 LPRINT LAYER!I,Jl; 
4990 NEXT J 
5000 LPRINT 
5010 NEXT I 
5020 LPRINT 
5030 REM THE FOLLOWING STATE~ENTS TRANSFER ALL RELEVANT DATA REDUIRtD 
5040 REM FOR THE LAYOUT PHASE TO DISK DI PREPARATION FOR READING BY 
5050 REM EITHER OF THE SECOND PROGRAMS (PLAN AND SPLANJ. IF SUPER_ 
5060 REM DELHl'-IEDRON IS REQUIRED! I~'FO IS READ INTO FILE "PL.ANDATA". 
5070 REM IF DEL TAHEDRON iS REQUIRED, lNFO IS READ INTO F:!LE "PROBDATA". 
5080 REM THUS THE PROBRA:~ MAY BE RUN ON A 64K MICROCOMPUTER 
5090 IF SUPERt=1 THEN 5120 
5100 OPEN "0",#1, "PLANDAT2" 
5110 GOTO 5130 
5120 OPEN "0",lll,"PROBDATA" 
5130 PRINT #1,N 
5140 PRINT #1.~AXDIST 
515'3 FOR 1=1 TO N 
5160 FOR J=l TON 
5170 PRINT #1,SOLUTIONt(I,Jl 
5180 NEXT J 
5190 NEXT I 
5200 FOR I=l TO MAXDIST 
5210 PRINT *1,CARDi(IJ 
5220 NEXT I 
5230 FOR I=l TO MAXDIST 
5240 FOR J=l TO 3 
5250 PRIN1 #1,CLASS~!I,Jl 
5260 N'.::XT J 
5270 NEXT I 
5280 FOR I=l TON 
5290 PRINT #1,BEFOREt(!l 
5300 NEXT I 
5310 FOR 1=1 TO N · 
5320 PRINT #1,ANOi!Il 
5330 NEXT I 
5340 FOR 1=1· TO MAXDIST 
5350 PRINT #1.KOUNT!Il 
5360 NEXT I 
5370 FOR 1=1 TON 
5380 FOR J=l TO ANOlt(I) 
5390 PRINT #1!AFTERi(I,Jl 
5400 NEXT J 
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5410 NEXT I 
5420 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
5430 PRINT 11,FUNDTRii(Il 
5440 NEXT I 
5450 FOR I=1 TO MAXDIST 
5460 PRiNT #1,0RIGINi(Il 
5470 NEXT I 
5480 FOR 1=1 TO~ 
5490 PRINT il,NU~IIl 
5500 NEXT I· 
5510 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
5520 FOR J=l TO NUMIIl 
5530 PRINT tl,BETWi(I!J) 
· 5540 NEXT J 
5550 NEXT I 
5560 FOR 1=1 TON 
5570 PRINT il,Hilll 
5580 NEXT I 
5590 FOR !=1 TO KOUNT(MAXDIST) 
5600 PRINT il,SAVEDt(Il 
5610 NEXT I 
5620 IF SUPER~=! T~EN 5720 
5630 FOR 1=2 TON 
5640 PRINT #1,Aj(Il 
5650 NEXT I 
5660 FOR 1=1 TO CARDtlMAXDISTl 
5670 PRINT il,LAYER(MAXDIST,Il 
5680 NEXT I 
5690 CLOSE il 
5700 RUN "SPLAN" 
5710 END 
. 5720 CLOSE it 
5730 RUN •PLAN" 
5740 END 
5750 Di=DISTi(MAXX) 
5760 IF BEFOREi(A~l=Bi THEN SWAP Ai.Bi 
5770 REM DETE~~INE THE INDICES OF THE TWO VERTICES OF CLASS!D-1.*) 
5780 REM TO WHICH BIS ADJACENT 
5790 KK=l 
5800 FOR K=1 TO 3 
5810 IF SOLUTIONi1Bi,CLASsi1nt-1!K))=1 THEN 
BADJilKKl=K: KK=KK+l 
5820 NEXT K 
5830 REM SWAP INDICES I~ NECESSARY 
5840 IF ((BADJ~(1)=1) AND (BADJ;r:(2)=3)) THEN SWAP BADJ;r:(1l,BADJ;r:(2l 
5850 REM CHEC~ WHICH VERTEX ~JlXX IS ADJACENT TO 
5860 REM IF THE FIRST, ORIENTATION IS (AiMAXX!B) 
5870 REM IF THE SECOND, ORIDITATION IS (A, B, ii:AXX} 
5880 IF SOLUTIO~;r: (MAXX, CLASS¼ (D;r:-1, BADJ;r: ( 1l l )=1 THEN 
CLASS;r:(D;r:,1)=A~:CLASS~(D;r:i2)=~AXX:CLASS;r:(D~,3)=B¼ 
ELSE CLASS;r:(D~, l)=A¼:CLASS¼(D¼,2)=B~:CLASS%(D¼,3l=MAXX 
5890 LPRINT 
5900 LPRINT "ORIENTED CYCLE:" 
5910 LPRINT 
5920 LPRINT D~ ":"; 
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5930 FOR J=1 TO 3 
5940 LPRlNT CLASS,C.ID,C.,Jl; 








6030 IF DISTj(A,C.l <J DIST;{.IB,C.J THEN 
IF DISTf.(B,C.J= DIST,C.(C,C.l THEN SWAP A,C.,Gt 
ELSE SWAP B%1 C,C. 
6040 REM STOP CREATION OF TRIANGLES IN DISTANCE CLASS ONE WHICH ARE 
6050 REM NOT Or AN APPROPRIATE TYPC: (11 CLASS 111 } 
6050 IF l(H,C.(A,:)=-1) OR !Hj(Bjl=-1) OR (Ht(C,C.l=-111 THEN 6310 
6070 REM PREVENT INSERTION IN ANY "CLASS 1" TRIANGLE OF DISTANCE CLASS 
6080 REM ONE ••• THE ONLY ALLOWABLE SUCH TRIANGLE IS THE FUNDAXENTAL 
6090 REM TRIANGLE, CONSTRUCTED AS TRIANGl1,*l 
6100 IF DIST,C.(A,:l=l THEN 
IF I <DIST;{.!A;{.l=DIST,C.IB;{.l l AND <DIST;{.(B;{.) =DIST,C. (C:,'..l l l THE~ 
IF K (} 1 THEN 6310 ELSE 6300 
6110 REM PREVENT CREATIOi OF TRIANGLES IN OTHE~ DISTANCE CLASSES UNLESS 
6120 REM THE FUNDA~NTAL TRIANGLE OF THAT CLASS IS YET TO BE DE?INED 
6130 IF DISTlt(A,C.) ) 1 THEN 
IF IIDIST1,1Ail=DIST1,(C~l+1l AND (FUNDTRilt{DISTlt(A,C.))=1ll GOTO 6310 
6140 REM CONSTRAIN TO TWO DISTANCE CLASSES ONLY 
6150 IF MAXDIST=2 THEN 
IF ( (DIST,t!Aitl=DISTit(B;{.)) AND IDISTltlBltl=DIST,C.(Cltl l l GOTO 63i0 
6160 REM DETERMINE DISTANCE OF V TO EXTER!OR FACILITY IMPLIED BY 
6170 REM ITS INSERTION IN TRIANGLE K 
6180 MINI!f,=N 
6190 FOR L=l TO 3 
6200 O,C.:DISTlt(TRIA.~G,:(X,Lll 
6210 IF Dlt ( MINIM THEN MINIM=D~ 
6220 NEXT L 
6230 DISTltlV~l=MINIM+l 
6240 REM NOW DETERMINE WHETHER ADDI~G V TO DISTA~CE C~ASS DIS~(Il 
6250 REM IS VALID IN TER:'IS OF THE CONSTRAINED APPROACH ••• I.~. DO~S 
6260 REM TnE DISTANCE C~ASS RE~AIN CONNEC:ED? 
6270 IF CARDltlDIST,C.(V:,'..ll=0 TIEN 6300 
6280 IF ((DISTlt(A;{.l=DiST:,'..(B,C.ll AND !DiSTlt(Bltl=DISTlt!Cltil) THEN 
IF CARD,C.(DIST,:1v,:J) l 0 THEN 6310 
6290 REM ACCEPT TRIANG(Kl AS TRIANGLE FOR INSERTION 
6300 ACCEPT1'=1 
5310 RETURN 
6320 REM ELEMENTS OF INSERTION TRIA~GLE A~E TRIANGIMAXTRI,*l 
6330 Alt=TRIAN6lt(MAXTRI,1l 
6340 Bit=TRIAN6itlMAXTRI 1 2l 
6350 Clt=TRIANGltlMAXTRI,3l 
6360 IF DIST;{.(Altl O DISTit(B,:J THE~ 
IF DISTltlBltl=DIST,C.(Cltl THEN SWAP A;{.,Clt 
ELS~ SWAP Bi,c,c. 
6370 REM ~:OW HAVE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CASES 
6380 REM (1) DIST(Al=DIST(Bl=DIST!Cl+l 
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6390 REM 12) DIST(Al=DIST(B)=DISTIC)-1 




6440 IF DA:<=DC:<+1 THEN 6510 
6450 IF DA:<=DC:<-1 THEN 7020 
6460 REM OTHERWISE, h'E HAVE CASE 131 
6470 DISTitlMAXXl=DAi-+1 
6480 MAXDIST=MAXDIST+1 
6490 ORIGINitlDIST% (MAXX) l =MAXX 
6500 GOTO 7070 
6510 REM CASE Ill 
6520 IF Cit=l GOTO 6710 
6530 FUNDTRiit(DAitl=l 
6540 DIST:<IMAXXl=DA:< 
6550 REM DEFINE AND ORIENT CLASSIDA!*l 
6560 GDSUB 5750 
6570 IF BEFORE%1Aitl=Bit THEN ai=Bit:FUNDitlDAit,ll=Bit: 




6610 IF BEFOREit(Q~) =0 GOTO 7070 
6620 SAVEQ:<=Git 







6700 GOTO 7070 
6710 IF Hit(Aitl (} -2 THEN 6750 
6720 FOR KK=l TO 3 
6730 IF STDREit(KK,1l=A:< THEN L=Hit(STOREit(KK,2ll+Hit(STOREit(KK,3ll:GOTO 6890 
6740 NEXT KK 
6750 IF Hit!Bitl (l -2 THEN 6790-
6760 FOR KK=l TO 3 
6770 IF STOREit(KK, il=Bi- THEN L=Hit!STOREit(KK,2)l+Hit(STORE:<lKK,3ll:GOTO 6890 
6780 NEXT KK 
6790 L=Hit(Ait)+Hit(Bitl 







6870 GOTO 7000 
6880 IF NUM(L) ) 1 GOTO 6950 
6890 FOR LL=1 TO 2 
6900 IF A~=PAIRi<L,LLl THE~ 
HMAXXi(L>=Hit(PAIRit!L,L~ MOD 2 +1)) : GOTO 6950 
6910 NEXT LL 
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6920 FOR LL=1 TO 2 
6930 IF B,C.=PAIR,C.(L.LLl THEN 
HMAXX,C.(LJ=H~!PAIR~(L,LL ~OD 2 +11) : GOTO 6950 
6940 NEXT LL 
6950 H,C.(MAXXl=HMAXX,C.(L) 
6960 H,C.(STORE,C.(L, lll=-1 
6970 STORE,C.(L,ll=MAXX 
6980 NUM (Ll =NUM.(U+l 
6990 BETW%(L,NUM(Lll=MAXX 
7000 DIST,C.(MAXXl=1 
7010 GOTO 7070 






7080 FOR J=1 TD 3 
7090 SDLUTION,C.(MAXX, TRIANG,C.(MAXTRI,J)l=i 
7100 SOLUTION,C.(TRIANG,C.(MAXTRI,Jl,MAXXl=l 
7110 NEXT J 
7120 BOSUB 6320 
7130 TRINO,C.=TRINO,C.+1 
7140 LPR!t,;T "Hl!SERTING VDTEX" MAXX "IN TRIANGLE "; 
7150 FOR L=1 TO 3 
7160 LPRINT TRIA~G,C.(~AXTRI 1Ll; 
7170 NEXT L 
7180 LPRIN1 
7190 L?RINT 
7200 TRIANG,C.(TRINO,C.!ll=TRIANG,C.(MAXTRI, 11 
7210 TRIANG,C.(TRINO,t.,2l=TRIANG,C.!MAXTRI,2l 
7220 TRIA~'G,C. nRINO,t., 31 =~1AXX 
7230 TRINO,C.=TRINO,C.+1 
7240 TRIANG,C.(TRINO,C.,ll=TRIANG,C.(MAXTRI, 11 
7250 TRIANG,C.(TRINO,C.,2l=TRIANG,C.!MAXTRI,3l 
7260 TRIAN~(TRINO,C.,31=MAXX 
7270 TRIANG,C.(MAXTRI, ll=MAXX 
7280 CARD,C.(DIST,C.(MAXX>l=CARDt(D!ST,C.(MAXXl)+l 
7290 LAVER(DISTi<MAXXl 1 CARD~(DISTi!MAXXlll=MAXX 
7300 RETURN 
7310 LPRINT "TR!Ai"IGLE LIST: 11 
7320 LPRnff 
7330 FOR I=l TO TRINO,C. 
7340 FOR J=l TO 3 
7350 LPRINT TRIANG,C.(1,Jl; 
7360 NEXT J 
7370 LPRINT 
7380 NEXT I 
7390 LPRINT· 
7400 LPRINT "lt-.:CID~NCE MATRIX:" 
7410 LPRINT 
7420 FOR 1=1 TON 
7430 FOR J=1 TON 
7440 LPRINT SOLUTIONj(J,J); 
7450 NEXT J 
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7460 LPRINT 
7470 NEXT I 
7480 LPRINT 
7490 LPRINT "SUPER_DELTAHEDR•N SDLUTI •~ SCORE : " SUMBEN 
7500 LPRINT 
7510 LPRINT "DEGREE CONST~ADITS (2,, Nl : " 
7520 LPRINT 
7530 FOR I=2 TON 
7540 LPRINT DEGCON~(l}; 
7550 NEXT I 
7560 LPRINT 
7570 LPRINT 
7580 LPRINT "DEGREES ACHIEVED (2 .. Nl : " 
7590 LPRINT 
7600 FOR I=2 TD N 
7610 LPRINT DESilil; 
7620 NEXT I 
7630 LPRINT 
7640 LPRINT 
7650 LPRINT "SHORTEST PATH MATRIX:" 
7660 LPRINT 
7670 FOR 1=1 TON 
7680 FOR J=l TON 
7690 LPRINT SPATH~(HASH~(Il,HASHt(Jll: 
7700 NEXT J 
7710 LPR1NT 
7720 NEXT I 
7730 RETURN 
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10 REM OUTPUT BLOCK PLAN USING INPUT FROM "BLOCK" 
20 DEFitH I-N 
30 DIM SOLUTI•Nr.(30,30J,CHAR$(30l,Ar.!30l,LAYER!2130) 
40 DIM CARDi(10l,TAILLENGr.(3J,PLANt(60,60J 
50 DIM CLASSr.(10,3J,BETWj(3,10l,Hr.(30J 
60 DIM FUNDTRlt(10J,ORIGINt(10l,SAVEDr.(10J 
70 DIM AN0r.(30l,BEFOREY.(30),Ai-7ER~(30,1el,KOUNT(10),NUM!30J 
80 OPEN "l",U,"PLANDAT2" 
90 INPUT #1,N 
100 INPUT #1,MAXDIST 
110 FOR I=l TON 
120 FOR J=l TON 
130 INPUT #1,SOLUTIONr.(1,JJ 
140 NEXT J 
150 NEXT I 
160 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
170 INPUT #1,CARDi(Il 
180 NEXT I 
190 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
200 FOR J=1 TO 3 
210 INPUT #1,CLASS~(I,JJ 
220 NEXT J 
230 NEXT I 
240 FOR !=1 TON 
250 INPUT i1,BEFORE%(IJ 
260 NEXT I 
270 FOR 1=1 TON 
280 INPUT #1,ANOi!Il 
290 NEXT I 
300 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
310 INPUT #1,KOUNT(IJ 
320 NEXT I 
330 FOR I=l TON 
340 FOR J=l TO ANOt(Il 
350 INPUT #1,AFTERY.(l,JJ 
360 NEXT J 
370 NEXT I 
380 FOR I=I TO MAXDIST 
390 INPUT #1,FUNDTRii(I) 
400 NEXT I 
410 FOR 1=1 TO MAXDIST 
420 INPUT #1,•RIGINr.(IJ 
430 NEXT I 
440 FOR I=l TO 3 
450 INPUT #1,NUM(ll 
-460 NEXT I 
470 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
480 FOR J=1 TO NUM(ll 
490 INPUT #1,BETWr.(I,Jl 
500 NEXT J 
510 NEXT I 
520 FOR l=l TON 
530 INPUT #1,Ht(IJ 
540 NEXT I 
550 FOR 1=1 TO KOUNT(MAXDIST) 
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560 INPUT #1,SAVED%!Il 
570 NEXT I 
580 FOR 1=2 TON 
590 INPUT #1,Aj(J) 
600 NEXT I 
610 FOR I=l TD CARD,t!MAXDIST) 
620 INPUT #1,LAYER!MAXDIST,I) 
630 NEXT I 
640 CLOSE #1 
650 FOR 1=1 TON 
660 READ CHAR$!!) 
670 NEXT I 
680 DATA H, I, (, O, V, X, \, $, *, +,-,I,&,=,@,}, #1 :<,A, B, C, D, E,F, G, J, K, L,M, N, P 
690 INPUT "RATIO OF BUILDING LENGTH TO WIDTH 0=1) 11 i RATIO 
700 INPUT "HORIZONTAL SIZE OF PLAN MATRIX DESIRED"; WIDlt 
710 REM ARTIFICIALLY CREATE SECOND DISTANCE CLASS WITH ZERO ELEMENTS 
720 REM FOR THE CASE SUCH THAT CARD!2l=0 
730 IF CARD:<!2>=0 THEN MAXDIST=2 




780 GOTO 1330 
790 IF FUNDTRI:<IMAXDISTJ=1 GOT• 1060 
800 IF AND:<(ORIGIN:<tMAX~IST)) i 1 GOTO 920 
810 K=AFTER:<!ORIGINlt(MAXDISTl,1) 
820 FOR L=1 TO 3 
830 IF SOLUTION%!K,CLASS:<(~AXDIST-1,L)l ()1 GOTO 850 
840 NEXT L 
850 TOP:<=CLASS:<IMAXDIST-1,Ll 
860 IF L=3 THEN L=l ELSE L=L+l 
870 LEFT=CLASS:<IMAXDIST-1,Ll 
880 L=L+1 
890 IF L=4 THEN L=l 
900 RIGHT%=CLASS:<CMAXDIST-1,L) 
910 GOTO 1330 
920 IF ANO:<(ORIGIN:<CMAXDISTll } 2 GOTO 750 
930 K=AFTER:<(ORIGIN:<(MAXDISTl,1l 
940 L=AFTER:<!ORIGIN:<CMAXDIST),2) 
950 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
960 IF !ISOLUTION:<IK,CLASS:<IMAXDIST-1,Ill=ll AND 
ISOLUTION:<IL,CLASS~(MAXDIST-1,Illl=ll GOTO 980 
970 NEXT I 
980 IF 1=3 THEN 1=1 ELSE I~l+l 
990 TOP:<=CLASS:<(MAXDIST-1, Il 
1000 IF 1=3 THEN 1=1 ELSE I=I+1 
1010 LEFT=CLASS:<(MAXDIST-1 1 Il 
1020 I=l+1 
1030 IF 1=4 THEN I=l 
1040 RIGHTi=CLASS:<CMAXDIST-1,1) 
1050 GOTO 1330 
1050 RE~ FIRSTLY DETERMINE INNER SANCTUM POSITIONS 
1070 FOR K=l TO 3 
1080 IF (IBEFORE:<(CLASS~!MAXDIST,Kll=0l AND 
(CLASS:< (MAXDIST, Kl () ORIGIN:<(MAXDISTl)) GOTO 1100 
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1090 NEXT K 
1100 INRIGHT=CLASSt(MAXDIST,Kl 
1110 L=K MOD 3 +1 •. 
1120 LL=L MOD 3 +1 
1130 IF BEFOREl/.(CLASStlMAXDIST,Ll)=CLASS%(MAXDIST,LL) 
THEN Ct=L ELSE Cl/.=LL 
1140 INLEFT=CLASStlMAXDIST,Ct) 
1150 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
1160 IF ((I I) K> AND II I) C~)) THEN KL=I 
1170 NEXT I 
1180 INTDP=CLASSl/.lMAXDIST,KLl 
1190 REM NOW DEFINE CLASS(ll POSITIONS RELATIVE TO THE INNER SANCTUM 
1200 FOR I=1 TO 3 
1210 IF S•LUTIONl/.(INRIGHT,CLAS5j(MAXDIST-11 Ill=1 
THEN L=I : GOTO 1230 
1220 NEXT I 
1230 RIGHTll,=CLASSll,IMAXDIST-1,Ll 
1240 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
1250 IF I=L GOTO 1270 
1260 IF S•LUTIONl/.!CLASS%(MAXDIST-1,Il,INLEFTl=1 THEN LL=I:GOTO 1280 
1270 NEXT I 
1280 LEFT=CLASS%1MAXDIST-1,LLl 
1290 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
1300 · IF III (l Ll AND II (l Llll THEN KL=I 
1310 NEXT I 
1320 TOP%=CLASSl/.lMAXDIST-1,KLl 
1330 REM THE AREA OCCUPIED BY EACH DISTANCE CLASS P!UST BE CONCOMITANT 
1340 REM WITH THE SUM OF THE AREAS OF THE ELEMENTS OF EACH CLASS 
1350 REM FIRSTLY IT IS NECESSARY TO StALE THESE AREAS IN RELATION TO 
1360 REM THE SIZE OF THE PLAN MATRIX DESIRED 
1370 SUMl/.=0 
1380 FOR I=l TON 
1390 SUMl/.=SUMl/.+Al/.(Il 
1400 NEXT I 
1410 FOR 1=1 TON 
1420 A%lll=Aj(I}136001RATIO/SIJM% 
1430 NEXT I 





1490 FOR K=1 TO NU~IHTLt> 
1500 SUMTLl/.=SUMTLi+A%1BETW%(HTLl/.1 Kll 
1510 NEXT K 
1520 P1Xl/.=SUMTL%\(P3Y%-P1Y~) 
1530 SUMil/.=0 
1540 FOR K=1 TO CARDi(MAXDIST) 
1550 SUMlj=SUMI~+A~ILAYER(li1AXDIST,KlJ 




1600 FOR K=1 TO NUM(HTRll,) 
1610 SUMTRll,=SUMTRl/.+A~(BETWitITTRl/.,Kll 
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1620 NEXT K 
1630 HLR~=H~(LEFTl+Ht(RIGHT~l 
1640 FOR K=l TO NUM(HI.Rtl 
1650 SUMLR~=SUMLRi+A~(BETWi(HLRi,KJl 
1660 NEXT K 
1670 REM SET UP THE DIMENSIONS OF THE I~'NER SANCTUM, UNDER THE ASSUMPTION 
1680 REM THAT THE DIMENSIONS OF THE COMPONENT PARTS ARE PROPORTIONAL 
1690 REM TO THEIR AREAS 
1700 REM SPECIAL CASE FOR WHEN CARD(MAXDIST)=0 
1710 IF CARDt(r~XDISTl (l 0 THEN 1750 
1720 P2Xlt=P1Xt 
1730 P2Y~=P1Y~ 
1740 GOTO 1890 
1750 IF ((SUMLR1' () 01 OR (SUMTRt () 0ll THEN 1780 
1760 GAMMA1'=SQR(SUMI1'/(SUMl1'+A1'1RIGHT1')))*(P3Y%-P1Yil 
1770 GOTO 1870 
1780 IF SUMLRt () 0 THEN 1810 
1790 GAMMA?'.=SQR(SUMI1'/(SUMit+SUMTRt+A~(RIGHT1'lll*(P3Yt-P1Y~l 
1800 GOTO 1870 
1810 IF SUMTR~ 0 0 THEN 1840 
1820 GAMMAt=SQR(SUMI1'/(SUMI1'+SUMLR~+A,:(RIGHT,:J))*(P3Yi-P1Y~l 






1890 REM FILL IN TOP 
1900 FOR 1=1 TO PlYlt-1 
1910 FOR J=l TO WID~ 
1920 PLANlt(I,Jl=TOP~ 
1930 NEXT J 
1940 NEXT I 
1950 REM FILL IN LEFT !INITIALLY, THE COMPLETE RECTANGLE) 
1960 FOR I=PlYlt TO P3Ylt 
1970 FOR J=l TO PlXi-1 
1980 PLANlt(I,Jl=LEFT 
1990 NEXT J 
2000 NEXT I 
2010 REM FILL IN BETWEEN LEFT ANO TOP 
2020 IF NUM(HTL1'l=0 GOTO 2590 
2030 IF NUM(HTL~l=l GOTO 2310 
2040 IF SOLUTIONilBETW,:(HTL~,2),TOPil=l GOTO 2310 
2050 REM OTHERWISE TAIL HTL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT 




2100 FOR K=l TO NUM~(HTLi> 
2110 KK=BETWi(HTL~1 Kl 
2120 AKKi=A~IKKl 
2130 FOR I=STARTYt TO p3y,: 




2170 IF Bit>= AKK1' THEN 2200 
2180 NEXT J 
2190 NEXT I 
2200 IF J=FINX1' THEN 2270 
2210 IF K=NUM(HTlit) THEN KK=BETW~(HTL~,K> ELSE KK=BETW~(HTL1',K+1l 
2~0 B~0 . . 
2230 FOR L=J+l TO FINX1' 
2240 PLANit(I,J)=KK 
2250 B1'=1l,t+1 
2260 NEXT L 
2270 IF K=Nl.lM(HTL~l THEN 2300 
2280 STARTV1'=1+1 
2290 NEXT K 
2300 GOTO 2590 
2310 REM TAIL HTL IS ADJACENT TO TOP 
2320 SUMTL%=SUMTL1'-A1'(LEFT) 
2330 FINX~P!Xlt-2 
2340 REM AGAIN IMPLIES 'CORRIDOR' EFFECT 
2350 91'=0 
2360 K=BETW1'(HTL1',1l 
2370 FOR I=P1V1' TO P3Y~ 
2380 FOR J=1 TO FINXit 
2390 PLAN%(I,J>=K 
2400 B~=B%+1 
2410 IF Bit)= SUMTL1' GOTO 2440 
2420 NEXT J 
2430 NEXT I 
2440 IF Nl.JM(HTL1'>=1 GOTO 2590 
2450 SUMTL~=SU~TL1'-A1'(BETW~(HTL~, 1)) 




2500 FOR I=P1V1' TO P3V1' 
2510 FOR J=l TO FINX1' 
2520 PLANit(I,J)=KK 
2530 B,t=B1'+1 
2540 IF Bit)= SUMTLit THEN 2570 
2550 NEXT J 
2560 NEXT I 
2570 SUMTL1'=SUMTL%-B~ 
2580 NEXT K 
2590 REM FILL IN RIGHT 
2600 FOR I=P1Y1' TO P3V1' 
2610 FOR J=P2X1' TO WID1' 
2620 PLAN%(I,Jl=RIGHT1' 
2630 NEXT J 
2640 NEXT I 
2650 FOR I=P2V1' TO P3Y1' 
2660 FOR J=P1X% TO P2X1'-1 
2670 PLAN%(I,Jl=RISHT1' 
2680 NEXT J 
2690 NEXT I 
2700 REM FILL IN BETWEEN TOP AND RIGHT 
2710 IF NUM(HTR1'l=0 GOTO 3240 
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2720 IF NUMIHTRll=l GOTO 2990 




2770 FOR K=l TO NUM(HTRjl 
2780 KK=BETWlt IHTL1-, Kl 
2790 AKK1-=A1-CKK> 
2800 FOR I=STARTY1- TO P3Ylt 
2810 FOR J=STARTX1- TO WID1-
21120 PLAN1-(I,Jl=KK 
2830 Blt=Blt+l 
28't0 IF 131, >= AKK1- GOTO 2870 
2850 NEXT J 
2860 NEXT I 
2870 IF J=FINX1- THEN 2950 
2880 IF K=NUM(HTRlt) THEN KK=BETWltlHTRit,K) ELSE KK=BETWltlHTRit,K+ll 
2890 Bj=0 
2900 FOR L=J+1 TO.FINXlt 
2910 PLAN1-(I,Jl=KK 
2920 B1-=B1-+1 
2930 NEXT L 
2940 IF K=NUMIHTRltl THEN 2970 
2950 STARTVlt=I+l 
2960 NEXT K 
2970 GOTO 3240 




3020 FOR I=P1Ylt TO P3V1-
3030 FOR J=STARTXlt TO WIDlt 
3M0 PLANltlI,Jl=K 
3050 131,=B,t+ 1 
3060 IF Bit>= SUMTRlt GOTO 3090 
3070 NEXT J 
3080 NEXT I 
3090 IF NUM(HTR1-)=1 GOTO 3240 
3100 SUMTR1-=SUMTR1--AltlBETW1-IHTllt., U l 




3150 FOR I=P1Y1- TO P3Y1-
3160 FOR J=STARTXlt TO W!D% 
3170 PLAN%(!,JJ=KK 
3180 B~Bt+l 
3190 IF Bi)= SUMTRt THEN 3220 
3200 NEXT J 
3210 NEXT I 
3220 SUMTR1-=SUMTR%-B1-
3230 NEXT K 
3240 REM FILL IN BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT 
3250 IF NUM(HLRt)=0 GOTO 3770 
3260 IF NlJN(HlR%l=l GOTO 3520 
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3270 IF SOLUTIONlt(BETWltlHLRlt,2J,LEFTJ=1 GOTO 3510 
3280 STARTX%=:P1Xlt , 
3290 STARTYlt=P2Ylt+1 
3300 B%=0 
3310 FORK=! TO NUMIHLR,t)· 
3320 KK=BETWlt(HlRlt,KJ 
3330 AKKlt=Alt(KK> 
3340 FOR I=STARTX,t TO WIDlt 
3350 FOR J=STARTY,t TO P3Ylt 
3360 PLANlt(J,I)=KK 
3370 Blt=Blt+l 
3380 IF Bit)= AKK,t THEN 3410 
3390 NEXT J 
3400 NEXT I 
3410 IF J=P3Y,t THEN 3~70 
3420 IF K=NUMIHI..Rlt) THEN KK=BETWlt!HLRlt,KJ ELSE KK=BETWlt(HLRlt,K+!l 
3430 B%=0 
3440 FOR L=J+l TO PJY,t 
3450 PLAN)t(L,I>=KK 
3460 NEXT L 
3470 IF K=NUM(HLRltl THEN 3500 
3480 STARTX%=I+1 
3490 NEXT K 
3500 GOTO 3770 




3550 FOR I=P1X% TD WID,t 
3560 FOR J=STARTY,t TO P3Ylt 
3570 PLAN"(J,Il=K 
3580 Blt=Blt+1 
3590 IF Bit>= SUMLRlt THEN 3620 
3600 NEXT J 
3610 NEXT I 
3620 IF NUM(HLRltJ=1 GOTO 3770 
3630 SUMLRlt=SUMLRlt-Alt(BETWlt(HLR",1ll 




3680 FOR 1~PtX% TO WIDlt 
3690 FOR J=STARTY,t TO P3Y,t 
3700 PlANlt(J,Il=KK 
3710 Blt=Blt+l 
3720 IF Bit)= SUMLRlt THEN 3750 
3730 NEXT J 
3740 NEXT I 
3750 SUMLR)t=SUMLR,t-B,t 
3760 NEXT K 
3770 REM FILL IN INNER SANCTUM (DISTANCE CLASS 2) 
3780 IF CARD%(MAXDIST)=0 GOTO 6040 
3790 OMlt=ORIGINltlMAXDISTl 
3800 IF CARDlt(MAXDIST) ) 1 SOTO 3870 
3810 FOR I=P1Y,t TO P2Ylt-1 
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3820 FOR J=P1X1' TO P2X1'-1 
3830 PLAN~(I,Jl=OM~ 
3840 NEXT J 
3850 NEXT I 
3860 SOTO 6040 
3870 IF FUNDTR!~(~AXDIST)=i SOTO 4820 
3880 IF ,AN01'(0M~) ) 1 SOTO 4200 




3930 WHILE K (l 0 
3940 FOR I=STARTV1' TO P2V1' 
3950 FOR J=P1x,: TO P2x,:-1 
3960 PLAN1'(I1Jl=K 
3970 B1'=Bj+1 
3980 IF B1' >= A,:(Kl GOTO 4010 
3990 NEXT J 
4000 NEXT I 
4010 IF AFTER1'(K,1) 0 0 THEN KK=AFTERj(K,1) ELSE KK=K:SAVEK~=K 
4020 IF J=P2X1'-1 SOTO 4080 
4030 Bj:0 
4040 FOR L=J+l TO P2X%-1 
4050 PLAN~(I,L)=KK 
4060 B~B%+1 
4070 NEXT L 
4080 K=AFTER~(K,1> 
4090 IF K=0 GOTO 4120 
4100 STARTV1'=I+1 
4110 WEND 
4120 REM CHECK THAT ALL THE INNER SANCTUM IS FILLED 
4130 IF I=P2Vi GOTO 6040 
4140 FOR L=l+l TO P2Yi 
4150 FOR LK=P1x,: TO P2X%-1 
4160 PLANilL,LKl=SAVEK1' 
4170 NEXT LK 
4180 NEXT L 
4190 GOTO 6040 
4200 IF ANOilOM,:) ) 2 GOTO 4430 
4210 REM OIECK WHICH TAIL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT AND RIGHT 
4220 REM (ONE OF THEM MUST BE, BY DEFINITION OF TOP, LEFT, RIGHT) 
4230 IF l(SOLUTION~ILEFT,AFTER1'(0M~,lll=ll A~~ 
<SOLUTIQN,:(RIGHT%1 AFTER1'(0~1', 11 >=1l) GOTO 4261~ 
4240 LL=2 
4250 GOTO 4270 
4260 Ll=l 
4270 ML=LL MOD 2 + 1 
4280 REM TAIL LL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT AND RIGHT 
4290 REM TAIL ML IS ADJACENT TO EITHER LEFT, TOP OR RIGHT1 TOP 
4300 REM IN ORDER TO FILL IN ORIGINIMAXDISTl, MUST INITIALLY 
4310 REM INFLATE ITS AREA BY THE AREA OF TAIL ML 
4320 K=AFTER1'(0M1',Mll 
4330 SUMML%=0 
4340 WHILE K () 0 





4390 GOSUB 6230 
4400 IF SOLUTION~(AFTER~!OM~,~Ll,LEFTl=1 THEN GOSUB 6640 ELSE GOSUB 6380 
4410 GOSUB 6900 
4420 GOTO 6040 
4430 REM ANO!OM>=J 
4440 REM CHECK WHICH TAIL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT AND RIGHT 
4450 FOR I=l TO 3 
4460 IF ((50LUTIONi!LEFT,AFTER)'..(0M)'.., Ill=ll ANO 
(SOLUTION)'..(RIGHTi,AFTER)'..(0M)'..1 Ill=lll GOTO 4480 
4470 NEXT I 
4480 LL=I 
4490 REM CHECK WHICH TAIL IS ADJACENT TO TOP,LEFT 
4500 FOR 1=1 TO 3 
4510 IF I=LL GOTO 4530 
4520 IF ((SOLUTI()Nj(LEFT,AFTER)'..(0M~,Ill=1> AND 
!SOI..UTION)'..(TOP)'..,AFTER)'..(0~)'..,I)l=ll) G1JTO 4540 
4530 NEXT I 
4540 KL=I 
4550 REM OTHER TAIL IS ADJACENT TO RIGHT,TOP 
4560 FOR I=l TO 3 
4570 IF ((I () LL> ANO (I () Kl)) THEN ML=I:GOTO 4590 
4580 NEXT I 
4590 REM TAIL LL IS ADJACENT TO LEFT, RIGHT 
4600 REM TAIL KL IS ADJACENT TO TOP, LEFT 
4610 REM TAIL ~LIS ADJACENT TO TOP, RIGHT 
4620 REM INITIALLY INFLATE AREA OF ORIGIN(MAXDISTl WITH BY THE AREAS 
4630 REM OF TAILS KL AND ML 
4640 K=AFTER:( (OM)'.., KU 
4650 SUMJ<L)'..=0 




4700 K=AFT£R)'..(0M)'..1 MLl 
4710 SUMML~0 





4770 GOSUB 6230 
4780 GOSUD 6640 
4790 GOSUB 7220 
4800 GOSUB 6900 
4810 GOTO 6040 
4820 REM FUNDTRI!MAXDISTl=l 
4830 REM DETERMINE AREAS OF THE TAILS 
4840 FOR I=l TO AN0)'..(0Mtl 
4850 K=AFTER~(OM)'..,ll 
4860 IF K=0 THEN 4880 
4870 IF l(SOLUT10N:((K,LEFTl=1l AND <SOLUTION~(K,TOPtl=lll THEN KL=I 
8.SE IF ((SOLUTION)'..CK,RIGHTil=l) AND (SOLUTIONi(K,TOP~l=lll 
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THEN ML=I 
4880 NEXT I 
4890 SUMKL~0 
4900 SUMML.i=0 
4910 IF KL=0 THEN 4970 
4920 K=AFTER%(0Mi,KLl 




4970 IF ML=0 THEN 5030 
4980 K=AFTERi(O~i,MLl 





5040 GOSUB 6230 
5050 IF ((SUMMLj (l 0) AND (SUMKLj (l 0ll THEN 5110 
5060 IF SUMMLlt=0 SOTO 5080 
5070 GOSUB 6380 
5080 IF SUMKL%=0 SOTO 5130 
5090 GOSUB G640 
5100 SOTO 5130 
5110 GOSUB 6640 
5120 GOSUB 7220 
5130 REM CHECK ON VALUE OF KOUNT(MAXDISTl 
5140 STARTYlt=SAVEI~+1 
5150 IF KOUNT(riAXDIST)=0 GOTO 5330 
5160 FOR K=KOUNT!MAXDISTl-1 TO 1 STEP -1 
5170 Bj=0 
5180 FOR l=STARTY% TO P2Y% 
5190 FOR J=P1X:r: TD P2X:r:-1 
5200 PLANj(I,JJ=SAVED%(Kl 
5210 ~=~+1 
5220 IF Bj l= Aj!SAVED:r:(KJJ SDTO 5250 
5230 NEXT J 
5240 NEXT I 
5250 IF J=P2Xj-1 THEN 5310 
5260 IF K=l THEN KK=SAVEDi(K) ELSE KK=SAVED:r:<K-1) 
5270 ~=0 
5280 FOR L=J+l TO P2Xi-t 
5290 PLANi!I,LJ=KK 
5300 NEXT L 
5310 STARTYi=I+l 
5320 NEXT K 
5330 REM FILL IN TOP 
5340 IF INTOP=OM~ THEN 5480 
5350 B~=0 
5360 FOR I=STARTY% TO P2Y:r: 
5370 FOR J=P1Xj TO P2X:r:-1 
5380 PLANj(J,Jl=INTOP 
5390 Bj=Bj+1 
5400 . IF B~ J= Aj(!NTOPl GOTO 5430 
5410 NEXT J 
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5420 NEXT I 
5430 IF J=P2Xj-1 THEN 5470 
5440 FOR L=J+l TO P2X%-1 
5450 PLANlt(I,Ll=INTOP 
5460 NEXT L 
5470 STARTY%=I+1 
5480 REM FILL IN INLEFT, INRIGHT; AREA OF INLEFT MUST BE INFLATED BY 
5490 REM AREA OF TAIL LL (NOTING THAT TAIL LL IS NOW DIFFERENT TO THE 
5500 REM CASES TREATED ABOVE (WHICH HAD FUNDTRI(MAXDIST)=0)l 
5510 K=AFTERlt(INLEFT,1) 
5520 SUMLLlt=0 






5590 FOR I=P1Xj TO P2X"-1 
5600 FOR J=STARTY% TO P2Y%-1 
5610 PLAN%(J,Il=INLEFT 
5620 B:t:B%+1 
5630 lF Bit ) = SUMLLlt THEN 5660 
5640 NEXT J 
5650 NEXT I 
5660 IF J=P2Yi-t THEN 5720 
5670 FOR L=J+l TO P2Y"-1 
5680 PLAN%(L,Il=INLEFT 
5690 NEXT L 
5700 SAVEI1%=I 
5710 REM FILL IN INRIGHT 
5720 STARTX:t=l+1 
5730 FOR I=STARTXlt TO P2Xj-1 
5740 FOR J=STARTY% TO P2Y%-1 
5750 PLAN%(J,Il=INRIGHT 
5760 NEXT J 
5770 NEXT I 
5780 REM FILL IN TAIL FROM INLEFT, IF IT EXISTS 
5790 SUMLLlt=SUMLLlt-Alt(INLEFTl 





5850 IF DELTA% ( 0 THEN DEPTH:t=DEPTH%+DELTA% 
5860 K=AFTERlt (INLEFT 1 1l 
5870 FINX~Pix,:+wIDTHXj-1 
5880 IF K=0 THEN 6040 
5890 a,:=0 
5900 FOR I=P2Y%-1 TO P2Ylt-DEPTH% STEP -1 
5910 FOR J=P1Xlt TO FINXlt 
5920 PLANlt(I,Jl=K 
5930 B%=Bj+1 
5940 IF B% )= SUMLLlt THEN 5970 
5950 NEXT J 








6030 GOTO 5880 
6040 REM WRITE OUT PLAN MATRIX 
5050 LPRINT CHR$(27) CHR$(56l 
6060 LPRINT CHR$(29) CHR$(31) 
6070 FOR 1=1 TO PJY~ 
6080 FOR J=l TO WID~ 
6090 LPRINT CHAR$(PLAN~II,J>>; 
6100 NEXT J 
6110 LPRINT 
6120 NEXT I 
6130 LPRINT 
6140 LPRINT 
6150 LPRINT "CHARACTER SET CODES:• 
6160 LPRINT 
6170 FOR 1=2 TON 
6180 LPRINT "FACILITY" I "IS REPRESENTED BY » CHAR$(!) 
6190 NEXT I 
6200 LPRINT CHR$(27l CHR$(54) 
6210 LPRINT CHR$(30l 
6220 END 
6230 ~=0 
6240 FOR I=P1Yi TO P2Y%-l 
6250 FOR J=P1Xj TO P2Xj-1 
6260 PLAN~!I,J)=OM~ 
6270 B;.=B~+1 
6280 IF Bi)= INFLAREA GOTO 6310 
6290 NEXT J 
6300 NEXT I 
6310 REM MAKE THE BOTTOM OF OM A STRAIGITT LINE 
6320 IF J=P2X""°l GOTO 6360 
6330 FOR L=J+1 TO P2X%-1 
6340 PLANitI,Ll=OM% 
6350 NEXT L 
6360 SAVEii=I 
6370 RETURN 
6380 REM FILL IN TAIL ML 
6390 K=AFTER,:(OM~,Mll 





6450 IF DELTA~ l 0 THEN DEPTH~DEPTH~-DELTA~ 
6460 FINX~P2X%-WIDTHXi+1 
6470 IF K=0 THEN 6630 
6480 B~0 
6490 FOR I=P1Y% TO DEPTH~+P1Y~ 




6530 IF 9" )= SUMML::r: GOTO 6560 
6540 NEXT J 
6550 NEXT I 






6620 GOTO 5470 
6630 RETURN 






6700 DELTA%=DEPTHi+PlY::r:-SAVEI%+1 • 
6710 IF DELTA,:} 0 THEN DEPTHl'=DEPTH::r:-DELTA::r: 
5720 FINXlt=P1X,C.+WIDTHX%-1 
6730 IF K=0 THEN 6890 
6740 B:t.=0 
6750. FOR I=PlY,C. TO DEPTH::r:+PlY')C. 
6760 FOR J=P1X% TO FINX% 
6TT0 PLAN,C.(I,J)=K 
6780 B~B::r:+1 
6790 IF 81', >= SUMKL,C. GOTO 6820 
6800 NEXT J 







6880 GOTO 6730 
5890 RETURN 
6900 REM FILL IN TAIL LL 
6910 REM FIND LAST ELEME~T OF TAIL LL 
6920 K=AFTER,C.IOM::r:,Lll 







7000 IF K=SAVB<% THEN 7150 
7010 FOR I=STARTY,C. TO P2Y,C.-1 
7020 FOR J=P1X% TO P2X,C.-1 
7030 PLAN::r:<I,J)=K 
7040 B,C.=B::r:+1 
7050 IF a,:>= A')C.(Kl GOTO 7080 
7060 NEXT J 
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7070 NEXT I 
7080 K=AFTER%(K,1) 
7090 IF J=P2X~-t-THEN 7130 
7100 FOR L=J+1 TO P2Xj-1 
7110 PLANj(I,Ll=K 
7120 NEXT L 
7130 STARTY%=I+1 
7140 GOTO 7000 
7150 REM FILL IN LAST ELEMENT OF TAIL LL 
7160 FOR I=STARTY% TO P2Y%-1 
7170 FOR J=P1X% TO P2X%-1 
7180 PLAN%(I,Jl=SAVEKt 
7190 NEXT J 






7260 IF DELTAi) 0 THEN DEPTH%=DEPTH%-DELTA~ 
7270 FINX%:P2Xt-WIDTHXi-1 
7280 IF K=0 THEN 7440 
7290 B%=0 
7300 FOR I=PtYi TO DEPTH%+P1Yi 
7310 FOR J=P2Xt-1 TO FINXi STEP -1 
7320 PLAN~II,Jl=K 
7330 B~=B~+l 
7340 IF Bi>= SUMMLi GOTO 7370 
7350 NEXT J 







7430 SOTO 7280 
7440 RETURN 
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